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BBeReHHe

9TOT rHJ HRHHCaH HO OHbITY

COBeTCKHX CTyJeHTOB, HOCTYHHBUIHX
Ha AoKTopcKHe (Ph.D.) H MaCTepCKHe

(M.A.) HpOrpaMMbI B CIlIA H

BfepBbie CTOJIKHYBUHXCH C )KH3HbIO

aMepHKaHCKHX YHHBePCHTeTOB.

HlonOeHHe CTyaeHTOB, HOjrymaoIgHX

4HHaHCOByiO HOAIepKKy OT

YHHBepCHTeTOB (fellowship,
scholarship, assistantship H T.H.)

CyIgeCTBeHHO OTJIHmaeTCH OT

HOj]O)KeHHH TeX, KTO npHexaA HO

o6MeHHbIM HporpaMMaM. 06MeH
HpOHCXOLaHT MemwAy opraHH3aUHqMH,

KOTOpbie HO KparMHeR Mepe

4OpMaJlbHO 3aImHI1alOT HHTepeCbi

CTyAeHTa, OrOBapHBaIOT YCJIOBHH H

T.A. CaMOCTORTeJzbHoro CTyfeHTa

HpHHHMalOT HapaBHe C aMepHKaHeM,

He npeanojiaraA, KaKOR CJIO)IHOM H

6ojie3HeHHOR MO)KeT 6bITb

afanTaUHHI. MbI HaeeMCH, MTO 3Ta

6poiuiopa HOMO)KeT BaM H36eKaTb

HaH6ojiee paCHpOCTpaHeHHbIX

OiIH6OK H HeHpHHTHOCTeA. MHoroe

H3 CKa3aHHOTO HH)Ke MOf(eT TeM He

MeHee OKa3aTbCH HOJIe3HbM TaK-e H

yMaCTHHKaM H OpraHH3aTOpaM

o6MeHHbIX COBeTCKO-aMepHKaHCKHX

HporpaMM.
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FHA HOrOTOBjeH AMepHKaHC1R
CeTblO COBeTCKHX CTyueHTOB HO
06IjeCTBeHHbiM HayKaM (American
Network of Soviet Students in
Social Sciences). B COeRHHeHHblX
IITaTax C HaMH MO)KHO CBq3aTbCq HO

cjiea yio iu emy Tene40Hy:

1-800-468-9079. HO 3TOMY

Tene( OHy Bbi MO)KeTe nO3BOHHTb
HaM 6ecnnaTHO H3 0o6oro ropona
CIA. K co)KaneHHIO y HaC HeT

BO3MO>KHOCTH HOCTORHHO Ae>KypHTb

y Teie4oHa, HO ecji BbI 3anHireTe
CBoe HMH H HOMep Tene4oHa Ha

aBTOOTBeTMHK, MbI CMO)KeM

repe3BOHHTb BaM.

CeTb cyLUeCTByeT 6naroaapR

OpraHH3aHOHHON4 H 4)HHaHCOBOr4

HnoxnepKKe KOHcopUHyMa
YHHBepCHTeTOB CpeaHero 3araza no
Me>KayHapOnHON )JeRTeJ1bHOCTH

(Midwest Universities Consortium
for International Activities, Inc.
(MUCIA)) Mbl XOTHM nepCOHaJIbHO

no6n1aro~napHTb rHpe3HaeHTa H

HCHOJnHHTeJIbHOTO aHpeKTOpa
KOHCopUHyMa YHJTbHMa (DJIHHHa

(William Flinn) 3a HHTepeC K
npo6neMaM COBeTCKHX CTyaeHTOB H

HOMOlgb.
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1H-l nOarOTOBjieH HO OnbiTy

COBeTCKHX CTyaeHTOB, HaMRBIWHX

rpOrpaMMbl B 1989-1990 roax.

HeKOTOpbie rpaBHJ1R H HOpHRjKH C

Tex HOp MOrJIH H3MeHHTbCH. BCe
UeHbI, CTaBKH npOUeHTa H T.I.

npHBOIHTCR TOJbKO B KaHeCTBe

HpH6nH3HTeJbHbIX OpHeHTHPOB H

COOTBeTCTBYIOT YpOBHIO 1990 roxa.

PaCC4HTblBa1 CO6CTBeHHblr 61oaeT

HYWKHO HMeTb B BHay HeKOTOpbIN

pOCT UeH.

CTj~reHRaHH

KaK npaBHInO, CTHIeHaHH H apyrHe
4OpMbI <4HHaHCOBOE HORzepKH

BbIHJIaHMBalOTCH yHHBepCHTeTaMH

ODHH pa3 B MeC3ul, B HOCjieaHHH
pa60HH aeHb. MaCTO H3-3a

3anepwex c O4OpMjieHHeM

,iOKyMeHTOB HepBaH CTHileHaHMl TeM,

KTO Ha4HHaeT yHHTbCH C CeHTR6pH

BblHriaMHBaeTCHq TOJ~bKO B KOHUe

HOH 6pH. COBeTyeM 3apaHee

coo6UHTb B HPHHHMaioUxR

yHHBepCHTeT, 'TO y BaC HeT

HHKaKOg B03MOKHOCTH HpHBe3TH C

co6oi gawe MHHHMa~jbHYIO CYMMY

KOHBepTHpyeMOR BaJHOTbl, 'iTO Bbi
HpH6bIBaeTe B CIIA 6e3 geHTa B
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KapMaHe. TaKaH CHTyaUH MOmKeT

6bITb HeO)KHaaHHOR a A H
RaMHHHCTPaUHH yHHBepCHTeTa.

06biMHO cpa3y we HO HpHe3Iy

YHHBepCHTeT BbIaaeT CTyaeHTY 3aeM

B CyMMe OT OaHOr 20 a IBYX TbICHqM

aojijiapOB. H0 3aRMy HaMHCjiHeTCH

HpogeHT, B 1990 roxy CpeaHHH

CTaBKa 6blna 7% B rOg. PacCpO4HTb

Bb1HJIRTY 3aEiMa MO)KHO Ha OaHH-faBa

roga. HOjiy-ieHHbX aeHer o6blMHO

XBaTaeT Ha OHJITy aBHa6HneTa OT

Hbio-aopKa go MeCTa yte6bi,

HepByIO BbiHniaTy 3a apeHgy )KHJlbH,

oniaTy MeaHUHHCKOR CTpaXOBKH,

apyrHe o6.q3aTeJmbHbie HJiaTe"H,

HeKOTOpOe o63aBeaeHHe H HHTaHHe

£aO HOJIyMeHHH HepBOrE CTHHeHaHH.

(no£1po6Hee CM. COOTBeTCTyiolUHe

pa3aeJIbi).

Bce BblHJIRTbI YHHBepCHTT nejiaeT B

BHDae qeKOB Ha Bame HMR. [o eKy

MOKHO HOJIYMHTb HaJIH4Hbie HJIH

HOAO)KHTb 4eHbrH Ha CMeT.

COBeTyeM C HepBbM Ke MeKoM
OTKPbITb CMeT B 0UHOM MeCTHbIX

6aHKOB. Onepa;IHH C HaJIHMHbIMH

£1eHbraMH MaCTO CBA3aHbl C

aOHO0JHHTeJ~bHbMH paCXOaMH HO
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O©OpMaeHHmo HepeBO9OB H

CyIUeCTBeHHbIMH Heyao6CTBaMH.

BaHKH, CMCTa

AMepHKaHCKHe 6aHKH npeaIaralOT

faBa OCHOBHbIX BHaa CqeTOB:

TeKyIgHR (checking account) H
c6eperaTeJIbHbR (saving account).

BMeCTe C TeKyiIHM cLeTOM BbI

HonyqaeTe HepCOHaJbHYIO MqeOBYIO
KHH)KKY, T.e. MO)KeTe B 6oJIbmHHHCTBe

cnyMaeB pacniaMHBaTbCi MeKaMH, a

He HaJIH4HblMH aeHbraMH. HPO!,eHT

HO TeKy1ieMy cqeTy o6bIMHO He

HaqHcj1iReTCH. C6eperaTenbHbIR cqeT

HO3BOJ1IjeT BKJlaoabIBaTb MeKH Ha

Baine HMq H HaJIHMHbIe, a HOJIyMaTb

TOAbKO HaJIH LHbIe. Ho

c6eperaTenbHOMy BKJIaoay

HaMHCReTCH UpoUeHT, cpeoaHqq

CTaBKa B 1990 6bIna OKOnO 5% B

rog.

3a HOjib3OBaHHe CMeTOM B3HMaeTCA

ewemeCMHaH njiaTa (monthly fee).

aCTO naaTa B3HMaeTCH TOJIbKO

TOraa, Koria 6ainaHC Ha cqeTy
naaaeT HH)Ke yCTaHOBJIeHHOrO

MHHHMaJIbHOrO 6a~iaHca (minimal

balance). Bo MHOPHX cjiy-iaqx
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YCTaHaBJIHBaeTC TrK>Ke nJiarTa 3a

onepag0io (transaction fee), KOTOpaA
6epeTCI 3a KaxKabIM BbiHHCaHHbl

MeK, KaKAbIR BKJaIa H KXa(yiO
BblHJIRTY HaJIH4HbIX CO CeTa CBepX

onpexieneHHOrO 4Hcjla 6ecniaTHbIX

onepagHR (number of free

transactions per month).

COBeTyeM BaM CHaqamia OTKPbITb

TeKyuIHR c~eT. 4epe3 OAHH-ABa

MecrnUa BbI CMO>KeTen OHqTb, HyxKeH

JIH BaM c6eperaTeJIbHblE4 C~eT, H

eCai jja - KaKOrl HMeHHO.

Hpe)Kxe MeM OTKPbITb C4eT

COBeTyeM 3arJIHHYTb HO KpartHeEl

Mepe B UBa-TpH 6jH)KaRuIHx 6aHKa H

HOCOBeTOBaTbCH C KOJIJeraMH B

yHHBepCHTeTe. YCJIOBHq CqeTOB B

6aHKax pa3iHMalOTCq. COBeTyeM

o6pagaTb BHHMaHHe Ha MeCH4MHyIO

nnaTy, MHHHMaJIbHbirl 6anaHC, MHCJIO
6ecniaTHblX onepaUHR H HJIaTY 3a

onepawHIo. OrbiT roKa3blBaeT, LITO

peanJbHO HOLe p W HBaTb

MHHHMaJibHbrl 6aJiaHc 300 - 500
aOnJIapOB. EcAiH Bbi peiUHTe

npHo6peCTH KpeaHTHyIO KapTOMKy,

Bbi CMO)KeTe HOJAepKHBaTb 6oee

BbICOKHM MHHHMaJbHblR 6aaHc.
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HeKOTOpble 6aHKi4 rpexuaraIOT

CreUaJbHbie JlbrOTbI AJI1 HOBbIX

KJIHeHTOB. 06 3TOM Hy)KHO

CrlpalIHBaTb.

Kpexiwribe KapTOMKH

KpenHTHbie KapTOMKH nO3BOJIIOT

rOKyraTb TOBapbI B TeMeHHH Mec~ia

He pacxoxya CBOHX AeHer Ha

KawKuyiO noKynKy, a oniaHBa O1HH

o6IgHR CqeT B HaqaJie cneayiolgero

MecRla. BOJbUHHCTBO KpealHTHbIX

KapTOMeK (VISA, Master Card)

HpeLIOCTaBJIHIOT BO3MO)KHOCTb

OniaMHBaTb cqeTa nO qaCTHM, T.e. C

paCCpOKOE4 Ha HeCKOJIbKO MecsjeB.

Ha HeBbIrjiaMeHHbIl OCTaTOK

Ha-HcJIeTCH rPOLeHT HO BbICOKOI

CTaBKe, B 1990 roay - 17-19%.

American Express Tpe6yeT

BbIrJIaTbI BceE CyMMbI e)KeMeCHMHO.

[IOJlb3OBaHHe KpeaHTHbMH

KapTO4KaMH VISA H Master Card

CTOHT 20 - 25 aOjnjapOB B roa,

American Express - 55 XOjijiapOB B

rox. American Express

rpeJOCTaBnIeT Cre.HaJIbHbie

A brTbl, CBR3aHHbie C

ryTe1UeCTBHIMH, HarpHMep -

nOjnyeHHe H o6MeH BaJIIOTbI B
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apyrHx CTpaHax, 6ecnaTHas
CTpaXOBKa apeHaOBaHHoro

aBToMo6HjiRH, JIbIOTHbIe aBHa6HjieTbI

H T.H.

Be3 KpeaHTHOR KaPTOMKH

npaKTHmeCKH HeBO3MO)KHO

apeHOBaTb MaIIHHy, BHaeOKaCCeTbl

H T.H. B 3THX cjiymaqx KapTOmKa

HCHOJ~b3yeTCH KaK rapaHTHR

BO3BpaTa apeHaOBaHHoro.

HOJIyMHTb KpeAHTHYIO KapTOMKYaJ15H

COBeTCKOrO CTyaeHTa cJIo>KHee, MeM

,a iJR aMepHKaHua. MHOPHe

4HHaHCOBbie KOMHaHHH BbIlaalOT

KaPTOMKH TOJIbKO HOCTOqHHbIM

WHTeJIgM CIIA. COBeTyeM BblHICHHTb

BO3MO)KHOCTb HOJIyMeHHq KpeUHTHOr

KaPTOMKH B BalueM 6aHKe BMeCTe C

OTKPbITHeM CMeTa.

ABHa6HieTM

06paTHbl 6HJIeT B C0103 C OTKPbITOr4

gaTOR AeACTBHTeJieH B TeMeHHH

roAa. [IpORJHTb CpOK XaeNCTBHA

6HJIeTa MO>KHO MaKCHMYM Ha TPH

mecq ua C pa3pemueHHA

UpeACTaBHTeji a3pO4NIOTa B CIIA.
ECJIH BbI He yBepeHbI, MTO
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co6HpaeTecb noexaTb UOMOR Ha

KaHHKYJlbi nocie nepBoro yMe6HOrO

roa a, COBeTyeM 3apaHee

nOJIrOTOBHTb aOBepeHHOCTb Ha HMA

KOrO-TO H3 BamHx pO)ICTBeHHHKOB Ha

BO3BpaT 6HjieTa. BHJieT A3pO4bJIOTa

C OTKPbITOR gaTOg, KyrJIeHHbl 3a

py6JIH, MO)KHO BepHyTb TOJIbKO B

CCCP. Korga Ba111H riaHbI
rpOHqCHH1TCHq, BbI CMO)KeTe OTOCJiaTb

6HjieT gOMOR H Barn pOUCTBeHHHK

CoaaCT ero.

BHyTpeHHHR 6HrieT OT Hblo-fRopKa

(HnH BamlHHrroHa) go MeCTa yte6bI

BaM aOJi>KeH 3a6pOHHpOBaTb

yHHBepCHTeT. KaK ripaBHJIO,

CTOHMOCTb 6HneTa CTyoaeHT

BO3MeigaeT H3 CBOeE CTHreHoaHH.

COBeTyeM 3apaHee rOrpOCHTb

yHHBePCHTeT 6pOHHpOBaTb axn Bac

CaMbin geueBbIH 6HJieT. CTOHMOCTb

6HJieTOB CyiUeCTBeHHO 3aBHCHT OT

TOrO, 3a CKOJIbKO BpeMeHH OHH

3aKa3blBalOTCH. 4eM paHbue Barn

6HieT 6yaeT 3a6pOHHpOBaH, TeM

oeueBJIe 3TO BaM o6oaeTCH.

UlpHMepHa5i ueHa 6HneTa OT

Hblo-rfopKa go mTaTOB CpeaHero

3ana~na (Orago, H4HaHaHa, HJIAHHORC)

- 300-500 aOniiapOB, ao 3anaaHoro

--- --10



Ho6epewubHs (CaH-DpaHHcKo) -

700-800 nojinapOB.

Apyrme BHJh TpaHcHopTa

)Keine3Hble aoporH B CIUA
rpaKTHMeCKH He HCrOJIb3yIOTCH AJI

raCCa)KHPCKHx nepeBO30K.

AJIbTepHaTHBY CaMOJIeTy COCTaBJI5eT

Me)KEgyrOpOAHblg aBTO6yc. Hoe3AKa

Ha aBTo6yce 3aHHMaeT 6oJIblue
BpeMeHH H 6onee yTOMHTeJIbHa, HO

CylgeCTBeHHO AelUeBJIe. aJIq

cpaBHeHHH, 3a6pOHHpOBaHHbl 3a RBa

MecsiUa 6HJIeT OT Hbio-RopKa a0

CaH-apaH1HcKo CTOHT 80 nojijiapOB.

Hoe3axa M3 HblO-FlOpKa Ha CpeaHHM

3aran rpH Tex we yCJIOBHqX CTOHT

70 aOjijapOB H 3aHHMaeT 13 - 18
'qacOB. npH 6pOHHpOBaHHe MeHee

'leM 3a ABa MeC51Ua HO 6oJIee qeM 3a

He1enI UeHa BO3paCTaeT

HpH6JIH3HTeJlbHO BABOe. Bbi MO)KeTe

rOrpOCHTb Bau yHHBepCHTeT

3a6pOHHpOBaTb BaM 6HJeT Ha

aBTO6yc, a He Ha CaMOJIeT.

aOnOJIHMTenbHa1 TPYAHOCTb,

CBA3aHHag C aBTO6yCOM:
aBTOCTaHUHH B Hbio-RopKe H
BaluHHrTOHe HaXOHTCR aJICKO OT
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a3pOrOpTOB. ECJIH Ha CaMOJIeT

apyFOR aBHaKOMHaHHH MO)KHO

nepeceCTb B TOM we a3pOHOpTy, TO

A0 aBTOCTaHHH HY)KHO exaTb

aBTO6yCOM, geHa 6HjieTa - aO 20
XaOjijnapOB.

)KHalHe

KaK rpaBHJIO, BbI MO>KeTe Bb16HpaTb

Me>K)1y O6le)KHTHAMH yHHBepCHTeTa

H apeHoR )KHJIbH BHe KaMnyCa.

O6ge>KHTHH MOryT 6blTb AeIeBJIe

HJIm aopo>Ke aHaJIOrI4LHOFo )KHJIbi

BHe yHHBepCHTeTa. HaCTO B

yHHBepCHTeTCKHX o6fte>KHTHAX He

rpeAYCMOTpeHbI KyXHH. Hy>KHO

HMeTb B BHJY, 14TO UHTaHHe B

CTOJIOBbIX O6XOUHTCH B ABa-TpH pa3a

zopo)Ke.

COBeTyeM He HOuHHCbIBaTb rOLOBOri

apeHnHbIH KOHTpaKT (lease) npewae,

4eM BbI CpaBHHTe npeAnaraeMbie
yCJIOBHA HO KpagHeg Mepe B

,aByX-Tpex MeCTax. Pa30pBaTb

KOHTpaKT paHbmue cpOKa

rpaKTHqeCKH HeBO3MO)KHO.

HH B yHHBepCHTeTCKHX o6IgeWHTHHX,

HH B ApyrOM KHJIbe HOCTeJibHOe

- 12



6e.nbe, OaeJIa, rOayiIKH H nocyxa B

apeH~aHbl KOHTpaKT He BXOaqT.

COBeTyeM B3HqTb c co6oE Ha6op

HOCTeJTbHOrO 6enbH H HOCyabI XOTH

6bI Ha nepBoe BpeMq.

B neperOBopax o6 apeHae )KHJbH H

apeHaHOM KOHTpaKTe IaCTO

yrOTpe6iAIoTCH cnegyiouHe

HOHHTHI:

Landlord: Bjianejieu HnH

yrpaBnJI5IOMlHH npexuaraeMoro
)KHJIbI;

Tenant: KBapTHpoCbeMIgMHK;

Rent: meCiqHHaq (KBapTaJIbHaR)

KBapTnJIaTa;

Furnished unit: Me6eJIHpOBaHHaR
KBaPTHpa (KOMHaTa), Me6eJTb

coriaCHO KOHTpaKTY aOJIKHa 6bITb

npenoCTaBjeHa BJaneJbueM,

CTOHMOCTb HCHOJIb3OBaHH5I Me6enH

BXOflHT B KBapTHniaTy;

Unfurnished unit: KBaPTHpa 6e3

Me6eiH, C KYXOHHbIM

o6opynoBaHHeM;

Utilities: ra3, Boaa, 3JIeKTPHeCTBO,

OTOHJeHHe, B 3aBHCHMOCT4 OT

KOHTpaKTa OHnaMHBaOTCH

CbeMUHKOM HJIH BXOaqT B apeHHYIO

nniaTy;

13



Deposit: cyMMa, KRK HpaBHJI0 paBHaHi

MeCHMHOH KBapTHJIaTe, KOTOpaA

BbiHJIaMHBaeTCH fpH HOZ1HHCHHH

KOHTpaKTa, XpaHHTCH BJIaheJIbgeM

)KHJIbHR KaK CTpaXOBKa Ha cJiy-iarl

HeBbilJIRTbl peHTbI HAH HOBpe)KaHHr

H BO3BpaLgaeTCH HO OKOHmaHHH

KOHTpaKTa, 06bl4HO - TOMeHHH

MeCn.qa;

Lease: apeHRHblgI KOHTpaKT, o6bIrHO

BKJIIOMaeT OHHCaHHe )KHJIbH,

HpOXOJ>KHTeJIbHOCTb apeHAbl, pa3Mep
KBapTHJ1RTbI (peHTbI), YCJIOBHII

OHJIRTbI OTOHJIeHHH, BOabl H T.H.

CTaHaapTHblri CpOK apeH.Ubl - ron. Ha

CPOK 90 iueCTH MeC¶,LeB >KHJIbeg alOT

HeOXOTHO H aopo)Ke. HapylueHHe

KOHTpaKTa OaHOR H3 CTOPOH

4OpMaAbHO MO)KeT 6blTb

OUIpOTeCTOBaHO Mepe3 Cya.

COBeTyeM BHHMaTehJbHO HpOMHTaTb

KOHTpaKT, npewze 4eM fOaHHCbIBaTb

ero. Bauia HOunHCb BJIeMeT 3a co6o

Cepbe3HY1O npaBOBY10

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb.

OCHOBHbie THHbI )KHJIbH:

Room: KOMHaTa, o6blMHO

Me6ej]HpOBaHHa5I. KyxH1 H BaHHaH -

o6IMaA AJI HeCKOJIbKHX KOMHaT.
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Efficiency apartment (studio):
KOMHaTa C BaHHOR H KyxHeri.

One/two bedroom apartment
KBapTHpa C OUHO/JaByMR CHaJbHqMH

H >KHIO KOMHaTOE.

TlnaTa 3a TejieneOH He BXOaMT B

KOHTpaKT. OHa BKJIIOmaeT HJIaTy 3a

HOXKnIO4eHHe (40-50 aojnapOB),
B03BpaaeMbIE aelHO3HT (30 - 40

nOJIJIapOB), emeeCHaHyio JrTy H

onnaTy Me>KyrOPOaHbIX 3BOHKOB.

ECJiH HpH 3aKjiiOqeHHH apeHaHOrO

xOrOBopa B KOHTpaKTe yKa3blBaeTCH,

'ITO B KBapTHpe 6ynyT HOCTOAHHO

>KHTb aBa Hi 6onee ieJIOBeK, C

Ka>Kaoro H3 HHX o6blMHO B3HMaeTCH

LOHOJIHHTeJbHaR fnaTa.

LUeHbI Ha >KHJlbe pa3JIHMHbI HO

perHOHaM, o6a no6epe>KbH uopo)Ke

tieM BHyTpeHHHe IITaTbI. PaCXOnbI Ha

>KHJbe, KOMMyHaJlbHbie yCJIyrH,

TenebOH H T.H. B ITaTax CpeaHero

3anaa MOryT COCTaBHTb OT 300 go

600 aOjinapOB B MeCRIQ, B KpyHHbIX

ropoxiaX Ha no6epe>Kbe - OT 400 go

700 anonapOB.
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MeuuWcKaH CTpaXOBKa

MeAHUHHCKaA HOMOUgb B CIA
o6XOAHTCH OMeHb AOpOPO. JleMeHHe

HPOCTOrO nepejioma pyKH MO)KeT

CTOHTb 3 - 5 TbICHP aOTijiapOB.

HlHOCTpaHHbIe CTyaeHTbI KaK

HpaBHJIO o6H3aHbI HipHo6peCTH

MeLaHUHHCKYIO CTpaXOBKy. COBeTyeM

npHo6peCTH ee aaK eCJIH 3TO He

o6R3aTenlbHO B BameM

yHHBepCHTeTe.

06blMHO MeaHKHHCKaq CTpaxOBKa

LIOCTyHHOr4 CTOHMOCTH HOKpbIBaeT

n1eqeHHe B cjiymae TpaBM H H

HaMaBluHXCHq 3a6oJIeBaHHri. JIleMeHHe

3y6oB, KOppeKUH5I 3peHHH (OqKH,

KOHTaKTHbie BHH3bl) H rHHeKOAOrHH

CTpaXOBKOE He HOKpbIBalOTCH.

COBeTyeM BCHIKHt1 pa3 o6pagaHCb 3a

MeLH!,HHCKOR nOMOlgbIO y3HaBRTb B

Baueg CTpaXOBOEi KOMHaHHH HJIH y

Bpaqa Ha CKOJbKO 3Ta HOMOigb

HOKpbIBaeTCHq BaIeri CTpaXOBKOl.

CTOHMOCTb CTpaXOBKH Ha OZHOFO

CTyXaeHTa COCTaBJI~eT 100 - 200
XOjnjapOB B KBapTaJI, Ha CTyaeHTa c

)KeHOA 300 - 400 JOjijiapOB, Ha

CTyXaeHTa C )KeHOr H pe6eHKOM -

400 - 500 aOnniapOB B KBapTaJi.
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Hanor

CornaCHO HaJIOIOBOMy 20'OBOPY

Me>xKy CCCP H CIA (Tax Treaty)
COBeTCKHe CTyIe HTbI

OCBOOO)KalOTCH OT HaJIOrOB Ha

HepBble HnTb JIeT o6y-leHHq. TeM He

MeHee, yHHBepcHTeTbI, He HMeBiIHe

paHbille COBeTCKHX CTyaeHTOB, B

HaqaJie aBTOMaTHqeCKH BblMHTalOT

HanOrH H3 MX CTHreHAH. EcJiH H3

Bameri nepBOM CTHHeHRHH BblMJIH

HaIOrm, COBeTyeM o6paTHTbCH B

HanOrOBbIi o 4c Baimero
yHHBepCHTeTa. ECnIH BaM

nOTpe6yeTCH KOHHH HaJIOOBOrO

nOrOBopa, HO3BOHHTe HJIH HanHIIHTe

B HalI KOOPAHHaUHOHHbri O(1)HC B

KonyM6yce, Orago (anpeca H

Tened#OHbl - Ha HOCJieaHer
CTpaHHe) H MbI nepeluueM Bam

Heo6xogHMbie MaTepHaJIbI.

BH3bi H rpaBO pa6oTb

COBeTCKHM CTyaeHTaM o6blMHO

UpeROCTaBJIHIOTCHq BH3bI F (F-1 Anm
CTyJaeHTa H F-2 An tuieHOB ceMbH)

HAH J (COOTBeTCTBeHHO J-1 H J-2).
BH3a F-1 naeT npaBo pa60Tbl B

J1eTHme MeCHb C pa3pemeHHq

yHHBepCHTeTa. BH3a F-2 He gaeT
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npaBa pa60Tb1 Boo6ge. BH3a J-1
xiaeT npaBo pa60Tb1 B TemeHHe Bcero

roxia c cornacHi YHHBepCHTeTa B

CBo6OZHoe BpeMH, BH3a J-2

nO3BOjnaeT pa60TaTb B TeMeHHH

Bcero roxia HOJIHbIr4 pa6oHtr aeHb C

paapemeHHHq HMMHrpaUHOHHOR

cniyw6bI (Immigration and
Naturalization Service - INS).
Pa3pemeHHe INS BbIgaeTCH

npaKTHLieCKH aBToMaTH'-ieCKH. aJIm
3Toro HY)KHO rpReXaTb B

6nuaiimHa o4Hc INS c
Heo6XORHIMbIM Ha6opoM QOKyMeHTOB.

Hoapo6Hy1o HH0pMJagHiO MONKHO

nOJIyMHTb B HaLueM od HCe HnH B

o4Hce no pa60Te C HHOCTpaHHbIMH

CTyJaeHTaMH Bamero yHHBepCHTeTa.

3a paapewieHte Ha pa60Ty B3HMaeTCH

O,HOpa30Baq UnaTa - 35 aojiapOB.

ABTOMO6Hjb

CHCTeMao61UeCTBeHHorO TpaHCHOpTa

B 60JIbmHHCTBe aMepHKaHCKHX

ropOROB, 3a HCKnOMeHHeM

Hb10-fAopKa, BamHHrTOHa,

CaH-(DpaHUHcKo H HeMHOTHX ApyrHx,

npaKTH4eCKH OTCYTCTByeT. ECiH Bbi

npeinonarae'e BOAHTb MaIHHy,

COBeTyeM go oThe3,a HOJIYMHTb
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COBeTCKHe MewgyHapOAHbie npaBa. C
HeKOTOPbIMH OrpaHHeHHHMH OHH

Jaer1CTBHTeJbHbI B CIDA.

U1pH Heo6XOaHMOCTH Bbi MOxe'Te

apeHaOBaTb MaiuHHy. Heenq

apeH~abl o6XOaHTCH B 140 - 170
iaojijiapOB nioc 60 - 70 ojinapOB 3a

CTpaXOBKy apeHayeMoro
aBTomo6MHji.

06bIMHo HpH apeHae npeaJIaraeTCH

HeCKOJnbKO BHaOB CTpaXOBOK.

COBeTyeM o6paTHTb BHHMHMe Ha

Loose and Damage Insurance.

OUiJIaTHB ee (8-10 LojijiapOB 3a aeHb

apeHflbl) BbI He Hece'e

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH HH 3a KRKHe

HOBpeKAeHHH MaHIHHbI. B HpOTHBHOM

ciyqae ame MejnKHMi peMOHT

HOMRTOrO KpbIJI MO)KeT o60iTHCb B

300 - 600 aoniapOB. B HeKOTOpblX

[lITaTaX OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a

HOBpe)KaeHHe apeHaOBaHHoro

aBTOMO6HJi]q orpaHHMeHa 3aKOHOM.

(Ha HnpHMep, B LIITaTe HblO-OpK

fpH JIIo6oM HOBpewaeHHH apeHaTop

BbiHnaMHBaeT KOMHaHHH He 6onee

200 aojijiapOB.)

A~I~ apeHabl MaiIHHbI o6bIMHO Hy)KHbI
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KpeAHTHafl KapTOmKa H

aMepHKaHCKHe BOaHTeJIbCKHe HpaBa.

KOmraHHH AVIS rpeaOCTaBjiqeT

MaLHHbl H 6e3 KpeaHTHOM KapTOMKH,

n0 rpe'bHBJIeHHIO COBeTCKOrO

nacrOpTa, COBeTCKHX HpaB H

o6paTHoro aBHa6HeTa no aeHO3HT

He MeHee 200 gojijapoB.

Horoja

3a HCKJiomeHHeM IO)KHbIX MaCTeR
OKeaHCKHX no6epe)KHR (CDRopHx4a H

KaRiHpO4HHH) 3HMa 6blBaeT

,ROCTaTOMHO XOJIOaHO. Jla)Ke Ha

iore, B Texace, 3HMOVI TeMrepaTypa

OryCKaeTCH AO 0 - MHHyC 5
rpanyCOB ILeJlbCHH. JIeTO - 04eHb

>KapKoe - Ao 35 - 40 rpanyCOB a)Ke

Ha CpeAHeM 3anaae.
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AApeca H TezedboHIf

B CiIIA:

Denis Kiselyov, Coordinator
The Network of Soviet Students

in Social Sciences
MUCIA Executive Office
66 East 15th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201
1-800-468-9079
614/291-9646
FAX 614/291-9717
Telex 510 101-0567 (MUCIA EXEC
UD)

Vladimir Nebyvaev
Educational Attache
Embassy of the USSR
1125 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/628-7551
FAX 202/347-5028

Soviet Consulate
1825 Phelps Place, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20008
202/939-8918
Information: 202/328-3225
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B MocKBe:

AHiaperl POMaHOBHM MapKOB

3aM. )leKaHa

3KOHOMHMeCKiHg 4)aKyJlbTeT

MOCKOBCKHMt IOCygapCTBeHHblE
YHHBepCHTeT

BTOPOR KOpryC ryMaHHTapHbIX

@aiyJIbTeTOB
JIeHHHCKHe ropbi

MOCKBa, 119899
939-22-95
4aKC 939-08-77

l'HA HogrOTOBHJIH AeHHC KHceJIeB H

HpHHa HCHHa.
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The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

MOEEN A. QURESHI
Senior Vice President, Operations

April 29, 1991

Mr. Thalwitz:

Wilfried,

Re: Potential Bank Involvement in EC TAP for the Soviet Union

I agree that there is no need for another discussion of this
subject for the time being. As -we agreed, we should see what the
current temperature of our shareholders is on the technical assistance
issue and compare notes at the end of the week. Incidently, we should
not labor under the impression that EC is anxious to see us administer
these funds. They will need to be pursuaded that this is in the best
interest of all concerned. I have also asked David to keep current on
the emerging picture.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: (4 0XI"

TO: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )
TO: Visvanathan Rajagopalan ( VISVANATHAN RAJAGOPALAN
TO: Alexander Shakow ( ALEXANDER SHAKOW )

FROM: Paul is nman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: You may be interested in the attached exchange of memos and

ems on the Soviet Union. (Please don't spread them around,
though; there is no sense publicizing widely this difference of
views on what are more tactics than strategy.)

CC: Amnon Golan ( AMNON GOLAN )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 29-Apr-1991 01:23pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Wilfried Thalwitz, PRESV ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ )

EXT.: 36860

SUBJECT: Mr. D. Bock's memo of April 26 re Potential Bank Involvement

in EC Technical Assistance Program for the Soviet Union.

I was a bit surprised to see the wide distribution of David
Bock's memo to you on the USSR, since it does not seem to have
taken account of the PC discussion only two days earlier. Rather
it seems to be dealing with some detailed aspects of the "high
option", while at the PC we were talking of the "low option". In
fact, we had assumed, evidntly incorrectly, that the purpose of
David's meeting with his committee was to inform them of the
current state of play at the PC.

As agreed at the PC, let's see what signals we get from
shareholders on this. As suggested by Ibrahim, we can certainly
respond informally to the EC that while it is premature for us to
use their funds at this point that the situation would be likely
to change if our shareholders urge us to become more active. We
could indicate, in this context, that if we were to move ahead,
one key issue would be how to do so without reducing funding
available for existing borrower countries; in this context EC
funding would be quite helpful.

I understand the enthusiasm that lies behind David's memo.
Like him, I think that the Bank has a great deal to contribute to
economic reform in the Soviet Union, but at the proper time.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
CC: Ernest Stern ( ERNEST STERN )
CC: William Ryrie ( WILLIAM RYRIE )
CC: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
CC: W. A. Wapenhans ( W. A. WAPENHANS
CC: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
CC: Russell Cheetham ( RUSSELL CHEETHAM )
CC: Amnon Golan ( AMNON GOLAN )
CC: Rest of Distribution Suppressed



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 29-Apr-1991 02:53pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: Potential Bank Involvement in EC TAP for the Soviet Union

Wilfried,

This must be the season for surprises as I was surprised by
your note to Moeen. The intent of my memo was not to reopen the
PC decision but to get clarification on how far we can safely go
in discussions with the EC at this time, recognizing that we
would need to be non-committal and circumspect in any event. In
re-reading the memo, I realize that the reference to yet another
PC discussion was a mistake. As a practical matter, all that is
required is a bit of guidance from the President based on his
conversations with ministers this week.

The wide distribution of the memo stems from the fact that
I was writing on behalf of the group that has been drawn together
to coordinate the planning of possible TA to the USSR. As
Operations is not the only complex interested in this subject, I
thought it best to copy my report to you and others.

David

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
CC: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
CC: Ernest Stern ( ERNEST STERN )
CC: William Ryrie ( WILLIAM RYRIE )
CC: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
CC: W. A. Wapenhans ( W. A. WAPENHANS
CC: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
CC: Russell Cheetham ( RUSSELL CHEETHAM )
CC: Rest of Distribution Suppressed



THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE April 26, 1991 STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

TO Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM David R. Bock

EXTENSION 82858

SUBJECT Potential Bank Involvement in EC Technical Assistance

Program for the Soviet Union

1. The recent PC discussion on the Soviet Union

concluded that it is not appropriate at this time to reopen

a dialogue with the Soviet authorities on a technical

assistance program along the lines discussed last fall.

The political and economic situation in the USSR is

expected to remain uncertain, if not chaotic, for some time

to come. Equally important, a Bank or Fund program

focussed on a policy dialogue with the Union authorities

continues to represent a major policy threshold for the

Bank's shareholders, particularly the United States.

2. Notwithstanding these issues, however, the European

Community will proceed with its own substantial technical

assistance program to the Soviet Union. The scale and

scope of this program presents the Bank and its

shareholders with a number of difficult issues, similar to

those that have concerned the G10 finance ministers in the

context of Western financial assistance to central and

eastern europe. Specifically, this raises again the

prospect of competition among the international

institutions for influence/leadership vis a vis the

countries in transformation, with the risk that the policy

dialogue gets diluted and confused and that decisions on

financial assistance become dominated by political

considerations to the detriment of economic reform. The

risk is particularly acute in the Soviet Union because of

the lack of coherence in government decision-making.

Fragmentation of advice/TA from the official institutions

will simply reinforce the fragmentation within the Soviet

Union.

3. At the same time, there are several reasons for the

Bank to want to be somewhat more deeply involved in events

in the Soviet Union than we have been over the past few

months. First, we simply need to stay abreast of what is

happening. Operationally, this is important for some of

our borrowers (particularly CEE countries), and it is

virtually impossible to do this without direct contact with

the economic institutes and authorities in the Soviet

Union. Second, the issue of Soviet membership is not going

to go away; it is not a matter of whether but when and

through what process. A lending relationship is likely,

P-1866
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and given the uniqueness of the Soviet case, we will not be
able to rely all that much on knowledge and experience

gained in CEE countries. We are not going to be able to
deal effectively with the USSR without "living through" the
current struggles and gaining a much better first-hand
sense of the attitudes and politics that are shaping the
transformation process. Even if a start-up of lending is 2-

3 years away, we should not underestimate the time it will
take us to build a knowledge base in the Soviet Union,

particularly since we will have limited resources to devote
to it and we are quite likely to be drawn into highly
visible and complex adjustment lending right from the
start.

4. Third, the Bank should play a leading role in the

Soviet Union. We have unique skills, and we are going to

be a far more acceptable and effective interlocutor with

the Soviets than any regional or bilateral institution.
Again, the question is not whether we should carve out a

leading role, but the nature of that role and how best to

develop it over time, taking full account of the internal
and external circumstances confronting the Soviet Union.

5. Other things being equal, we would probably prefer

to wait at least a few-months before taking any further

steps, say, until after the July Summit. But the EC

program will raise questions about what the Bank intends to

do. Saying that we are waiting for clarity about

developments in the Soviet Union and a consensus among our
shareholders will lack credibility. Also, we need to

decide now whether we wish to join with the EC (as an

executing agent) in their technical assistance program, and
if so, on what terms. Given the scale of the program (ECU

400 million to be committed by the end of the year), the EC

is quite open to channeling part of these funds through the

Bank. Is there a way, therefore, that we can capture part

of the EC's program that: (a) helps us achieve our longer-
term objectives in the Soviet Union; (b) is consistent with

the low-profile approach that we prefer at this time; and,

(c) does not cross the policy threshold that is such a

problem for the US?

6. This question has been carefully considered by

those of us who have been working on possible proposals for

EC funding. We believe we have developed an approach that

is workable. It seeks to break out of the present
stalemate by an essential and critical shift of emphasis in

Bank technical assistance from policy dialogue with the

Union government to research and training that directly

benefits a much wider set of institutions and groups. The

heart of the approach is a joint venture with a consortium
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of Soviet economic institutes through which Bank staff and
consultants would conduct economic and sector work focussed
on the transformation process and EDI-managed training
programs related to this work. Emphasis would be on the
Bank's comparative advantage in integrating the macro and
sectoral issues. The proposal would include both a core
program of general research/training and special
studies/training programs in key areas such as financial
sector development, FDI, privatization, agriculture, etc.

A preliminary description of the core program is attached.

7. The US problem is whether and when to defrost their

special associate status proposal. Whether the approach
outlined above will finesse this problem would need to be

explored, but it may be seen as a half-way house that the
US can acquiesce to without either pre-empting or
conflicting with a decision on special associate status
that they are not quite ready to make. The Soviet
authorities, on the other hand, may need a little
convincing that a program that emphasizes a kind of
humanitarian approach to technical assistance is the only

thing that they are going to get for the time being. In
this connection, it is important to note that we will need

agreement from the Soviets on issues of access to
information, privileges and immunities for staff, openness
of the program to a broad range of participants and non-
interference in its management.

8. If this approach is generally acceptable, we would
need to move fairly quickly in deciding how to handle

discussions with the EC, the Soviets and the Board. I

would suggest that the PC take up this issue early next

week.

Attachment

Cleared with & cc: Messrs. Holsen, Grais, Knight, Weigel,
McCulloch

cc: Messrs. Thalwitz, Stern, Ryrie, Shihata, Wapenhans,
Sandstrom, Cheetham, Golan
-senman, Kavalsky, Goldberg, P. Hasan, Levy



Proposal for World Bank
Training, Advisory and Research Group in the USSR

1. As part of technical assistance to the Soviet Union, it
would be desirable to establish a "Training, Advisory and
Research Group" that could provide an "umbrella" for a number of
closely related and mutually supporting activities. Such a Group
would assist in building relationships between institutes and
organizations concerned with economic reform, particularly by
their participation in joint research and policy analysis tasks.
It would be a vehicle for transmitting the "lessons of
experience" from other countries that have implemented structural
adjustment programs or are "marketizing" their economies. The
members of such a group could also be a source of technical
assistance and advice where the involvement was short-term, a
quick response was essential, and the subject was one in which
the group had the necessary expertise. Such a group would not in
any way substitute for larger and sector-specific or problem-
specific technical assistance projects.

2. The World Bank would be prepared to manage such a "Training,
Advisory, and Research Group" (TARG) in Moscow. The Bank would
be able to draw on its experience in many other countries and on
staff members and consultants who were experts in a wide variety
of areas. The training activities could be implemented by the
EDI, with the TARG providing local administrative support. The
suggested EDI training program for the USSR is outlined in detail
in the attachment.

3. While managed by the Bank, the TARG would have a National
Advisory Board made up of representatives from a range of Soviet
economic research and training institutes which would help
establish the desired links to both Union and republican
institutions. Institutions represented on the Advisory Group
might include, among others, the Institute of Market Economy
(Petrakov), the Institute of Economic Policy (Gaidar), The
Institute of Economics (Abalkin), the Academy of National Economy
(Aganbegyan), and the Economic and Political Research Center
(Yavlinsky). As the National Advisory Board's role function
would be advisory, final responsibility for TARG activities would

rest with the Bank. The TARG would be administratively
responsible to the appropriate Operational department at
headquarters.

4. The advisory and research functions would be carried out by
a small group of resident Bank staff and consultants supplemented

by other staff and consultants who would be detailed for short

periods and specific purposes. In this way the Group could have

both a group of country specialists and tap the skills of the

wide range of sector and other subject matter specialists
available to the Bank.



5. The scope of the TARG's research and advisory activities
would cover the full range of economic management and systemic
reform issues. Indeed, one of the main purposes of the Group
would be to help ensure that the interrelationships between the
elements in the reform program were adequately taken into
account.

6. The research and advisory "faculty" would (i) carryout
research, normally in collaboration with national counterparts,
on issues related to economic reform and the transition to a
market economy, (ii) be available as short-term advisers to Union
and republican entities in response to requests from these
groups, and also (iii) be available to serve as occasional
lecturers in the training activities managed by EDI.

7. It is recommended that the international staff of the TARG
include a Manager, an Assistant Manager for Training (seconded by
EDI), an Assistant Manager for Research and Advisory Services,
and an Administrative Officer. All but the latter would be
substantive people who would participate in the Group's
professional activities as well as fulfilling management
functions. The additional international professional staff would
include 5 "permanent" staff members and, in each year, an
additional 5 staff-years of short-term staff and consultants. If
the demand for advisory services grew rapidly, additional
resources would be sought to increase the international
professional staff.

8. To carryout collaborative research with Soviet scholars and
institutions, provision should be made to fund each year
approximately 10 researcher-years by Soviet nationals. These
national researchers might be either "in residence" with the
Group or come only for short visits while maintaining their
normal offices and affiliations. This collaborative research
budget would also be used to support participation in conferences
by national researchers and for honoraria for papers.

9. It is proposed that the TARG initially be established and
funded for a three year period. The desirability of continuing
it beyond that time, and the appropriate level and sources of ,
funding, would be examined after the completion of the Group's
second year. Tentative estimates of a three year budget for the

TARG are provided in the accompanying table. Local costs will
depend heavily, of course, upon changes in prices and exchange
rates which cannot be accurately predicted.

[S1042301.DOC]
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Proposed 3-Year Budget for a
"Training, Research and Advisory Group"

[in thousands of US dollars]

Annually For 3 Years
Manager, 2 Assistant Managers, and Admin. Officer 540 1620
Local Support Staff 200 600
10 SYs of international staff (@ 180 per year) 1800 5400
10 SYs of national research collaborators (@50) 500 1500
Rent, utilities and office supplies 50 150
Internal and international travel (@ 15 for 24) 360 1080
Contingencies (including for EDI) 638 1914

Sub-Total 4088 12265

EDI Program expkses 2412 7235
EDI Headquarters staff (4 HL, 2 SL) 1000 3000

Total 7500 22500

[31042301.DOC]
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SOVIET UNION:
CURRENT POSITION AND NEAR-TERM OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

This note discusses (1) the political/economic situation
in the USSR, (2) JSSE follow-up activities, (3) action by other
international institutions, and (4) options for the Bank under
various assumptions. Three options are discussed: the status quo;
a high case, with strong Soviet commitment to reform and strong
shareholder (G-7) support for quick membership; and an
intermediate case, with little commitment to reform and strong
shareholder support for closer Bank ties with the Soviet Union.
We will see soon what the shareholder position is. The likeliest
case seems to be some variant of the third option.

(1) THE POLITICAL/ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE SOVIET UNION

The fiscal crisis and sharply declining output have not
been halted by recent actions. The currency reform in March
reduced broad money by only 1%, while the fiscal benefit of this
month's large price increases is reduced by an estimated 85% wage
and pension adjustment. Refusal of the Russian and other
republics to transfer most tax revenues to the Union Treasury is
leading to very large fiscal deficits, and reducing ability to
meet even essential commitments (e.g. army pay) without resort to
the printing press.

The Soviet government is due to announce further economic
reforms today (April 22). So far the center, led by President
Gorbachev, has lacked the political capacity to impose an
economic program on the republics -- whether it is a "reform"
program or recent attempts to return to greater administrative
controls. Unless some compromise on political and economic
issues can be worked out, however, the near term outlook is for
continued economic deterioration, with uncertain political
consequences.

(2) JSSE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

A small mission to the Soviet Union is planned for two
weeks beginning about May 10, to discuss both the strategy of
reform and more specific measures in areas which were
examined in detail by the Bank team, including key sectoral
issues such as energy and agriculture, pricing policies and
enterprise reform. It will meet with Union officials and, with
the approval of the Soviet authorities, with republican officials
in Moscow and perhaps Kiev. This proposal awaits Moscow's
confirmation. Bank and Fund have both received informal
invitations from the Institute of Economics, USSR Academy of
Sciences, to participate in a "retreat" to discuss the JSSE
recommendations. However, the status of this proposal is



uncertain. The Institute plans to publish a Russian translation
of the December "Summary and Recommendations" report, possibly
this month. Prof. Aganbegyan has offered, in an April 18 letter
to Mr. Conable, the staff and facilities of his Institute of
National Economy for a discussion of the JSSE technical papers.

(3) ACTION BY OTHER INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The Fund and OECD have also proposed small JSSE follow-
up missions: the Fund mission, led by the chief of the new
European Department division covering the USSR, Bulgaria, Romania
and Albania, will go in mid-May, though the chief of mission is
in Moscow this week. EBRD's economists accompanied Mr. Attali to
Moscow in March.

An EC mission visited Moscow in March to discuss their
proposed ecu400 million technical assistance program for calendar
1991. The EC recently decided to proceed with preparation of the
program, although disbursements will not occur before approval at
the May EC summit. It is probable that the EC will seek Bank
participation in this program. The EC has also established a
bilateral "macroeconomic group" within the framework of EC-USSR
cooperation, due to meet for the first time in Moscow April 29-
30.

While it makes sense for each agency to pursue
discussions with the Soviets individually rather than through
cumbersome joint arrangements, more will need to be done to
ensure coordination and mutual information. This is already
proceeding well with the Fund and, increasingly, with the EC.

(4) OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

Three scenarios are set out below, to focus discussion of
the underlying choices. They are based on the current position,
a "high" expansionist case, and a moderate increase. For each
option, initial conditions are identified, followed by a brief
discussion of possible program content, financing modalities,
staffing and organizational implications, and the nature of Board
decisions required.

OPTION 1: Status quo, more or less

This consists of completing agreed JSSE, doing a small
amount of additional economic analysis on aspects of the Soviet
economy which have a direct bearing on Bank members and Bank
business, and maintaining a minor "watching brief" on Soviet
developments.



Initial conditions: Continuation or worsening of Soviet
political and economic reform climate; major shareholders remain
unwilling to support significant Bank effort beyond JSSE.

Bank program objectives under these conditions would be to
carry the JSSE dialogue somewhat further, but beyond that to do
little more than maintain low-key contact with Soviet
developments for the time being. This might involve:

" JSSE follow-up mission to USSR and related discussions
* Limited work on the Soviet dimension of issues of direct

concern to the Bank and its members -- e.g. CMEA break-

up, energy prospects and deliveries to Eastern Europe.
" Occasional Soviet visitors and professional exchanges,

including minor participation in EDI seminars on a full-
cost basis.

m Some effort to maintain currency of JSSE information.

Financing: Essentially none. That is, beyond JSSE these limited
activities would be a minor part of ESW and research tasks, would
be externally funded (in the case of visits and occasional Soviet
EDI participants), or would be included in normal data collection
and synthesis.

Staff and organization: Zero or virtually zero. No new
organizational entities are needed, and existing staff in EMENA
and PRE (primarily Socialist Economies Unit and IEC) would be
involved. A small amount of specialized consultancy would be
necessary from time to time.

Board involvement: Under this option presumably no specific
Board discussion or decision would be required.

OPTION 2: Malor Expansion

At the other extreme is a major near-term expansion in
the Bank's role in the Soviet Union. It is useful to look at a
high case option for two reasons: it may occur -- although the
probability currently seems relatively low; and it provides an
endpoint of reference for assessing what needs to be done in an
intermediate or transitional phase.

In this option the Bank would be rapidly deepening its
knowledge of the Soviet economy, launching a large program of
analytical work, technical assistance and training, and gearing
up for an early start to substantial lending.

Initial conditions: Decisive change in attitudes of major
shareholders, for example G-7 agreement that Soviet membership
application should be accepted and acted upon, or that the Bank
should be part of a major international effort to help the Soviet
economy. A tougher condition to meet will be real Soviet
progress (as condition of G-7 shift?) towards stabilization and



systemic reform. (A push for membership but without progress on
reform is treated as a variant of Option 3.)

Bank program: This would be geared towards membership, a strong
policy dialogue and a substantial lending program. The program
would focus on advice, lending and technical assistance for both
systemic reform and sector priorities (as did both the JSSE and

the T.A. proposal discussed earlier with the Soviets), and on ESW
in support of these priorities.

Financing: The very early phase of such a program might be
initiated with EC funding, G-7 trust funding or some other
special arrangement. As the Soviet Union moves closer to

membership, this option would require a regular budgetary

allocation (except that TA and training beyond a scale
comparable to that of other borrowers would still require
external funding.)

Staff and Organization: This scenario implies that at some point
a country department growing to normal size -- 80 to 90 staff

years -- would be established in which the Soviet program would

clearly be dominant. There would for a period be far more direct

provision of T.A. and training than is normal. A key management
issue (also relevant to external recruitment) would be to balance

the need for high-quality staff for the Soviet program against
the needs of other borrowers: a rush of some of the Bank's best
staff could be expected, and shareholder sensitivities (on all
sides) would be high.

Board involvement: Board agreement would of course be required
with respect to budget and in due course membership. The most
difficult aspects of Board involvement would presumably relate to

capital and shareholding issues.

OPTION 3: Moderate program

This option is less a specific program than a range of
actions between standing pat and a large expansion. It involves
a discrete choice for the Bank because anything in this range
would signal a significant change in stance, and because such a
change would require a substantial commitment in terms of
political support, money, staff and organization.

A program in this range could carry on for 1-3 years, or
more, while the political and economic drama plays itself towards
some clearer resolution. After whatever period of transition,
the program could fall apart if the Soviet political situation
deteriorates, or could move to membership, with or without major
commitment to major policy reform.

Initial conditions: Moderate easing of shareholder unwillingness
to support closer Bank relationship -- e.g. forthcoming G-7
meetings might agree to encourage renewal of some Bretton Woods



involvement, ranging from reviving special association-type
proposals to a push for full, but not immediate, membership. No
significant retrogression in Soviet economic or political
policies, but little near-term prospect of decisive movement
towards strong market-oriented reform.

Bank program: Broad objectives would be to deepen Bank
knowledge of key features of the Soviet economy -- including its
republican dimensions; to position the Bank to play a strong
future policy and advisory role if/when reform moves ahead; and
provide advice, technical assistance and training which helps the
economy despite the policy constraints and which meets some of
the starvation for knowledge about market-oriented reform.

The core of a program of this sort should probably be a
limited set of sectoral technical assistance tasks; a modest
program of collaborative research; and the establishment of a
set of institutional relationships -- for training, advisory work
and policy discussion -- which connect with important groups
without being too closely associated with only a narrow range of
the many official and quasi-official institutions. There should
be a republic-level dimension to this program, possibly including
Russia and the Ukraine in the first instance.

In terms of topics, the technical assistance would be
broadly similar to the program sent to the Soviets last November,
with two important differences stemming from lower current
receptivity of Soviet government entities to systemic reform
proposals. First, assistance and advice to government on
systemic as against sectoral issues would be a smaller part of
the program, and might need to concentrate on things with longer
lead times, for example institutional and legal reform. Second,
(even) greater weight than formerly should be given to educating
and preparing present and potential Soviet policymakers, and
influencing the-climate of debate. This would include a
carefully designed EDI program, and a deliberate effort to build
institutional partnerships.

Financing: Initial needs might be modest (a few ESW-
type tasks, some EDI activity), but could be expected to build to
the $5-10 million range annually. At a minimum, at the outset
there would be a need to finance a number of staff members plus
overhead, travel, and some training activities in Washington and
the USSR. A budget request does not seem a desirable course
until the Soviet Union is getting close to full membership.
Indeed until events reach such a point it will be important to
ensure that finance for a Soviet program is really additional to
the Bank's budget, and is seen as such. It would therefore be
necessary to use clearly additional external funding or at a
minimum a transfer from net income, until the Soviet Union was on
the threshold of full membership and an allocation from a
commensurately increased budget became appropriate.



The feasibility of using external funding is enhanced by
the apparent desire of the EC to have us carry out some of its
ECU400 million 1991 commitment. For a program of the sort
envisaged, the EC would need to give us a kind of "block grant"
rather than contracting for specific studies. We would also have
to get at least one or two other donors to participate. In any
event, substantial EC financing could permit rapid scaling up or
replication of Bank-devised training and T.A.

Staff and Organization: The uncertainties surrounding
the Soviet program make it at this point a risky anchor for a new
Country Department. Whether a new Department can be justified on
the basis of other Central and Eastern European countries and is
desirable (re splitting SODs) is now under study by CPB. In
either case, the riskiness of the Soviet situation suggests that
it is better to start with a WDR-type of task force than a
permanent organizational unit; the task force could either be in
a new Department or an existing one.

A second issue is that of representation in Moscow. Some
presence will be necessary at an early stage for logistical and
administrative reasons. Beyond that, there is broad agreement
that a substantive capacity on the ground would be critical to
the effectiveness of a Bank technical assistance program. A
large resident mission, however, would again send too strong a
signal, and would be an embarassment if things went sour. It
seems preferable to start with only a modest representative
office.

Board involvement: Under this option the legal and other
issues involved in assisting a non-member would recur: Board
agreement on the program and commitment of Bank resources would
be required. This would presumably be somewhat simpler in the
event of a Soviet application for membership being in the works.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 28-Apr-1991 12:26pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN

FROM: Patricia Gallagher, PRESV ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER

EXT.: 31018

SUBJECT: Re Bock Note on USSR

WT would like to confirm that you will follow-up with Bock on
your suggestions to the memo on USSR. WT will be in D1202 at
about 8:45am Monday for a short time.

CC: Prisce Daniel ( PRISCE DANIEL )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U N

DATE: 28-Apr-1991 01:23pm

TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
TO: Patricia Gallagher ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER )

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: How does this look? I don't have the Bock memo at home with

me and so don't have the list of PC members he sent it too. I
thought of mentioning that the "clearances" by PRE staff members
without consultation within PRE was an excellent indication of
the problem of over-enthusiasm you have been concerned about.
However, I decided that this would be taken as ungracious by all
concerned. I think the two concerned got the message.

Patricia con modify the memo, as appropriate, and change the
header to come from you.

By the way, in John Holsen's draft briefing memo, Peter KNight
would have been at the meeting between Conable and Aganbegyan,
in order to explain what EDI could do for the USSR. I would
suggest that I tell Amnon that either he or Alex terWeele should
be there instead.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: EST

TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: David Bock's Memo to you on the USSR

I was a bit surprised to see the wide distribution of David

Bock's memo to you on the USSR, since it does not seem to have

taken account of the PC discussion only two days earlier. Rather

it seems to be dealing with some detailed aspects of the "high

option", while at the PC we were talking of the "low option". In

fact, we had assumed, evidntly incorrectly, that the purpose of

David's meeting with his committee was to inform them of the
current state of play at the PC.

As agreed at the PC, let's see what signals we get from

shareholders on this. As suggested by Ibrahim, we can certainly

respond informally to the EC that while it is premature for us to
use their funds at this point that the situation would be likely

to change if our shareholders urge us to become more active. We

could indicate, in this context, that if we were to move ahead,
one key issue would be how to do so without reducing funding
available for existing borrower countries; in this context EC
funding would be quite helpful.

I understand the enthusiasm that lies behind David's memo.
Like him, I think that the Bank has a great deal to contribute to

economic reform in the Soviet Union, but at the proper time.

CC: P.C. recipients of Bock note ( PAUL ISENMAN )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: EST

TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: David Bock's Memo to you on the USSR

I was a bit surprised to see the wide distribution of David
Bock's memo to you on the USSR, since it does not seem to have
taken account of the PC discussion only two days earlier. Rather
it seems to. be dealing with some detailed aspects of the "high
option", while at the PC we were talking of the "low option". In
fact, we had assumed, evidntly incorrectly, that the purpose of
David's meeting with his committee was to inform them of the
current state of play at the PC.

As agreed at the PC, let's see what signals we get from
shareholders on this. As suggested by Ibrahim, we can certainly
respond informally to the EC that while it is premature for us to
use their funds at this point that the situation would be likely
to change if our shareholders urge us to become more active. We
could indicate, in this context, that if we were to move ahead,
one key issue would be how to do so without reducing funding
available for existing borrower countries; in this context EC
funding would be quite helpful.

I understand the enthusiasm that lies behind David's memo.
Like him, I think that the Bank has a great deal to contribute to
economic reform in the Soviet Union, but at the proper time.

CC: P.C. recipients of Bock note ( PAUL ISENMAN )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 28-Apr-1991 01:23pm

TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
TO: Patricia Gallagher ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER )

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: How does this look? I don't have the Bock memo at home with

me and so don't have the list of PC members he sent it too. I
thought of mentioning that the "clearances" by PRE staff members
without consultation within PRE was an excellent indication of

the problem of over-enthusiasm you have been concerned about.

However, I decided that this would be taken as ungracious by all
concerned. I think the two concerned got the message.

Patricia con modify the memo, as appropriate, and change the
header to come from you.

By the way, in John Holsen's draft briefing memo, Peter KNight
would have been at the meeting between Conable and Aganbegyan,
in order to explain what EDI could do for the USSR. I would
suggest that I tell Amnon that either he or Alex terWeele should

be there instead.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 28-Apr-1991 01:30pm

TO: Geoffrey B. Lamb (GEOFFREY B. LAMB)

TO: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: We had a flap on the Soviet Union on Friday.

Neither of you was at David Bock's committee meeting. I had

assumed that it was to inform people of the PC discussion and was

not important.

However, David used the meeting to draft a rebuttal of sorts to

the PC discussion and our briefing; it focussed on an immediate

action program with a big mission in Moscow. David suckered John

and Peter into "clearing" it, with no reference to us or

Wilfried.

Wilfried was livid when he got it. He gave John hell. I did the

same, if slightly differently, with Peter (reminding him that I

had called him about 10 days ago to indicate my concern about his

representing himself or EDI rather than PRE).

I'll get you the offending memo first thing Monday. I have sent a

suggested reply to WIlfried that he could send to Moeen. I'll

forward that to you now.

Let's consider what the implications of this are for PRE. The

situation may well change soon. But I remain concerned about

over-enthusiasm, even if I understand it and at times am seduced

by the vision of the Bank's "manifest destiny".



C MTHE- -0RLD BANK /iNTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATO- -

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
CATE April 26, 1991 STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

TO Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FACM David R. Bock

EXTENSION 82358

SUSJECT, Potential 7;ank Tnvonver-ert in F(7 T4en i (a I As s Js an c
Proar,;m fr) thj n- ttni~

1, The recent PC discussion on the- Soviet Union
concluded that it is not appropriate at this time to reopen
a dialoguie with the Soviet authorities on a technical
assistance program along the lines discussed last fall.
The political and economic situation in the USSR is
expected to remain uncertain, if not chaotic, for some time
to come. Equally important, a Bank or Fund program
focussed on a policy dialogue with the Union authorities
continues to represent a major policy threshold for the
Bank's shareholders, particularly the United States.

2. Notwithstanding these issues, however, the European
Community will proceed with its own substantial technical
assistance program to the Soviet Union, The scale and
scope of this program presents the Bank and its
shareholders with a number of difficult issues, similar to
those that have concerned the G1O finance ministers in the'
context of Western financial assistance to central and
eastern europe, Specifically, this raises again the
pzospect of competition among the international

'institutions for influence/leadership vis a vis the
countries in transformation, with the risk that the policy
dialogue gets diluted and confused and that decisions on
financiak assistance become dominated by political
considerations to the detriment of economic reform. The
risk is particularly acute in the Soviet Union because of,
the lack of coherence in government decision-making.
Fragmentat'ion of advice/TA from the official institutions
will simply reinforce the fragmentation within the Soviet
Union.

3. At the same time, there are several reasons for the
Bank to want to be somewhat more deeply involved in events
in the Soviet Union than we have been over the past few
months. First, we simply need to stay abreast of what is
happening. Operationally, this is important for some of -
our borrowers (particularly CEE countries), and it is
virtually impossible to do this without direct contact with
the economic institutes and authorities in the Soviet
Union. Second, the issue of Soviet membership is not going
to go away; it is not a matter of whether but when and
through what process. A lending relationship is likely,



and given the uniqueness of the Soviet case, we will not be
able to rely all that much on knowledge and experience
gained in CEE countries. We are not going to be able to
deal effectively with the USSR without "living through" the
current struggles and gaining a much better first-hand
sense of the attitudes and politics that are shaping the
transformation process. Even if a start-up of lending is 2-
3 years away, we should not underestimate the time it will
take us to build a knowledge base in the Soviet Union,
particularly since we will have limited resources to devote
to it and we are quite likely to be drawn into highly
visible and complex adjustment lending right from the
start.

4. Third, the Bank shoul play a leading role in the
Soviet Union. We have unique skills, and we are going to
be a far more acceptable and effective interlocutor with
the Soviets than any regional or bilateral institution.
Again, the question is not whether we should carve out a
leading role, but the nature of that role and how best to
develop it over time, taking full account of the internal
and external circumstances confronting the Soviet Union,

5. Other things being equal, we would probably prefer
to wait at least a few-months before taking any further
steps, say, until after the July Summit. But the EC
program will raise questions about what the Bank intends t&
do. Saying that we are waiting for clarity about
developments in the Soviet Union and a consensus among our
shareholders will lack Credibility. Also, we need to
decide now whether we wish to join with the EC (as an
executing agent) in their technical assistance program, and
if so, on what terms, Given the scale of the program (ECU
400 millton to be committed by the end of the year), the EC
is quite open to channeling part of these funds through the
Bank. Is there a way, therefore, that we can capture part
of the EC's program that: (a) helps us achieve our longer-
term objectives in the Soviet Union; (b) is consistent with
the low-profile approach that we prefer at this time; and,
(c) does not cross the policy threshold that is such a
problem for the US?

6. This question has been carefully considered by
those of. us who have been working on possible proposals for
EC funding. We believe we have developed an approach that
is workable. It seeks to break out of the present
stalemate by an essential and critical shift of emphasis in
Bank technical assistance from policy dialogue with the
Union government to research and training that directly
benefits a much wider set of institutions and groups. The
heart of the approach is a joint venture with a consortium
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of Soviet economic institutes through which Bank staff and
consultants would conduct economic and sector work focussed
on the transformation process and EDT-managed training
programs related to this work. Emphasis would be on the
<Bank's comparative advantage in integrating the macro and
/sectoral issues. The proposal would include both a core
program of general research/training and special
studies/training programs in key areas such as financial
sector development, FDI, privatization, agriculture, etc.
A preliminary description of the core program is attached.

7. The US problem is whether and when to defrost their
special associate status proposal. Whether the approach
outlined above will finesse this problem would need to be
explored, but it may be seen as a half-way house that the
US can acquiesce to without either pre-empting or
conflicting with a decision on special associate status
that they are not quite ready to make. The Soviet
authorities, on the other hand, may need a little
convincing that a program that emphasizes a kind of
humanitarian approach to technical assistance is the only
thing that they are going to get for the time being. In
this connection, it is important to note that we will need
agreement from the Soviets on issues of access to
information, privilegeS and immunities for staff, openness
of the program to a broad range of participants and non-
interference in its management.

8. If this approach is generally acceptable, we would
need to move fairly quickly in deciding how to handle
discussions with the EC, the Soviets and the Board. I
would suggest that the PC take up this issue early next
week.

Attachment

Cleared with & cc: Messrs. Holsen, Grais, Knight, Weigel,
McCulloch

cc: Messrs. Thalwitz, Stern, Ryrie, Shihata, Wapenhans,
Sandstrom, Cheetham, Golan
Isenman, Kavalsky, Goldberg, P. Hasan, Levy



Proposal for World Bank
Training, Advisory and Research Group in the USSR

1. As part of technical assistance to the Soviet Union, it
would be desirable to establish a "Training, Advisory and
Research Group" that could provide an "umbrella" for a number of
closely related and mutually supporting activities. Such a Group
would assist in building relationships between institutes and
organizations concerned with economic reform, particularly by
their participation in joint research and policy analysis tasks.
It would be a vehicle for transmitting the "lessons of
experience" from other countries that have implemented structural

'adjustment programs or are "marketizing" their economies. The
members of such a group could also be a source of technical
assistance and advice where the involvement was short-term, a
quick response was essential, and the subject was one in which
the group had the necessary expertise. Such a group would not in
any way substitute for larger and sector-specific or problem-
specific technical assistance projects.

2. The World Bank would be prepared to manage such a "Training,
Advisory, and Research Group" (TARG) in Moscow. The Bank would
be able to draw on its experience in many other countries and on
staff members and consultants who were experts in a wide variety
of areas. The training activities could be implemented by the
EDI, with the TARG providing local administrative support. The
suggested EDI training program for the USSR is outlined in detail
in the attachment.

3. While managed by the Bank, the TARG would have a National
Advisory Board made up of representatives from a range of Soviet
economic research and training institutes which would help
establish the desired links to both Union and republican
institutions. Institutions represented on the Advisory Group
might include, among others, the Institute of Market Economy
1(Petrakov), the Institute of Economic Policy (Gaidar), The
Institute of Economics (Abalkin), the Academy of National Economy
(Aganbegyan), and the Economic and Political Research Center
(Yavlinsky). As the National Advisory Board's role function
would be advisory, final responsibility for TARG activities would
rest with the Bank. The TARG would be administratively
responsible to the appropriate Operational department at
headquarters.

4. The advisory and research functions would be carried out by
a small group of resident Bank staff and consultants supplemented
by other staff and consultants who would be detailed for short
periods and specific purposes. In this way the Group could have
both a group of country specialists and tap the skills of the
wide range of sector and other subject matter specialists
available to the Bank.

1



5. The scope of the TARG's research and advisory activities
would cover the full range of economic management and systemic
reform issues. Indeed, one of the main purposes of the Group
would be to help ensure that the interrelationships between the
elements in the reform program were adequately taken into
account.

6. The research and advisory "faculty" would (i) carryout
research, normally in collaboration with national counterparts,
on issues related to economic reform and the transition to a
market economy, (ii) be available as short-term advisers to Union
and republican entities in response to requests from these
groups, and also (iii) be available to serve as occasional
lecturers in the training activities managed by EDI.

7. It is recommended that the international staff of the TARG
include-a Manager, an Assistant Manager for Training (seconded by
EDI), an Assistant Manager for Research and Advisory Services,
and an Administrative officer. All but the latter would be
substantive people who would participate in the Group's
professional activities as well as fulfilling management
functions. The additional international professional staff would
include-5 "permanent" staff members and, in each year, an
additional 5 staff-years of short-term staff and consultants. If
the demand for advisidry services grew rapidly, additional
resources would be sought to increase the international
professional staff.

S. To carryout collaborative research with Soviet scholars and
institutions, provision should be made to fund each year
approximately 10 researcher-years by Soviet nationals. These
national researchers might be either "in residence" with the
Group or come only for short visits while maintaining their
normal offices and affiliations. This collaborative research
budget would alto be used to support participation in conferences
by national researchers and for honoraria for papers.

9. It is proposed that the TARG initially be established and
funded for a three year period. The desirability of continuing
it beyond that time, and the appropriate level and sources of,
funding, would be examined after the completion of the Group's
second year. Tentative estimates of a three year budget for the
TARO are provided in the accompanying table. Local costs will
depend heavily, of course, upon changes in prices and exchange
rates which cannot be accurately predicted.

[S1042301.DOC]
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Proposed 3-Year Budget for a
"Training, Research and Advisory Group"

(in thousands of US dollars]

Annually For 3 Years
Manager, 2 Assistant Managers, and Adiin. Officer 540 1620
Local Support Staff 200 600
10 STS of international staff (@ 180 per year) 1800 5400
10 SYs of national research collaborators (@50) 500 1500
Rent, utilities and office supplies 50 150
Internal and international travel (9 15 for 24) 360 1080
Contingencies (inc1uding for Ex) 638 1914

Sub-Total 4083 12265

EDI Program exp Dses 2412 - 7235
EX Eeadquarters staff (4 IL, 2 SL) 1000 3000

Total 7500 22500

(S1042301.rDc)
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SOVIET UNION:
CURRENT POSITION AND NEAR-TERM OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

This note discusses (1) the political/economic situation
in the USSR, (2) JSSE follow-up activities, (3) action by other
international institutions, and (4) options for the Bank under
various assumptions. Three options are discussed: the status quo;
a high case, with strong Soviet commitment to reform and strong
shareholder (G-7) support for quick membership; and an
intermediate case, with little commitment to reform and strong
shareholder support for closer Bank ties with the Soviet Union.
We will see soon what the shareholder position -is. The likeliest
case seems to be some variant of the third option.

(1) THE POLITICAL/ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE SOVIET UNION

The fiscal crisis and sharply declining output have not
been halted by recent actions. The currency reform in March
reduced broad money by only 1%, while the fiscal benefit of this
month's large price increases is reduced by an estimated 85% wage
and pension adjustment. Refusal of the Russian and other
republics to transfer most tax revenues to the Union Treasury is
leading to very large fiscal deficits, and reducing ability to
meet even essential commitments (e.g. army pay) without resort to
the printing press.

The Soviet government is due to announce further economic
reforms today (April 22). So far the center, led by President
Gorbachev, has lacked the political capacity to impose an
economic program on the republics -- whether it is a "reform"
program or recent attempts to return to greater administrative
controls. Unless some compromise on political and economic
issues can be worked out, however, the near term outlook is for
continued economic deterioration, with uncertain political
consequences.

(2) JSSE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

A small mission to the Soviet Union is planned for two
weeks beginning about May 10, to discuss both the strategy of
reform and more specific measures in areas which were
examined in detail by the Bank team, including key sectoral
issues such as energy and agriculture, pricing policies and
enterprise reform. It will meet with Union officials and, with
the approval of the Soviet authorities, with republican officials
in Moscow and perhaps Kiev. This proposal awaits Moscow's
confirmation. Bank and Fund have both received informal
invitations from the Institute of Economics, USSR Academy of
Sciences, to participate in a "retreat" to discuss the JSSE
recommendations. However, the status of this proposal is
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GeQf, tho attaed draftt has not yet b c ty DI. I will IoLy
any changee later. Please have a look. I have added rationale and editad.

eTlargd in various places. I have given a copy to Amnon. I still need to clear
with Iseanan beoforo goling iihead.



POTENTIAL EDI TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE USSR

A . Iltr gjtiue _Jj I( iInaa U th

1. Trainin f Sovit officials, lanagero, and trainert in how topAlhto#

ea mlarkett economy ahould be a strategIc priority in the international Community'.s
oupport for the rofoim procesa In the USSR. Tho co&t 1s low In financii t ,
but the returns to the application of ccumu'lated internartonal ixperience in

ecornomic policy design and implementation in a country which has been relatively

isolated from the international community for three generations, and is

undergoing a difficult transition process, are enormous. Training of the type

carried out by EDI can provide support for the reform process which has been
repeatedly requested by leading Soviet reformers and formally by the USSR

authorities in a letter to the Bank. The people trained are likely to be able

to apply the skills learned sooner or later, even if the organizations or

governmental entititiae for which they currently work change in the course of the
turmoil which besets the Soviet Union at this period in its history. If and when

World Bank lending operations to the Soviet Union are initiated, training
provided now will increase the probability that the resources applied will 1"

effectively utilized, In the meantime, training provided may help better orien-

Soviet policies and investments, including those financed by bilateral

multilaterl assistance to the Soviet Union by institutions other than the W

Banki (,roup.

2. As long as Soviet training institutions request assistance, have toe
support of the central government, and the physical security of Bank personnel

is not threatened, training poses few risks to the Bank and offers ob?'vius,

benefits, Therefore training should be seen as investment in human resource
development and not as an instrument of short-term policy to be offered and
withdrawn in reastion to short-term e0Monmic and political coneidermtions

3. EDI is well-equipped to contribute to an international training effort

for the Soviet Union. EDI is an Integral part of the World Bank Group, opertin.ITg
as a department under the office of the Vice President and Chief Economist,

Development Economics, in the Senior Vice Presidency for Policy, Research, 1and
External Affairs. The majority of its professional staff have years of
operational experience in the Bank. EDT played a leading role in the World Ena

Group's assistance to China, having directly trained over 3,000 Chinese officialn

since the Bank reestablished relations with that country In 1981. This large
scale program was cofinanced by the JNDP and a variety of bilateral agencie.s.
[. 1990 EDT launched a smaller, but similar effort for Vietnam, again. with UNDP

suppor (,

4. EDI's Eastern European program has been expanding rapidly over the past
two years in response to strong demand from countries which have opted to

undertake the difficult transition to a market economy. EDT proposes to develop
v training program for the USSR and its constituent republics in line with its

overal I t rategy for Ee%6t ern Europe (dr taf t at tachied tpleaseq irre that thi; is Ilii
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for comment and will be finalized next week]) Thia strategy could aiso b
applied to any of the present constituent republica which might att ain t.he e atitu
of inrrnatioially recognized sovereign htatea.

B. &_Strategigfraw r Et!et Ear.P

5. EDTI's overall strategy for Eastern Europe has both short- and lonce-term
components. It provides for direct training to senior government officials and
managers in key areas to meat immediate training needs. But over a longer time
frame, EDI's activities aim at creating the institutional capacity within each
country to meat its national training needs. Conceptually, EDI's activities can
be divided into three phasest

a. Training Policy Makers, Managers. and Potential Trainere, In this
first phase, EDI invites government official@ and potential trainers
from East European training institutions to participate in regional
seminars and courses conducted by EDI. These seminars are intended
to meet immediate training needs, provide input into training
design, and promote local training capacity.

b. Supervised Local Training. The second phase involves a repetitic-
of the same seminars several times at the national level. During
this phase the local partner institutions not only co-sponsor, but
fully participate in the conduct of training.

c. Independent Local Training. In the third phase involves the local
training institution conducts further national seminars itself with
the advice of EDI and with access to EDI training materiale. EDT
would continue to work closely with the counterpart institutions to
create the institutional capacity within the East European countries
to meet their own training needs.

6. The implementation of this strategy requires that EDI identify in each
country institutions capable of suataining a national training program with
pedagogical assistance from EDI. EDI should also produce relevant training
meteriale. These training materials are critical in reaching a wider atdiencA
cost effectively.

7. EDI's main activities in Eastern Europe have been to conduct courses and
seminars designed to assist the countries of this region in the transformation
of their economies. The initial program has concentrated on th urgent. i seuem
of:

a. MHcroeconomic Management, including fiscal, monetary, trade and
exchange rate policies; financial sector reform; and labor market
policies;

b. r e form__and _Manaement and Private
Sector Development, including mana-gement of the privatirsatlon
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process, industrial refitructuring, enLerprise decision makiag,
corporate governance, and enterprises transition; and

c. Inf tuctre and Environment, including traiipoit policy, hotiring
reform, water pollution, and infrastructure project analysis.

C. iion to he EgA

Activities to hA

8. Prior to 1991, a number of Soviets had been invited to EDI trainine
events by partner institutions rather than by EDI. An example is the Senior
Policy Seminar on Managing Inflation in Socialist Countries, organized jointly
with the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IJASA) in
Laxenburg, Austria in March 1990, This seminar was attended by four Soviet
experts who were invird by IIASA,

9. At this time EDI has been authorized, on a case-by-case basis (subject

to clearance), to invite Soviet officials and trainers to regional or global
seminars and courses, provided participant costs were provided by cofinancers
rather than the Bank. The first such invitations were issued for a Senior Policy

Seminar on Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations and Macroeconomic Management in
Large Countries held in February 1991 in New Delhi, India. Five Soviet
participants (two representing the State Commission on Economic Reform, one the

All-Union Ministry of Finance, one the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis, and one the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federated
Republic) were invited, and the first four attended the seminar, the last
canceling due to work pressure. Travel was paid by Soviet participants, and
local expenditures were born by the Ford Foundation.

10. The State Commission on Economic Reform and the Academy of National
Economy (the latter being the apex training institution of the USSR), both
reporting to the Cabinet of Ministers, have now been invited to nominate three

and two participants respectively to a seven week course on "The Economics of the
Market" being organized in Prague in May-June 1991 by EDI in collaboration with
the Centre for Economic Research and Graduate Education of Charles University and
the IMF Institute. The nominations have been received, and participant cost$

will be financed by the Soros Foundation, Soviet Union.

The USSR Aceepy of National Ecopo y es . Leading Sov±9 Mfor nntitution

11. EDI, in collaboration with World Bank members of the IMF/World
Bank/OECD/EBRD team which prepared the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy (JSSE),

has identified the Academy of National Economy (ANE) as the natural initial (but
not necessarily exclusive) partner institution in the Soviet Union. ANE is

headed by Academician (of the USSR Academy of Sciences) Abel Aganbegyan, and has
a number of other well-known reform advocate* in leading positions, including

Pavel G. Bunich, Leonid I. Yvenko, and Egor T. Gaidar. The Academy is the
leading economic training institution of the Soviet Union, established to provide

long- end short-term training programs to senior and intermediate level
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politicians involved in economic decision-making as well as to top industrial and
agricultural managere. ANE is organized in 12 subject-oriented training
departments, three divisions of research and technical support, the Higher Schoul
of International Business, and Research Institute on Economic Systems. It has
links to some 50 partner institutions in the major sectors of economic activity
and in all the republics. The training and research facilities of the Academy
are housed in a new complex in southern Moscow and include a variety of
auditoriuma with modern audio and video equipment, simultaneous translation
equipment, library, computer center, hotel, and sport and recreation facilities.

12. The Academy has a high degree of independence of particular ministries,
reports to the Cabinet of Ministers, and has strong links to the Commission on
Economic Reform. The principle of participant cost sharing is well establishAd.

13. During the JSSE missions, an EDI staff member participating in the study
visited the Academy, and since then EDI has beon in contact with its
representative in the United States. A draft proposal from the Academy for a
major program of collaboration and institutional development for which EDI would
be the executing agency was received in January 1991. The proposal envisions a
program of senior policy seminars, macroeconomic management courses, market
economy oriented retraining programs for intermediate level officials from the
all-union government and the republics and enterprise managers, long-term degree
training programs abroad for key personnel (including staff of the Academy), and
institutional development. Institutional development would include:

• extensive participation of Academy staff in the organization and
conduct of EDI programs and seminars in the Soviet Union;

" internships for Academy staff members at EDI and other leading world
centers for economic training and education;

" development of a library of course materials and papers on the
economics of transition; creation of a system to search and
translate relevant western articles, papers and reports; delivery of
economic and social statistic data bases and information systems
from the World Bank and development of information exchange with
regional training institutions;

• creation of a Center for Interactive Training Technologies based on
contemporary desk-top video and touch-screen training systems with
the ability to produce a variety of training video and audio
programs for broad regional distribution including remote regions
(the Academy has eetablished contacts with the US and Canadian firma
which could help implement this center); and

" training programs for Academy staff in modern teaching methode and
ii the use of video and computers in economics.
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A delegation of ANE vice rectors and department heads, which was participating
in a twc-week special program at the Sloan School of Management at MIT, visited
EI1 in April 199) -

Next;Steps o'n j. itraaration of a T 1ainng r

14. If authorized to conduct training activities ir the USSR, ED] will seek
to follow up on this proposal in an initial mission to explore how best to
conduct the training program. But EDI would also look at other potential partner

institutions to assess their potential for collaboration in the same general
areas identified as having priority in Eastern Europe,

15. In view of the large size and essentially federal political structure of
the Soviet Union at the present time, EDI would probably seek to operate through
networks of institutions headed by apex institutions such as ANE. This approach
has been successfully implemented in Africa, China, and Latin America. In view

of the initial request for technical assistance received by the Bank from the

Soviet Authorities in December 1990, and EDI's overall strategy for Eastern
Europe, networks might be envisioned in five broad areas -- national economic
management (including financial system reform), industrial and agricultural

development, transportation, and privatization. In addition to training in
macroeconomic management and policy formation, EDI would provide training in the
techniques of project analysis, particularly for infrastructure in the
agricultural and transport sectors and for industrial projects. The precise
institutions to be involved and the content of the training (which could go
beyond these five areas) would have to be worked out after extensive
consultations with the all-union authorities and those of et least key republ is.

16. Most of the training would be conducted in Russian in the Soviet Union,
with translation where necessary. In the startup phase EDI would seek to

identify appropriate partner institutions, and to enter into multi-year
institutional development programs with an apex institution to provide suitable

staff development, library development, preparation of training materials, and

establishment of training standards. Key partner institutions at the all-union
level should have or be willing to establish strong links with a network of
similar institutions in the republics or other levels of the federation, with a
view to strengthening their capacity to replicate training programs at the

srbnarlonal level.

17. Because few government officials or enterprise managers are familiar with

the functioning of market economies, priority should be given initially to

training in the basic economics of a market system and the implications for
macroeconomic management, financial system reform, and for investment decision

making, as well as basic management training at the enterprise level. EDI would
most likely collaborate with the IMF Institute to provide a module on financial
programming for the course in market economics, as is being done at the course
on the Economics of the Market in Prague

18. An initial mission would prepare specific proposals for consideration by
the, Bank and potential cofinanciers, and would involve consultations with both
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bhil te(al and multilateral COfiiAlcIrig agniarI s to aviAd pu6osible duplication of
e f fort.

19. On the logiotical side of a trainiig program th itme h ould be
prepared as early &a possiblet

l 1ntroducto .ry ttaining materialu geared I o cIont emporary ov iet
problems;

" case itater~ole in Rusian for anterpriae maniaginent t raining; ond

. videotapes and other audiu-visual materiala for managemnt training

Translation of key training materials into Russian is already underway with
okipport from the Soros Foundation, Soviet Union as part of a broader program of
translations into major East European languages financed by the Soros
Foundations. A project to prepare print and video training materials on
stabilization and on privatization for Eastern Europe (includin& the Soviet
Tnion) ji Oleo under way, but requires additional funding to develop R"oste
lagae versions,

SIk rdifuery goet Eetimates

A very rough estimate of the costs of a five-network program cant be
provided here, but would have to be further refined once the scope and timing of
the desired program was determined. Cash costs are exclusive of salaries.
Addi lonal ataff requirements would be 4 Higher Level and two support staff. The

rof thoese po.1t ione shou1d be added, since EDI will not divert repourcee frec-
'ther regions to serve the needs of a new country.

Initialen Appraisal Mission: Five staff tembors
and consultants for three weeks .............. US$ 60,000

Five networks @300,000 per network per year
for three years ...... ,...................... . 3,000,00w,

Preparation of training materials ......... 750,000
($150,000 pyr network)

Establishment of multimedia center at AEN .... 275,000

Technical assistance in educational television. 150,000
(contacts initially with TV Ontario, Canada), AEN

Tnatitutlonal development (AEN) including
internships and fellowships in leading world
training centers and library development ....... 1,500,ot0

Total three year cst. 5,735,000
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SOVIET UNION:
CURRENT POSITION AND NEAR-TERM OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

This note discusses (1) the political/economic situation
in the USSR, (2) JSSE follow-up activities, (3) action by other
international institutions, and (4) options for the Bank under
various assumptions. Three options are discussed: the status quo;
a high case, with strong Soviet commitment to reform and strong
shareholder (G-7) support for quick membership; and an
intermediate case, with little commitment to reform and strong
shareholder support for closer Bank ties with the Soviet Union.
We will see soon what the shareholder position is. The likeliest
case seems to be some variant of the third option.

(1) THE POLITICAL/ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE SOVIET UNION

The fiscal crisis and sharply declining output have not
been halted by recent actions. The currency reform in March
reduced broad money by only 1%, while the fiscal benefit of this
month's large price increases is reduced by an estimated 85% wage
and pension adjustment. Refusal of the Russian and other
republics to transfer most tax revenues to the Union Treasury is
leading to very large fiscal deficits, and reducing ability to
meet even essential commitments (e.g. army pay) without resort to
the printing press.

The Soviet government is due to announce further economic
reforms today (April 22). So far the center, led by President
Gorbachev, has lacked the political capacity to impose an
economic program on the republics -- whether it is a "reform"
program or recent attempts to return to greater administrative
controls. Unless some compromise on political and economic
issues can be worked out, however, the near term outlook is for
continued economic deterioration, with uncertain political
consequences.

(2) JSSE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

A small mission to the Soviet Union is planned for two
weeks beginning about May 10, to discuss both the strategy of
reform and more specific measures in areas which were
examined in detail by the Bank team, including key sectoral
issues such as energy and agriculture, pricing policies and
enterprise reform. It will meet with Union officials and, with
the approval of the Soviet authorities, with republican officials
in Moscow and perhaps Kiev. This proposal awaits Moscow's
confirmation. Bank and Fund have both received informal
invitations from the Institute of Economics, USSR Academy of
Sciences, to participate in a "retreat" to discuss the JSSE
recommendations. However, the status of this proposal is



uncertain. The Institute plans to publish a Russian translation
of the December "Summary and Recommendations" report, possibly
this month. Prof. Aganbegyan has offered, in an April 18 letter
to Mr. Conable, the staff and facilities of his Institute of
National Economy for a discussion of the JSSE technical papers.

(3) ACTION BY OTHER INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The Fund and OECD have also proposed small JSSE follow-
up missions: the Fund mission, led by the chief of the new
European Department division covering the USSR, Bulgaria, Romania
and Albania, will go in mid-May, though the chief of mission is
in Moscow this week. EBRD's economists accompanied Mr. Attali to
Moscow in March.

An EC mission visited Moscow in March to discuss their

proposed ecu400 million technical assistance program for calendar
1991. The EC recently decided to proceed with preparation of the

program, although disbursements will not occur before approval at
the May EC summit. It is probable that the EC will seek Bank
participation in this program. The EC has also established a
bilateral "macroeconomic group" within the framework of EC-USSR

cooperation, due to meet for the first time in Moscow April 29-
30.

While it makes sense for each agency to pursue
discussions with the Soviets individually rather than through
cumbersome joint arrangements, more will need to be done to
ensure coordination and mutual information. This is already
proceeding well with the Fund and, increasingly, with the EC.

(4) OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

Three scenarios are set out below, to focus discussion of
the underlying choices. They are based on the current position,
a "high" expansionist case, and a moderate increase. For each
option, initial conditions are identified, followed by a brief
discussion of possible program content, financing modalities,
staffing and organizational implications, and the nature of Board
decisions required.

OPTION 1: Status quo, more or less

This consists of completing agreed JSSE, doing a small
amount of additional economic analysis on aspects of the Soviet
economy which have a direct bearing on Bank members and Bank
business, and maintaining a minor "watching brief" on Soviet
developments.



Initial conditions: Continuation or worsening of Soviet
political and economic reform climate; major shareholders remain
unwilling to support significant Bank effort beyond JSSE.

Bank program objectives under these conditions would be to
carry the JSSE dialogue somewhat further, but beyond that to do
little more than maintain low-key contact with Soviet
developments for the time being. This might involve:

" JSSE follow-up mission to USSR and related discussions
" Limited work on the Soviet dimension of issues of direct

concern to the Bank and its members -- e.g. CMEA break-

up, energy prospects and deliveries to Eastern Europe.
" Occasional Soviet visitors and professional exchanges,

including minor participation in EDI seminars on a full-
cost basis.

" Some effort to maintain currency of JSSE information.

Financing: Essentially none. That is, beyond JSSE these limited
activities would be a minor part of ESW and research tasks, would
be externally funded (in the case of visits and occasional Soviet
EDI participants), or would be included in normal data collection
and synthesis.

Staff and organization: Zero or virtually zero. No new
organizational entities are needed, and existing staff in EMENA
and PRE (primarily Socialist Economies Unit and IEC) would be
involved. A small amount of specialized consultancy would be
necessary from time to time.

Board involvement: Under this option presumably no specific
Board discussion or decision would be required.

OPTION 2: Maior Expansion

At the other extreme is a major near-term expansion in
the Bank's role in the Soviet Union. It is useful to look at a
high case option for two reasons: it may occur -- although the
probability currently seems relatively low; and it provides an
endpoint of reference for assessing what needs to be done in an
intermediate or transitional phase.

In this option the Bank would be rapidly deepening its
knowledge of the Soviet economy, launching a large program of
analytical work, technical assistance and training, and gearing
up for an early start to substantial lending.

Initial conditions: Decisive change in attitudes of major
shareholders, for example G-7 agreement that Soviet membership
application should be accepted and acted upon, or that the Bank
should be part of a major international effort to help the Soviet
economy. A tougher condition to meet will be real Soviet
progress (as condition of G-7 shift?) towards stabilization and



systemic reform. (A push for membership but without progress on
reform is treated as a variant of Option 3.)

Bank program: This would be geared towards membership, a strong
policy dialogue and a substantial lending program. The program
would focus on advice, lending and technical assistance for both
systemic reform and sector priorities (as did both the JSSE and
the T.A. proposal discussed earlier with the Soviets), and on ESW
in support of these priorities.

Financing: The very early phase of such a program might be
initiated with EC funding, G-7 trust funding or some other
special arrangement. As the Soviet Union moves closer to
membership, this option would require a regular budgetary
allocation (except that TA and training beyond a scale
comparable to that of other borrowers would still require
external funding.)

Staff and Organization: This scenario implies that at some point
a country department growing to normal size -- 80 to 90 staff
years -- would be established in which the Soviet program would
clearly be dominant. There would for a period be far more direct
provision of T.A. and training than is normal. A key management
issue (also relevant to external recruitment) would be to balance
the need for high-quality staff for the Soviet program against
the needs of other borrowers: a rush of some of the Bank's best
staff could be expected, and shareholder sensitivities (on all
sides) would be high.

Board involvement: Board agreement would of course be required
with respect to budget and in due course membership. The most
difficult aspects of Board involvement would presumably relate to
capital and shareholding issues.

OPTION 3: Moderate program

This option is less a specific program than a range of
actions between standing pat and a large expansion. It involves
a discrete choice for the Bank because anything in this range
would signal a significant change in stance, and because such a
change would require a substantial commitment in terms of
political support, money, staff and organization.

A program in this range could carry on for 1-3 years, or
more, while the political and economic drama plays itself towards
some clearer resolution. After whatever period of transition,
the program could fall apart if the Soviet political situation
deteriorates, or could move to membership, with or without major
commitment to major policy reform.

Initial conditions: Moderate easing of shareholder unwillingness
to support closer Bank relationship -- e.g. forthcoming G-7
meetings might agree to encourage renewal of some Bretton Woods



involvement, ranging from reviving special association-type
proposals to a push for full, but not immediate, membership. No
significant retrogression in Soviet economic or political
policies, but little near-term prospect of decisive movement
towards strong market-oriented reform.

Bank program: Broad objectives would be to deepen Bank
knowledge of key features of the Soviet economy -- including its
republican dimensions; to position the Bank to play a strong
future policy and advisory role if/when reform moves ahead; and
provide advice, technical assistance and training which helps the
economy despite the policy constraints and which meets some of
the starvation for knowledge about market-oriented reform.

The core of a program of this sort should probably be a
limited set of sectoral technical assistance tasks; a modest
program of collaborative research; and the establishment of a
set of institutional relationships -- for training, advisory work
and policy discussion -- which connect with important groups
without being too closely associated with only a narrow range of
the many official and quasi-official institutions. There should
be a republic-level dimension to this program, possibly including
Russia and the Ukraine in the first instance.

In terms of topics, the technical assistance would be
broadly similar to the program sent to the Soviets last November,
with two important differences stemming from lower current
receptivity of Soviet government entities to systemic reform
proposals. First, assistance and advice to government on
systemic as against sectoral issues would be a smaller part of
the program, and might need to concentrate on things with longer
lead times, for example institutional and legal reform. Second,
(even) greater weight than formerly should be given to educating
and preparing present and potential Soviet policymakers, and
influencing the-climate of debate. This would include a
carefully designed EDI program, and a deliberate effort to build
institutional partnerships.

Financing: Initial needs might be modest (a few ESW-
type tasks, some EDI activity), but could be expected to build to
the $5-10 million range annually. At a minimum, at the outset
there would be a need to finance a number of staff members plus
overhead, travel, and some training activities in Washington and
the USSR. A budget request does not seem a desirable course
until the Soviet Union is getting close to full membership.
Indeed until events reach such a point it will be important to
ensure that finance for a Soviet program is really additional to
the Bank's budget, and is seen as such. It would therefore be
necessary to use clearly additional external funding or at a
minimum a transfer from net income, until the Soviet Union was on
the threshold of full membership and an allocation from a
commensurately increased budget became appropriate.



The feasibility of using external funding is enhanced by
the apparent desire of the EC to have us carry out some of its
ECU400 million 1991 commitment. For a program of the sort
envisaged, the EC would need to give us a kind of "block grant"
rather than contracting for specific studies. We would also have
to get at least one or two other donors to participate. In any
event, substantial EC financing could permit rapid scaling up or
replication of Bank-devised training and T.A.

Staff and Organization: The uncertainties surrounding
the Soviet program make it at this point a risky anchor for a new
Country Department. Whether a new Department can be justified on
the basis of other Central and Eastern European countries and is
desirable (re splitting SODs) is now under study by CPB. In
either case, the riskiness of the Soviet situation suggests that
it is better to start with a WDR-type of task force than a
permanent organizational unit; the task force could either be in
a new Department or an existing one.

A second issue is that of representation in Moscow. Some
presence will be necessary at an early stage for logistical and
administrative reasons. Beyond that, there is broad agreement
that a substantive capacity on the ground would be critical to
the effectiveness of a Bank technical assistance program. A
large resident mission, however, would again send too strong a
signal, and would be an embarassment if things went sour. It
seems preferable to start with only a modest representative
office.

Board involvement: Under this option the legal and other
issues involved in assisting a non-member would recur: Board
agreement on the program and commitment of Bank resources would
be required. This would presumably be somewhat simpler in the
event of a Soviet application for membership being in the works.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 23-Apr-1991 11:06am

TO: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN )

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: RE: Ink Refills and the PC

I cannot tell a lie. You should be about as upset with me as with

Wilfried. I'm quite concerned about the diversion of resources

unless we have funding/staff. However, I certainly hope we will

be getting in to Option 3 quite soon. (I can see one problem: we

forgot to deal with the situation under Option 1 of the offer

from EC to do some sub-contracting. What should we do no this?

CC: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB )



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 18, 1991

TO: Messrs. W. Thalwitz, SVPRE; V. Rajagopalan, VPPRS; P. Isenman, PRSDR

FROM: Michel J. Petit, AGRDR

EXTENSION: 30340

SUBJECT: Technical Assistance Program for Soviet Agriculture

The attached constitutes, I believe, a good example of PRE
support to Operations done in good collaborative spirit. I also
thought you would be interested by the content: possible item in
a technical assistance package to the Soviet Union.

Attachment

MJP:fsc



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 25, 1991

TO: Rory O'Sullivan, Division Chief, EM4AG

FROM: Karen Brooks, Economist, AGRAP

EXTENSION: 30420

SUBJECT: Technical Assistance Program for Soviet Agriculture

1. My rendering of our conversation today follows. I have included numbers when
they appeared on your scratch sheet. I contribute this for your editing, additions,
deletions, and consideration of amounts. If you need additional discussion, call me at
home tonight 301-366-5589 or early tomorrow morning at work.

Technical Assistance in Agriculture for the USSR

2. Agricultural crises recur with numbing regularity every spring and fall in the Soviet
Union. They will continue to do so until a functioning market economy makes crisis an
occasional weather related event, rather than a semi-annual phase of the agricultural
year. The crises of fall of 1990 and the current one in spring of 1991 mirror the shift
in Soviet economic distress from disruption of distribution to a decline in output. In fall
of 1990 the Soviet harvest was good, but inept price control and disruption of trade
prevented more than usual from reaching consumers. In spring of 1991 farms are not
receiving spare parts, fuel, fertilizer, and agricultural chemicals. Planting is delayed
throughout much of the country, raising the likelihood that a poor harvest in 1991 will
compound the worsening distribution.

3. Technical assistance In agriculture Is a critical component of an effective
International response to the current Soviet distress; it is inconceivable that a viable
economy can be built with a wrecked agriculture at Its core. Ordinarily technical
assistance would be offered to aid in Implementing a program of sectoral adjustment or
reform. The Soviet Union lacks such a program, yet the need for technical assistance
remains acute. The challenge to design of technical assistance under these circumstances
is to offer aid that would support such an integrated program if it existed. The
assistance in that way gives shape to a program, in perhaps the same way that complex
organisms lacking Internal skeletons carry an external carapace.

4. We propose a limited program of technical assistance with three elements:

(a) Attention to immediate sectoral needs

(b) Supporting the transition to a market economy

(c) Laying a foundation for longer run growth In productivity

5. In each of these areas we have chosen activities according to two criteria:

1) Signalling areas that the international community feels are
of highest priority; and

II) Choosing those in which International expertise and
resources can make the most difference.
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knmediate Needs

Agricultural Inputs

6. Two immediate needs are critical. The flow of agricultural inputs has been
Interrupted, and it is unrealistic to expect that much can be done to assist spring
planting In this year. The winter wheat harvest will be the next crisis point. An
assessment of the availability of fuel and spare parts In the geographically concentrated
winter wheat areas begun now could make a difference by July. Monitoring of the
availability of agricultural chemicals and fertilizer throughout the summer would Indicate
where and when imports are necessary either to break bottlenecks in domestic
production, or simply to bypass domestic suppliers.

7. Technical Assistance ActivIty: Monitoring supply and distribution of agricultural
inputs. Purchase inputs on domestic and foreign markets when necessary. Draft program
for privatization of agricultural Input supply. 3 person years.

Reviving Rural Trade and incentives to Work

8. A second immediate need is to integrate rural people into the exchange economy.
The availability of consumer goods in the countryside was never good, but rural people
have been the first cut out as the distribution system deteriorates. Improved availability
of consumer goods and building materials for homes and farm structures are a
precondition for progress in land reform and farm restructuring. Rural people now have
poor Incentives for anything except a retreat Into subsistence agriculture on their
household plots.

9. An effort to reawaken incentives for economic initiative in the countryside should
begin with the Consumer Cooperative that is the traditional retail outlet In rural areas.
An attempt should be made to restructure the Cooperative into a genuine cooperative,
and to channel highly sought after consumer goods of domestic and foreign make to
members through these outlets. Resale should be permitted. The trade should be
primarily through catalogue orders, but some inventory should be shipped to the stores.
The Consumer Cooperative should be used only if it can be thoroughly restructured and
renamed to function as a genuine cooperative.

10. Technical Assistance Activity: Assessment of the potential for the Consumer
Cooperative to be meaningfully restructured. Restructuring the Consumer Cooperative at
the union and republic levels. Production of a catalogue and development of catalogue
merchandising. Four person years plus expenditures for the catalogue and limited purchase of imported
consumer goods.

The Transition to the Market

Price Liberalization and Privatization of Retail Trade In Food

The IMF/IBRD/OECD/EBRD Joint mission to the USSR in September/October 1990
outlined an agricultural strategy for the transition that stressed the primacy of price
liberalization, rather than an administered increase of retail food prices. The Soviet
government proceeded In April, 1991, with an administered increase in food prices
divorced from any movement to expand the scope for market directed activities.
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11. The administered price increase cannot now be abandoned In- favor of
liberalization. The damage can be contained, however, and forward movement toward a
transition initiated if the proportion of food that moves at controlled state prices is
gradually reduced. This can be accomplished by quickly privatizing many retail food
outlets, and releasing the newly private stores from state price control. The
privatization of retail trade in food can thus be the vehicle for de facto liberalization of
food prices. This process is little more than moving the collective farm markets out of
the kiosks and booths that have confined them in the past, and allowing private trade
In food to take place in real stores, preferably with refrigerators and cash registers.
Experience in East/Central Europe has shown that privatization of small stores
can move very quickly.

12. Private stores will need access to wholesale trade. The privatization should thus
extend to several wholesalers. These wholesalers will distribute products purchased
locally, plus concessional imports targeted to promote privatization and price liberalization.
The combination of privatization of retail outlets, privatization of some wholesaling
capacity, and restructuring of the consumer cooperative (traditionally also a purchaser
of food from rural households), plus the strength of International technical assistance
and commodity aid to assure its Initial success will have a substantial demonstration
effect on the entire distribution system. This element of the program is very important,
since it creates a vehicle through which food aid can be distributed effectively, and it
is likely that food aid will be needed In the future. Additional food aid can be distributed
through programs of humanitarian assistance.

13. Technical Assistance Activity: Assistance In privatization of retail food outlets.
Assistance in privatization of some wholesale trade. Oversight of distribution of food aid
through private wholesalers and retal stores. Protection of the exemption of private
trade in food from price controls. Six people part tIne plus three people in residence for three years.

The Food Safety Net

14. As more food moves at free prices, it will be increasingly important to have in
place a safety net to assure access to food for people who may be at risk. The
strategy of gradual price liberalization through expansion of private food retailing
provides a safety net of sorts in the remnants of the state distribution system. People
who cannot afford private prices can line up at state stores. People who can afford
better will Increasingly self-elect out of this natural safety net.

15. An explicit safety net with targeting should be constructed over the next year.
Foreign experience in Identifying vulnerable households and delivering assistance will be
helpful In designing the safety net. Concessional food Imports can provide some of the
safety net's In kind assistance, and the remainder will be in monetary assistance.

16. Technical Assistance Activity: Special consultant on design and implementation of
food assistance programs. Three people years.

Assistance to the Agricultural Credit Bank

17. The Agricultural Bank has restructured itself as a commercial bank, but is still
weak in its portfolio and lending practices and procedures. Technical assistance in
evaluating its portfolio and in training bank employees to assess credit risk and serve
the emerging private sector will be very valuable.
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18. Technical Assistance Activity: Advise the Agricultural Credit Bank in its continued
restructuring and train bank managers and employees in modern banking practices. $1.5
million. How many people?

Agicultural investment Planning

The continued agricultural crisis and the dominance of the state and collective
farm chairmen In the current political debate regarding agricultural Issues makes a
substantial additional allocation of investment to agriculture likely in this year. Unless
new voices are heard in the process of allocating this investment, it is likely that it will
yield as low a return as have past massive investments. It Is thus important that
technical assistance in evaluating agricultural investment be undertaken now and continue
through the transition. This should be a substantial effort, as the resources at stake
are very large.

19. Technical Assistance Activity: Assistance in planning agricultural investment.
Twenty-four people regionally dispersed for two years each. $8.1 million.

Laying the Foundation for Future Productivity Growth

20. The activity includes the development of human capital and agricultural physical
Infrastructure.

Rebuilding the Agricultural Economics Profession

21. Technical assistance will be needed indefinitely unless the domestic agricultural
economics profession is rebuilt to serve the policy community, the private sector, and the
academic institutions. In other agricultural disciplines technical training may lag world
standards, but it nonetheless exists. A domestic agricultural economics profession that
can serve a market economy and democratic policy process simply does not exist, and
must be created. A variety of training activities will be needed including workshops to
channel promising younger scholars into graduate programs abroad and seminars for more
mature people.

22. Technical Assistance Activity: Workshops, training, curriculum review, and
development of teaching materials. $2 million.

Research and Extension to Serve a Market Economy

23. The Soviet Union has a large cadre of agricultural scientists employed in research
Institutes under the Lenin All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences and its affiliate
organizations at the republic level. This research activity will be reorganized and
reoriented with the introduction of the market economy. Technical assistance in
assessing the current strengths of the research effort and how it might best be
redirected will be important.

24. Many of scientists will be redundant under a more streamlined research program,
and they comprise the most likely pool of specialists from which the core of the new
extension service can be chosen. Those moving from research to extension will need
additional training. Technical assistance In establishing the extension service and training
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those who will redeploy to its service will be valuable and will take time.. It should
therefore start now.

25. Technical Assistance Activity: Assessment of the organization of agricultural
research and development of a plan for Its future priorities and organization. Assistance
in setting up an agricultural extension service and training researchers who will work In
it. $2.5 million.

Environmental Assessment and Protection

26. Anecdotal evidence of environmental degradation of agriculture's resource base
abounds, but there is little concrete empirical analysis of the extent and severity of the
problems. Joint research In Identifying the problems and remedies will be valuable.
Assessment of standards for use and handling of agricultural chemicals will be an
important component of this.

27. Technical Assistance Activity: Assessment of soil and water quality problems as
they relate to agricultural production and food safety. Evaluation of procedures and
handling of agricultural chemicals. $2 million.

cc: Petit, LeMoigne (AGRDR); Barghouti (AGRPS); Feder (AGRAP)

wpSO\Brooks\TechAltUASR=Cmb



THE WORLD BANKINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 26, 1991

TO: Mr. Rory O'Sullivan, Division Chief, EM4AG

FROM: Karen Brooks, Economist, AGRAP

EXTENSION: 30420

SUBJECT: Soviet Technical Assistance:
Addition to Section: "The Transition to the Market"

Property Rights in Land

1. The Soviet Union lags behind Eastern Europe in privatization of agricultural land,
but significant activity on a small scale is already underway. A number of republics
(RSFSR, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Armenia) have passed laws legalizing private ownership
of land, although restrictions on sale are Included. The emergence of a critical mass of
private producers is hampered by several factors:

(a) Lack of a mechanism to transfer land into private hands
unless collective and state farm chairmen voluntarily offer
It;

(b) Continued dominance of the state sector in marketing of
inputs and output;

(c) Unsuitability of the inherited capital stock for small scale
production, and poor ability of the domestic implements
Industry under current circumstances to retool for
production of new smaller models.

2. Private producers will operate in the near future under a considerable handicap,
and technical assistance to support the early innovators is important. A number of
specific kinds of assistance will be important:

(a) Protection of property rights: In the longer run a system
of land Information, title registration, and cadastral
surveying will be necessary, and its foundations should be
laid now.

(b) Marketing: Where geographically feasible, private producers
should be linked to the restructured consumer cooperative,
the privatized wholesalers, and the privatized retail outlets.

(c) Use AKKOR and other organizations representing private
farmers to disseminate information on production, marketing,
and financial planning for the private sector.

Technical Assistance Activity: Assistance to Soviet scientists setting up a land
Information system and designing the new land cadastre. Creation of extension programs
for private farmers. Amount?

cc: Petit, LeMoigne (AGRDR); Barghoutl (AGRPS); Feder (AGRAP) wpo\BrooTec*astaMuSR
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Fa 202) 477 6391

Dear Mr Conable,

The Summary -d Recommandalon o? the Joint Study ol the Soviet Economy by
rm LMF, IBRD, OECD atd EBRD is widey discusd now among Soviet officiab and
economists. We are loodng forward to a lively discussion on the technical bakground
papers with the partCipaits to 'he Joint Study Project and to the beginnins of a
technical assitaxice progrram that would be mutually beneficiAl to the Soviet Union, its
constituenl republke and the World Bank.

Our reladonship with the Europer commlnlity k Ining fnrwird, InludIng a
subsiamial tchnlcal Assistarce progrin f more than $500 million. Since the members of
the European Community are Also members of the Worla B3ank, I see the need to expand
our 4entaflg WWI tho World Rank,

I would like t offer the Bank the use of my Academy's facillties and staff for a
dIcussion of the technical papers from the Joint Study and the recommcodations on rhe
technIcal assistance tat they contaln,

11 be in the Unjfted Stat otrd he~andq Adl and could specially come to
Washington to meet with yuandkey-MeMbenoLyor _mamriitnnd staff on May 7.

I thbik tha't the economric reform underway La the Soviet Union are of conecfm to
the entir world and, thus perhaps, very ratevant to the World Bank. Moreover, the
World Bank ha expericiace that exab's It to provide technical aSSIStance that would be

supe-rior n that of other deonors.

I look forward to meeting you and to discussing the Joint Study's background
papers and the vast technleal asstance needs of the Soylet Union with the exp-erts from

ite World Bnk.

Acadrmican At. nbgyan

cc. Mr. Deni Kletyov
MUCIA
Columbus, Ohio, Fax: (614) 291 9717

Mr, Karl William Viehe
Attornay at Law
Tighe, Curhan. Viehe & kogala
Wa2hington, 1).C., Pax: (202) 393 0363

TOTF P,3



Development News-Daily Summary,

This summary is prepared by the Information & Public Affairs Division of the World Bank All material is taken
directly from published and copyrighted wire service stories and newspaper articles. Accordingly, external distribution
or reproduction in any form is prohibited.

Wednesday, April 17, 1991

CHAMORRO SEEKS AID. Nicaraguan President Violeta Chamorro, addressing a
joint session of the U.S. Congress, urged Washington yesterday to extend

financial aid throughout the decade to rebuild her country's ravaged economy,

Agence France-Presse reports. Managua is seeking grants and bridge loans to

cover $360 million in back payments owed to the World Bank and the Inter-
American Development Bank, the report says, adding that Mrs. Chamorro also wants

the United States to speed up the disbursement of aid funds appropriated by

Congress. The Washington Times (p.Al) reports President Chamorro's attempts to

secure $360 million "to pay overdue interest to the World Bank and the IADB."

The Washington Post carries a story on page A14.

WEST LAYS DOWN LAW AT EBRD. Western nations have served notice they
intend to stamp their authority on the operations of the newly created European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development as it seeks to translate the vision of a

new economic order into reality, Reuters reports. Frenchman Jacques Attali,

EBRD president, has spoken repeatedly of his dream that the bank can help

reunite Europe. But some of his shareholders, above all the United States, have

made clear during the past two days of debate at the bank's inaugural meeting
that their directors are determined to have a major say in how the bank is run.

The Financial Times (p.2) carries a story on this topic. Reuters and the
Journal of Commerce (p.3A) report that, according to Attali, Eastern European

countries could get up to $123 million in financial aid from Western agencies
and private firms over the next decade. Associated Press-Dow Jones reports that

Czechoslovakian Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus expects limited assistance this
year from the EBRD. "My expectation is that the bank in 1991 will just be able

to launch a few demonstration projects which will not do much to forward the

transformation process in Eastern Europe," he said. Another Reuters story says
the Soviet Union yesterday called for an end to the borrowing limit imposed on

that country by the EBRD. The Wall Street Journal (p.A14) and the Journal of
Commerce (p.8A) carry editorials on the EBRD.

SOVIET DEVELOPMENT BANK PROPOSED. The chairman of the Soviet central
bank, Gosbank, yesterday pushed a plan for a Soviet "Development and Project

Finance Bank" modeled on other regional development banks, the Journal of

Commerce (p.3A) reports. Such a bank would be "a sound channel of attracting

long-term capital to the country for implementation of projects of high

efficiency and profitability, primarily in export- and import-substituting
industries," said Victor~V. Gei-aschenko in an address to the EBRD. He said the

plan already has the support of, among 6ther, European Commission President

Jacques Deors, World Bank President Barber Conalble, and Bank of England
Governor Robifr- Leigh-pemberton.

GATT CRITICIZES EC IMPORTS CURBS. Sharp criticism of European Community
trade deals with exporting countries has come from the GATT, the Financial Times

(p.14) reports. In its first review of EC trade policy, the GATT is also

critical of the frequent use by the Community of anti-dumping action against

Isenman, Paul
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foreigners accused of selling their products too cheaply on EC markets, as well
as the widespread subsidies paid to farmers and manufacturers. Agence France-
Presse reports that the GATT said the EC should strive toward "closer adherence
to the fundamental principles" of world trade, in particular by lifting external
barriers.

JAPAN BELIEVES POLISH DEBT PLAN CAN BE REVAMPED. Despite warnings that
they may restrict new loans to Poland and Egypt unless a proposed debt-reduction
plan is revised, Japanese officials believe creditor nations can revamp the
arrangement in a way that would avoid a confrontation, the Wall Street Journal
(p.A10) reports. Publicly, however, they are augmenting that hope by saying
that a sweeping debt forgiveness could force Japan to take a harder line toward
debtor nations, the story says. "If debt reduction is done, we can't support
new money," a senior finance ministry official said this week. "That's a
general policy."

KUWAIT WEIGHING OPTIONS TO FINANCE REBUILDING. Kuwait is weighing
options available to raise funds to rebuild the country after the Gulf war and
has not yet decided what course it will follow, banking sources said, according
to a story in the Journal of Commerce (p.2A). Sources suggested that despite
claims Kuwait would not sell its assets, the emirate might resort to that at
some stage, with a view toward buying them back later at suitable prices or when
funds are more readily available. Meanwhile, a story in the Wall Street Journal
(p.A2) says that firefighters in Kuwait have cut almost in half estimates on how
long it will take them to put out the oil-well fires in the country. Initial
estimates of at least 18 months have been cut to 10 months.

EGYPTIANS FACED WITH AUSTERITY PACKAGE. News of an austerity package,
including a 10 percent sales tax, dampened Egyptian celebrations for the end of
the Moslem fasting month of Ramadan yesterday, the Financial Times (p.4)
reports. The announcement, timed to coincide with the most euphoric day of the
Islamic calendar and the forthcoming May Day bonus for government workers, also
heralded sharp increases in petrol prices and electricity charges to comply with
the demands of the IMF, the story says. A story from Reuters says Egypt
yesterday began unveiling tough belt-tightening reforms that were sure to
infuriate the public but were deemed necessary for an IMF accord that would
sharply reduce the country's $35 billion foreign debt.

BULGARIA RULES OUT DEBT FORGIVENESS. Bulgaria yesterday ruled out any
Western forgiveness of its debt, saying this could slow down its economic
reforms, the Financial Times (p.2) reports. Finance Minister Ivan Kostov said
Bulgarian officials were meeting the Paris Club this week to discuss
arrangements to potspone or reschedule the country's debt.

MIXED OUTLOOK FOR CENTRAL AMERICA. A two-page round-up in the Christian
Science Monitor (pp.10-ll) looks into the economic prospects for Central
American nations, saying that the six-nation region sees signs of recovery, but
the economic outlook is mixed. Marko Voljc, LA2C2, is quoted as saying: "I'm a
little more sanguine about the '90s. The elements for improvement and greater
pragmatism are in place in every country in the region."

CHANGES IN WEST AFRICA. A story in the Washington Post (p.A18) says West
Africa is at the cross roads of change.
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DATE: 15-Apr-1991 12:09pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
TO: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: Thoughts for the Note on the Soviet Union, Etc.

(1) What is happening in the Soviet Union?

We don't know much beyond what appears in the newspapers
and what little additional information and analysis has been
obtained from various Sovietologists. The economy continues to

deteriorate (largely because of the growing "barterization" of
the economy). Central government measures have not been
effective. The earlier currency reform reduced broad money by
only about 1%. The increases in food prices (reductions in food
subsidies) earlier this month should help the fiscal situation,
but we don't know by how much because the degree of compensation
(through wage and pension adjustments, etc.) is not clear. In

any event, the refusal of the Russian Federation (and other
republics) to transfer more than a small portion of tax
collections to the Union Treasury is leading to very large fiscal
deficits. In effect, at the moment the only way to pay the KGB
and the armed forces is to resort to printing press money.
Clearly a very dangerous situation.

No coherent economic program can be designed and
implemented except on the basis of cooperation between the center
and the republics. The center, led by President Gorbachev, does
not have the political legitimacy to impose an economic program
on the republics -- whether it is a "reform" program or an
attempt to return to greater administrative controls. There
seems to be a stand-off between the center and the republics.
Mr. Yeltsin seems to be an opportunist with populist instincts
rather than the potential leader of a reform program; however,
some serious reformers are trying to work with him as advisers.
(It should be noted that the republics are basically concerned
about political reform; with the exception of some individuals in
the Russian Federation, they really haven't shown much interest
in economic reform except in the sense of taking control over the
resources and capital plant located within their geographic
boundaries.)

Unless some compromise on political and economic issues can
be worked out, the near term outlook is for continued economic

deterioration. Then events may move along any one three broad



lines. (1) The Chilean scenario, in which Gorbachev is replaced

by a strong ruler who is accepted partly because people are tired
of the present disorder; (2) the Polish scenario, where the
continued disorder finally leads the people to accept a fairly
radical economic reform program; and (3) the continued political
and economic disintegration scenario.

(2) What kind of follow-up to JSSE is underway?

After discussions with the Soviet Embassy, we have proposed
a small mission that would visit the Soviet Union for 10 days to
two weeks beginning about May 10. The purpose would be to
discuss both the broad strategy of the reform and more specific
measures in the areas of systemic reform which were examined in
detail by the Bank team, especially pricing policies and
enterprise reform. We would hope to meet with Union officials,
with economists in some of the relevant institutes, and also with
a few republican officials in Moscow and perhaps Kiev. In
addition to discussing the Joint Study, this mission would use
the visit to update our understanding of recent developments in
the Soviet Union. This proposal was made through the Embassy
here, and was forwarded to Moscow on Tuesday, April 9. We have
not yet had a reply.

(3) What are other los doing?

The Fund and the OECD have also proposed small technical
missions, but have not yet received definite invitations. The
Fund hopes to go before the end of April; the OECD would like to
go the first week in May. A joint mission seems neither
practical (other commitments of staff most concerned) nor
desirable (too big and formal), but we are coordinating with the
Fund and OECD to minimize duplication. EBRD economists visited
the USSR last month when they accompanied Mr. Atali for his
meeting with President Gorbachev, PM Pavlov, and other officials.
An EC mission also visited Moscow last month to discuss their
proposed ECU 400 million technical assistance program.

The Bank and the Fund have both received informal
invitations from the Deputy Director of the Institute of
Economics, USSR Academy Sciences, to participate in a "retreat"
to discuss the JSSE recommendations which the Institute expected
to organize. However, we have not heard any more about this idea
since it was proposed over a month ago. The Institute also told
us that they would be publishing a Russian translation of the
December "Summary and Recommendations" report sometime in April.

(4) What are the options for the Bank at this stage?

(a) The proposed small mission in May to discuss the JSSE
report should help maintain our dialogue with appropriate
individuals in the Union Government, the two largest republics
(Russian Federation and Ukraine), and in the various official
think tanks. We should offer, should the Soviet authorities wish



it, to send other individual experts to discuss particular
aspects of the study done by the Bank (e.g., legal framework,
agriculture, manufacturing industry and housing).

(b) We should be prepared to move ahead with a technical
assistance program, along the lines previously discussed, just as
soon as we have a positive signal from the relevant Board
members. We may get this signal after the forthcoming meeting of
the G-7.

(c) Although the Soviets have told us that "membership in
the Bretton Woods organizations is on our agenda," we are unaware
of any recent specific steps in this direction. (Prime Minister
Pavlov's January 31 letter to Mr. Conable, however, did go beyond
technical assistance and talked also of "new horizons of our
cooperation, including in the areas of investment and finance.")
The Soviet Union does not wish to apply for membership unless and
until is has reason to believe that the application will be
welcomed by the U.S. and other leading members. The Bank should
assume that such a welcome and a formal application for
membership will be forthcoming in the relatively near future.
(Even though a substantial period might pass before questions
regarding the capital subscription and other aspects of
membership could be resolved, the act of application would let us
undertake preparatory work without the need to go to the Board
for specific authorization to do work on the USSR.) At this
time the Bank should identify a small team of individuals who
might expect to form the nucleus of the team that would work on
the USSR if and when the technical assistance program moves ahead
or there is an application for membership.
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DATE: 15-Apr-1991 12:13pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
TO: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: Thalwitz-Lamy Meeting

I think the Bank has a real request from the EC to help spend
their ECU 400 million. So does the Fund. Tom Wolf and I were
told this by senior EC people at recent meetings in both Paris
and New York. Given the way the conversation between Thalwitz
and Lamy went, there was no reason for the latter to say anything
about Bank involvement as an executing agent.

We should not suggest to Bock that he has no real request!
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DATE: 15-Apr-1991 08:57am

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM )

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Soviet Union

Wilfried,

Mr Conable would like quickly to review (1) what is happening in
the Soviet Union, (2) the status of our follow-up to JSSE, (3)

what other international agencies are doing, and (4) what our

options are for any further Bank activity at this stage.

Apparently the EC, OECD and EBRD are quite active. The EC may
request that the Bank acts as executing agency for part of its
ECU 400 million program for the Soviet Union. And there may be a
change in the relationship between the Soviet Union and Japan.
But at the same time the internal situation in the Soviet Union
is becoming even more unsettled.

Mr Conable would like to do this review before the Interim and

Development Committee meetings at the end of the month, when he
and PC members are likely to be asked about the Soviet Union and
the Bank's posture. Could you, please, in close consultation
with OPN and FIN, prepare for Mr Conable and the PC a very brief
note for discussion by the PC next Wednesday the 24th. It would
be helpful if the note could be available by the end of this

week.

Sven

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ

CC: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
CC: Ernest Stern ( ERNEST STERN
CC: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN
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0 Gorbachev meeting
(As

juar with Yeltsin raises
L hopes for coalition
tain By John Lloyd in Moscow

SOVIET President Mikhail lov prepares to act as the cut-

aas Gorbachev yesterday met Mr James Baker, US secretary ting edge of the government, 2-
Boris Yeltsin, the Russian of state, is to make an the distance between Mr Gorb- A
leader, for the first time since unscheduled visit to the achev and the hardliners who
Mr Yeltsin announced his Soviet Union to seek close have been his reluctant allies
intention to run for the presi- co-ordination in his efforts appeared to widen.
dency of Russia - and at the to revive the stalled Middle Mr Vitaly Ingnatenko, the
end of two weeks in which East peace process. presidential press spokesman,
both men have been urged to said that the call by the hard-
discuss forming a coalition Washington is looking to line Soyuz faction for a special

.. government. Moscow to help it build congress of people's deputies to
The meeting came on the eve momentum for the peace review Mr Gorbachev's perfor-

of what promises to be the effort. A US plan envisages mance was "untimely and
. most severe test Mr Gorbachev Soviet co-sponsorship of a hardly instrumental to prog-

has yet faced from within his regional peace conference ress" - and noted that the
Communist party. to direct group was split over the issue.

A plenum of the ruling Cen- betenig Mr Nikolai Shishlin, a senior
tral Committee gathers in talks between Israel and member of staff of the Central
Moscow this afternoon angry the Arabs. Page 16 Committee, said: "I think that Chancellor Helmut Kohl (right) wi
and despondent over Mr Gorba- some radical, hardline ele-
chev's handling of the econ- between the two lead- ments will try to conmdemn
omy. This mood may prompt ers - both of whom have in the president and general sec-

w calls for his resignation from the past month professed them- retary - but I believe that the Kh a l
er his party post as general secre- selves willing to make the com- majority of the plenum will be

bar- tary.'' promises necessary for forming reasonable enough not to push
Yesterday's meeting at a coalition. him. They have in any case no r

Novoye Ogarevo on the out- Deputies in the Supreme right to push him out - he was Y
skirts of Moscow, was held Soviet yesterday endorsed the elected by the party congress

ar under the framework of the anti-crisis programme intro- and can only be dismissed by By David Goodhart in Bonn
Federation Council and duced on Monday by Mr Valen- it."

brought together leaders of the tin Pavlov, the prime minister. Mr Igor Lopatin. a leader of CHANCELLOR Helmut Kohl the

e nine Soviet republics which Their vote, by an over- the Interfront movement yesterday pledged his support of p
llar's are prepared to discuss a union whelming 323 to 13, followed a which organises the disaf- for Berlin as Germany's future free

(ork treaty. speech by Mr Pavlov in which fected, largely Russian minori- seat of government. 20 1

Mr Yeltsin has in the past he called for a "state of emer- ties in the republics, told the Mr Kohl said a move to Ber- uppi

Lon- routinely delegated attendance gency" covering banks, tax col- Postfactum news agency that lin, already the official capital, ing

a pre- at meetings of the Federation lection transport and power Mr Gorbachev was "pushing would need 10 to 15 years to M
It also Council to his senior deputy, supply, and revealed that a away the patriotically minded complete and that Bonn should rega
from Mr Ruslan Khasbulatov. presidential decree had been forces of the country" by keep- retain a number of important afte

His attendance, and the loca- prepared to index incomes to a ing as his advisers such liberal ministries, including defence. defe

s0 tion of the meeting on neutral basket of commodities. figures as Mr Alexander The chancellor's surprise Sun
ur- territory away from the Krem- However, most econo- Yakovlev, the former Politburo decision will certainly boost men

lin, suggests that an effort will mists - including those work- member and Mr Vadim Baka- Berlin's chances of again bett

an be made to rebuild a bridge ing on the programme - be- tin, the former interior minis- becoming the seat of govern- corn

between the two most powerful lieve it will fail unless ter. ment. But Bonn, before his two

asury figures in the rapidly declining agreement is reached between Workers m Minsk, the capi- announcement, was thought to TI

country. the main political forces, and tal of Belorussia, downed tools be favoured by a slim majority to I

,, capi- An aide to the president said crucially the leaderships of the once more yesterday and dem- of Bundestag members and by pop

anies the subject of round-table talks republics, on its shape and onstrated in the city centre most of the west German whe

tage as a prelude to a coalition gov- implementation. after the breakdown of talks Lander (states). pro-

lnan- ernment would be mooted At the same time as Mr Pav- Continued on Page 16 It was decided yesterday that conf

are Beazer unveils plan to float off
one

UK companies, sell half shares
Azzi

nsol- By Andrew Taylor, Construction Correspondent, in London

*el- BEAZER, the heavily borrowed new company solely to existing a controlling interest in its for-
construction and building shareholders or to make them mer UK operations.

1990 materials group, yesterday available also to new investors. Beazer's last annual

18 announced plans to float off its The UK businesses, which accounts, for the year to June
British businesses and then have an estimated net asset 30 1990, showed net debts of

tan- sell up to half the shares in the value of about £400m, gener- £880.5m mostly in the US. This
curi- -- .-- - -1- c +- 011) '7, -m + of f+ni m-onn comnared with Ohn-phnidprs'



lue, with Mr ivin mian ureenspan, cnairman appsy to any expansion into ne saia ine rea ooara was Anarew JBICK in Lonaon

the Commis- of the Federal Reserve, has these areas. troubled about the proposal
intervening strongly criticised US Treasury Despite reservations on sev- that the Federal Deposit Insur- THE UK government yesterday

me to accuse proposals requiring foreign eral points, Mr Greenspan ance Corporation could borrow signalled a return to the politi-

isliding. banks to set up separately capi- endorsed the general thrust of up to $25bn from Federal cal offensive in the run-up to
talised local holding companies the Treasury's wide-ranging Reserve Banks to absorb losses the general election with the

urg plan calls if they wish to take advantage bank reform plan, saying it sustained by the bank insur- claim that a new property-
move towards of the opening up of US finan- attacked "the major root ance fund in dealing with based local authority tax
nal European cial services. causes of the problems in the failed banks. would leave two out of three

months after Mr Greenspan told the Sen- banking system". This would involve the Fed households better off.
comes into ate banking committee yester- In particular, he said, a in directly funding the govern- As Mr Michael Heseltine,

1993 or 1994 day such a requirement would majority of the Fed board sup- ment. Such funding had the environment secretary,
speed of rati- impose additional costs on for- ported the proposed overhaul always been severely limited formally adminitered the last

jonal parlia- eign banks without obvious of deposit insurance, tighten- because of concerns about rites to the poll tax (a per cap-
ent "commit- benefits. ing of supervisory procedures, compromising the independent ita tax for local services) in
entral bank "It also creates an induce- removal of restrictions on conduct of monetary policy. the House of Commons, cabi-
Id be trans- ment for foreign banks to con- interstate branch banking and net colleagues predicted that
"'council".- Its duct their banking operations authorisation of new invest- It would be better, and have necolauspditdht
improve co-or- in less banioets authorition of ne an identical financial and eco- the stage was now set for an
iamoety oie costly environments ment activities for well capital- autumn election.anal monet outside the US and for foreign ised bank holding companies. nom e inecessary oasuh Mr Chris Patten, the Conser-
nplementation authorities to threaten recipro- However, the prospects for sad. v e r cairn, reee

in national cal restrictions for US financial comprehensive banking reform said. vative party chairman, greeted

firms abroad," he said. this year have receded because Mr Greenspan also warned the announcement with the

-lier if govern- Under the plan, which has of a desire, especially by the against too large an increase in pledge that: "We now have the

inimously, the already been attacked by inter- House banking committee, to premiums paid by banks to opportunity, which we intend

m of central national bankers, any foreign concentrate on legislation to support the insurance fund, to seize, to go on the attack".

et up, to take bank engaged in activities bolster the financially strained which might threaten the The details of the council
of the Euro- other than simple banking bank insurance fund. soundness and competitiveness tax - which will be levied on

ystem and act would have to close its current But Mr Greenspan urged of the banking system. the capital value of houses and
se for the Ecu. American branches and agen- Congress to "avoid only partial He also underlined the Fed's flats slotted into seven nation-

he date when cies involved in securities and solutions by separating into opposition to removing its ally set bands - marked the

had taken the underwriting operations and component parts the compre- present supervisory authority final break with the policy
haae their conduct all of its US banking hensive proposals for reform over bank holding companies which Mrs Margaret Thatcher
merge teir business through a US subsid- such as those suggested by the and limiting it to (mainly had once dubbed her flagship.

xpand its role iary bank. This would also Treasury". smaller) state chartered banks. An avalanche of figures for

nage isre England, Scotland and Wales
oer moee suggested that two out of

~nkS poic calle households woul facem Kohl calls for Gorbachev meets Yelti bills of less than 400 ($676)a
d benepona return to Berlin year ifcthe new system were

d be mpow-now in place.
s-e recommen- Continued from Page 1 Continued from Page 1 comfort from indications that, The claims, however, were
iecessary. But the debate between sup- with the republican authorities elsewhere, the wave of strikes fiercely rejected by the opposi-
i bone of con- porters of Bonn and Berlin, which had temporarily ended a in the pits and other plants tion Labour party, which said
iember states which divides all the main par- previous round of strikes in appeared to be slowing down. the new system would be
issions is the ties, is now likely to sharpen. the capital and elsewhere. The official news agency, impractical and unfair.
aic discipline Berlin is supported by a major- Mr Alexander Galkevich, Tass, said that more pits began Ministers believe that the
er monetary ity of east Germans, and rather spokesman for the strike com- loading coal in the Donbass proposals may have come too
Britain's par- more Social Democrats than mittee, said 40 enterprises were area, in the Ukraine - while late to have a decisive impact
niat it should Christian Democrats. It also on strike and that 13 of the 15 enterprises in Kursk in Central on next month's local elec-
n the current tends to have the support of strike committees formed in Russia, Severouralsk in the tions, and most have all but
-ommit itself politicians old enough to have other Byelorussian cities had Urals and Baku in Azerbaijan ruled out a June general elec-
y particular been active during West Ber- promised to join. all voted to return to work tion.
ay be near a lin's years of isolation during Mr Gorbachev and his gov- after their demands had been Background, Page 9; Editorial

the 1940s and 1950s. ernment could take some small wholly or partly met. Comment, Page 14

.E WEATHER
.'C 'F CF CF CF 'C F 'C 'F C CF

Berlin C 7 45 Caracas C 28 82 Faro S 18 64 Islamabad F 28 83 Madeira F 18 64 Milan F 9 48 Nicosia S 29 84 Salzburg F 8 46 Tenerife C 19 66
aoritz F 13 55 Casablanca C 18 64 Florence C 14 57 Istanbul F 10 50 Madrid S 16 61 Montreal C 5 41 Oporto S 19 66 San Francisco Dr 11 52 Tokyo F 20 68

0ombay S 31 88 Chicago F 9 48 Frankfurt F 8 46 Jakar-ta- R 32 90 Majorca F 16 61 Moscow C 1 34 Oslo F 11 52 Seoul S 23 73 Toronto F 2 36
iordeaux C 14 57 Cologne R 4 39 Geneva C 7 45 Jersey F 10 50 Malaga F 17 63 Munich SI 4 39 Paris C 11 52 Singapore F 30 86 Tunis C 17 63
aculogne F 10 50 Copenhagen R 5 41 Gibraltar F .17 63 Johannesburg S 21 70 Malta S 16 61 Nairobi - - - Peking C 19 66 Stockholm S 9 48 Valencia S 17 63

orssels C 7 45 Corfu S 17 63 Glasgow C 11 52 Lima F 25 77 Manchester C 11 52 Naples F 14 57 Prague R 8 46 Strasbourg F 7 45 Venice C 12 54oudapest F 12 54 Dallas - - - Helsinki Sn 5 41 Lisbon S 19 66 Manila F 34 93 Nassau F 28 82 Reykjavik C 1 34 Sydney S 18 64 Vienna F 12 54
Suenos Aires C 22 72 Dublin R 11 52 Hong Kong S 25 77 London C 11 52 Melbourne F 15 59 New Delhi S 32 90 Rhodes S 25 77 TaipeI C 30 86 Warsaw F 9 48

uairo S 36 97 DUbrovnik 5 15 59 Inosbrock SI 4 39 Los Angeles C 14 57 Mexico City F 31 68 New York S 11 52 Rio de JaneiroF 30 86 Tangier R 15 59 Washington S 8 46
ape Town S 25 77 Edinburgh C 11 52 Inverness F 12 54 Luxembourg F 6 43 Miami S 25 77 Nice F 14 57 Rome F 12 54 Tel Aviv S 24 75 Zurich F 6 43

Temperatures at midday yesterday C-Cloudy Dr-Drizzle F-Fair Pg-Fog H-Hail R-Rain S-Sunny SI-Sleet Sn-Snow T-Thunder



SOVIET UNION:
CURRENT POSITION AND NEAR-TERM OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

This note discusses (1) the political/economic situation
in the USSR, (2) JSSE follow-up activities, (3) action by other
international institutions, and (4) options for the Bank under
various assumptions. Three options are discussed: the status quo;
a high case, with strong Soviet commitment to reform and strong
shareholder (G-7) support for quick membership; and an
intermediate case, with little commitment to reform and strong
shareholder support for closer Bank ties with the Soviet Union.
We will see soon what the shareholder position is. The likeliest
case seems to be some variant of the third option.

(1) THE POLITICAL/ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE SOVIET UNION

The fiscal crisis and sharply declining output have not
been halted by recent actions. The currency reform in March
reduced broad money by only 1%, while the fiscal benefit of this
month's large price increases is reduced by an estimated 85% wage
and pension adjustment. Refusal of the Russian and other
republics to transfer most tax revenues to the Union Treasury is
leading to very large fiscal deficits, and reducing ability to
meet even essential commitments (e.g. army pay) without resort to
the printing press.

The Soviet government is due to announce further economic
reforms today (April 22). So far the center, led by President
Gorbachev, has lacked the political capacity to impose an
economic program on the republics -- whether it is a "reform"
program or recent attempts to return to greater administrative
controls. Unless some compromise on political and economic
issues can be worked out, however, the near term outlook is for
continued economic deterioration, with uncertain political
consequences.

(2) JSSE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

A small mission to the Soviet Union is planned for two
weeks beginning about May 10, to discuss both the strategy of
reform and more specific measures in areas which were
examined in detail by the Bank team, including key sectoral
issues such as energy and agriculture, pricing policies and
enterprise reform. It will meet with Union officials and, with
the approval of the Soviet authorities, with republican officials
in Moscow and perhaps Kiev. This proposal awaits Moscow's
confirmation. Bank and Fund have both received informal
invitations from the Institute of Economics, USSR Academy of
Sciences, to participate in a "retreat" to discuss the JSSE
recommendations. However, the status of this proposal is



uncertain. The Institute plans to publish a Russian translation
of the December "Summary and Recommendations" report, possibly
this month. Prof. Aganbegyan has offered, in an April 18 letter
to Mr. Conable, the staff and facilities of his Institute of
National Economy for a discussion of the JSSE technical papers.

(3) ACTION BY OTHER INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The Fund and OECD have also proposed small JSSE follow-
up missions: the Fund mission, led by the chief of the new
European Department division covering the USSR, Bulgaria, Romania
and Albania, will go in mid-May, though the chief of mission is
in Moscow this week. EBRD's economists accompanied Mr. Attali to
Moscow in March.

An EC mission visited Moscow in March to discuss their
proposed ecu400 million technical assistance program for calendar
1991. The EC recently decided to proceed with preparation of the
program, although disbursements will not occur before approval at
the May EC summit. It is probable that the EC will seek Bank
participation in this program. The EC has also established a
bilateral "macroeconomic group" within the framework of EC-USSR
cooperation, due to meet for the first time in Moscow April 29-
30.

While it makes sense for each agency to pursue
discussions with the Soviets individually rather than through
cumbersome joint arrangements, more will need to be done to
ensure coordination and mutual information. This is already
proceeding well with the Fund and, increasingly, with the EC.

(4) OPTIONS FOR THE BANK

Three scenarios are set out below, to focus discussion of
the underlying choices. They are based on the current position,
a "high" expansionist case, and a moderate increase. For each
option, initial conditions are identified, followed by a brief
discussion of possible program content, financing modalities,
staffing and organizational implications, and the nature of Board
decisions required.

OPTION 1: Status quo, more or less

This consists of completing agreed JSSE, doing a small
amount of additional economic analysis on aspects of the Soviet
economy which have a direct bearing on Bank members and Bank
business, and maintaining a minor "watching brief" on Soviet
developments.



Initial conditions: Continuation or worsening of Soviet
political and economic reform climate; major shareholders remain
unwilling to support significant Bank effort beyond JSSE.

Bank program objectives under these conditions would be to
carry the JSSE dialogue somewhat further, but beyond that to do
little more than maintain low-key contact with Soviet
developments for the time being. This might involve:

" JSSE follow-up mission to USSR and related discussions
" Limited work on the Soviet dimension of issues of direct

concern to the Bank and its members -- e.g. CMEA break-
up, energy prospects and deliveries to Eastern Europe.

" Occasional Soviet visitors and professional exchanges,
including minor participation in EDI seminars on a full-
cost basis.

" Some effort to maintain currency of JSSE information.

Financing: Essentially none. That is, beyond JSSE these limited
activities would be a minor part of ESW and research tasks, would
be externally funded (in the case of visits and occasional Soviet
EDI participants), or would be included in normal data collection
and synthesis.

Staff and organization: Zero or virtually zero. No new
organizational entities are needed, and existing staff in EMENA
and PRE (primarily Socialist Economies Unit and IEC) would be
involved. A small amount of specialized consultancy would be
necessary from time to time.

Board involvement: Under this option presumably no specific
Board discussion or decision would be required.

OPTION 2: Maior Expansion

At the other extreme is a major near-term expansion in
the Bank's role in the Soviet Union. It is useful to look at a
high case option for two reasons: it may occur -- although the
probability currently seems relatively low; and it provides an
endpoint of reference for assessing what needs to be done in an
intermediate or transitional phase.

In this option the Bank would be rapidly deepening its
knowledge of the Soviet economy, launching a large program of
analytical work, technical assistance and training, and gearing
up for an early start to substantial lending.

Initial conditions: Decisive change in attitudes of major
shareholders, for example G-7 agreement that Soviet membership
application should be accepted and acted upon, or that the Bank
should be part of a major international effort to help the Soviet
economy. A tougher condition to meet will be real Soviet
progress (as condition of G-7 shift?) towards stabilization and



systemic reform. (A push for membership but without progress on
reform is treated as a variant of option 3.)

Bank program: This would be geared towards membership, a strong
policy dialogue and a substantial lending program. The program
would focus on advice, lending and technical assistance for both
systemic reform and sector priorities (as did both the JSSE and
the T.A. proposal discussed earlier with the Soviets), and on ESW
in support of these priorities.

Financing: The very early phase of such a program might be
initiated with EC funding, G-7 trust funding or some other
special arrangement. As the Soviet Union moves closer to
membership, this option would require a regular budgetary
allocation (except that TA and training beyond a scale
comparable to that of other borrowers would still require
external funding.)

Staff and Organization: This scenario implies that at some point
a country department growing to normal size -- 80 to 90 staff
years -- would be established in which the Soviet program would
clearly be dominant. There would for a period be far more direct
provision of T.A. and training than is normal. A key management
issue (also relevant to external recruitment) would be to balance
the need for high-quality staff for the Soviet program against
the needs of other borrowers: a rush of some of the Bank's best
staff could be expected, and shareholder sensitivities (on all
sides) would be high.

Board involvement: Board agreement would of course be required
with respect to budget and in due course membership. The most
difficult aspects of Board involvement would presumably relate to
capital and shareholding issues.

OPTION 3: Moderate program

This option is less a specific program than a range of
actions between standing pat and a large expansion. It involves
a discrete choice for the Bank because anything in this range
would signal a significant change in stance, and because such a
change would require a substantial commitment in terms of
political support, money, staff and organization.

A program in this range could carry on for 1-3 years, or
more, while the political and economic drama plays itself towards
some clearer resolution. After whatever period of transition,
the program could fall apart if the Soviet political situation
deteriorates, or could move to membership, with or without major
commitment to major policy reform.

Initial conditions: Moderate easing of shareholder unwillingness
to support closer Bank relationship -- e.g. forthcoming G-7
meetings might agree to encourage renewal of some Bretton Woods



involvement, ranging from reviving special association-type
proposals to a push for full, but not immediate, membership. No
significant retrogression in Soviet economic or political
policies, but little near-term prospect of decisive movement
towards strong market-oriented reform.

Bank program: Broad objectives would be to deepen Bank
knowledge of key features of the Soviet economy -- including its
republican dimensions; to position the Bank to play a strong
future policy and advisory role if/when reform moves ahead; and
provide advice, technical assistance and training which helps the
economy despite the policy constraints and which meets some of
the starvation for knowledge about market-oriented reform.

The core of a program of this sort should probably be a
limited set of sectoral technical assistance tasks; a modest
program of collaborative research; and the establishment of a
set of institutional relationships -- for training, advisory work
and policy discussion -- which connect with important groups
without being too closely associated with only a narrow range of
the many official and quasi-official institutions. There should
be a republic-level dimension to this program, possibly including
Russia and the Ukraine in the first instance.

In terms of topics, the technical assistance would be
broadly similar to the program sent to the Soviets last November,
with two important differences stemming from lower current
receptivity of Soviet government entities to systemic reform
proposals. First, assistance and advice to government on
systemic as against sectoral issues would be a smaller part of
the program, and might need to concentrate on things with longer
lead times, for example institutional and legal reform. Second,
(even) greater weight than formerly should be given to educating
and preparing present and potential Soviet policymakers, and
influencing the climate of debate. This would include a
carefully designed EDI program, and a deliberate effort to build
institutional partnerships.

Financing: Initial needs might be modest (a few ESW-
type tasks, some EDI activity), but could be expected to build to
the $5-10 million range annually. At a minimum, at the outset
there would be a need to finance a number of staff members plus
overhead, travel, and some training activities in Washington and
the USSR. A budget request does not seem a desirable course
until the Soviet Union is getting close to full membership.
Indeed until events reach such a point it will be important to
ensure that finance for a Soviet program is really additional to
the Bank's budget, and is seen as such. It would therefore be
necessary to use clearly additional external funding or at a
minimum a transfer from net income, until the Soviet Union was on
the threshold of full membership and an allocation from a
commensurately increased budget became appropriate.



The feasibility of using external funding is enhanced by
the apparent desire of the EC to have us carry out some of its
ECU400 million 1991 commitment. For a program of the sort
envisaged, the EC would need to give us a kind of "block grant"
rather than contracting for specific studies. We would also have
to get at least one or two other donors to participate. In any
event, substantial EC financing could permit rapid scaling up or
replication of Bank-devised training and T.A.

Staff and Organization: The uncertainties surrounding
the Soviet program make it at this point a risky anchor for a new
Country Department. Whether a new Department can be justified on
the basis of other Central and Eastern European countries and is
desirable (re splitting SODs) is now under study by CPB. In
either case, the riskiness of the Soviet situation suggests that
it is better to start with a WDR-type of task force than a
permanent organizational unit; the task force could either be in
a new Department or an existing one.

A second issue is that of representation in Moscow. Some
presence will be necessary at an early stage for logistical and
administrative reasons. Beyond that, there is broad agreement
that a substantive capacity on the ground would be critical to
the effectiveness of a Bank technical assistance program. A
large resident mission, however, would again send too strong a
signal, and would be an embarassment if things went sour. It
seems preferable to start with only a modest representative
office.

Board involvement: Under this option the legal and other
issues involved in assisting a non-member would recur: Board
agreement on the program and commitment of Bank resources would
be required. This would presumably be somewhat simpler in the
event of a Soviet application for membership being in the works.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 15-Apr-1991 08:57am

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Soviet Union

Wilfried,

Mr Conable would like quickly to review (1) what is happening in
the Soviet Union, (2) the status of our follow-up to JSSE, (3)
what other international agencies are doing, and (4) what our
options are for any further Bank activity at this stage.

Apparently the EC, OECD and EBRD are quite active. The EC may
request that the Bank acts as executing agency for part of its
ECU 400 million program for the Soviet Union. And there may be a
change in the relationship between the Soviet Union and Japan.
But at the same time the internal situation in the Soviet Union
is becoming even more unsettled.

Mr Conable would like to do this review before the Interim and
Development Committee meetings at the end of the month, when he
and PC members are likely to be asked about the Soviet Union and
the Bank's posture. Could you, please, in close consultation
with OPN and FIN, prepare for Mr Conable and the PC a very brief
note for discussion by the PC next Wednesday the 24th. It would
be helpful if the note could be available by the end of this
week.

Sven

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
CC: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
CC: Ernest Stern ( ERNEST STERN
CC: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
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DATE: 15-Apr-1991 06:58pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM )

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: RE: Soviet Union

Paul,

Nothing was attached, but I assume the missing attachment simply
said that Geoff would do the work. Thanks.

BTW, the Soviets seem to be on an external blitz (Gorbachev
working on Japan, Pavlov on Israel) and Geraschenko, who is
attending the EBRD inauguration__in London-has conveyed- the
message to Mr Conable that they intend to have a delegation hereN
at the time of the Interim and Development committee meetings and
would like to attend these meetings in some capacity to be worke'

out (observer / special guest] etc) OflWumor-Tha itthat they
tfii - eholdeshere and then immediately

apply for membership. We'll see.

Sven
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DATE: 16-Apr-1991 10:25am

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
TO: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT. 33719

SUBJEC: USSR

See Fr-ds comments on my quick thoughts of yesterday. I
basically agree with them. My note of yesterday would obviously
need to be spelled out in more detail at some points if it is to

be a first rough draft of the paper for the PC.

The Chilean scenario should not be misread as leading to economic

liberalization; it is the heavy hand that would be restored. It

is likely to be the end of both glasnost and peristroika for a

period. Over the longer-run, however, one would expect the
forces leading to political and economic reform to reassert
themselves. This is perhaps the most likely alternative, but
scenario #3 is a close competitor. The "good" alternative, #2,
unfortunately seems less probable.
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DATE: 16-Apr-1991 09:27am EST

TO: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

FROM: Fred Levy, EAS ( FRED LEVY )

EXT.: 81947

SUBJECT: RE: USSR

Sorry I couldn't get back to you yesterday. Hope the

following are still relevant:

-In the first para., I think the reference to barterization

is too short-hand. I would prefer to say: "The economy continues

to deteriorate as state production orders are underfilled, goods
are diverted away from the state stores, trade barriers are
imposed between republics and between cities, and hoarding and

barter increase."

-Reference to a Chilean scenario connotes (to me) a

combination of authoritarianism and economic liberalization. It

is also possible, of course, that a new strong ruler would try to
move backward a la Brezhnev.

-In the section on other IOs, you might mention that they

have all assigned staff to full-time monitoring of the USSR.

-In the last section, you might mention that even if the
political situation does not permit immediate formal activities
in the USSR, just being there and mingling with opinion makers,
press, universities, etc. is important for introducing the

vocabulary and analytical framework on which eventual dialogue
would have to be based.

CC: Alan Gelb ( ALAN GELB
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DATE: 10-Apr-1991 12:27pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: USSR - European Commission

I spoke yesterday to Jean-Louis Cadieux, Deputy 
Director

General of DG1, who is responsible for the administration of the

technical assistance program to the Soviet Union. Cadieux had

recently visited Moscow, along with a number of technical

experts, to discuss the broad outlines of the Commission's 
ECU

400 million program for 1991. They have started to identify

specific operations in the five priority areas agreed 
at the Rome

Summit, and the primary objective of the Moscow visit was to

identify/design a coordination unit on the Soviet side.

Coordination arrangements will be formalized through an

exchange of letters between Delors and Pavlov. The coordination

unit will probably be located in the Prime Minister's Office

although this is still somewhat uncertain. The Foreign Ministry

has heretofore had the responsibility for liaison with DG1, as

well as with the IFIs, so a shift of the coordination

responsibility to the Prime Minister's Office entails some degree

of bureaucratic bloodletting.

A decision to proceed with commitment of the 1991 program

will be taken by the Council only at the end of May.

Mr. Cadieux would welcome an "exchange of views" with the

Bank in 3-4 weeks. The Commission would be very interested in

using the Bank as executing agent for some portion of this

technical assistance fund. We should accordingly begin

developing our own list of good ideas. Senior management will

also need to take an early decision whether it is appropriate for

the Bank to take on such a role.
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DATE: 10-Apr-1991 03:13pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: USSR - Meeting on April 16

Re my conversation with the EC, could we meet on Tuesday at

4:00 PM (Conference Room D1254) to discuss priorities and-----

approach to EC funding for technical assistance to the Soviet

Union. Senior management will need to take an early decision

whether it is appropriate for the Bank to take on such a role.

Please confirm with my office if you could attend.
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DATE: 15-Apr-1991 09:27pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: USSR at 18:13 April 15

#1: Patricia asked me if BBC should meet with Aganbegyan. I
replied to her with a one page memo about Aganbegyan and
concluded that the answer was "Yes." BBC's office said, since I

had given them a lengthy briefing last fall (the last time
Aganbegyan had been planning to come), they did not need an
additional briefing now. Not having at hand what I sent them
last fall, I revised my one page memo to Patricia to be a

briefing note for Wilfried to send to BBC's office. You missed
getting in the loop because, (i) Patricia was anxious for
something in a hurry and (ii) when I walk by your office to bring
you up to date, you seem to be on the phone. [By the way, Sven
Sandstrom called me at noon on Friday and asked me to come over
to talk to Conable before his 1:00 o'clock luncheon with Mr.
Camdessus. Sven's E-Mail of early today was, I suspect, partly a
result of my briefing and BBC's subsequent conversation with the
Fund MD.]

#2: I am confused by your second paragraph on TA to USSR. Of
course we should respond positively to the EC's request. But I
don't see this as a mutually exclusive alternative to some
technical assistance that we manage ourselves. In either case we

will have to go to the Board for approval. One question is, does
Wilfried really believe (from the meeting with Lamy) that we
aren't wanted? The more fundamental question is whether someone
should go to the U.S. at a high level and make the case for TA

from Bretton Woods. As I wrote you and Wilfried some time ago,
we are in danger of being left behind -- Bretton Woods behind the
EC and the Bank behind the Fun

CC: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 9, 1991

TO: Distribution

FROM: Alan Gelb, Chief, CECSE

EXTENSION: 37667

SUBJECT: Seminar on Privatization in the Soviet Union

1. Dr. Sergei Shatalov will present a seminar on the privatization
process in the Soviet Union on Thursday, April 18, at 10 a.m. in room N-
11-073.

2. We hope to receive a preliminary draft copy of his paper before the
seminar. Please call extension 37188 to request it.

Hope you all can come.
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CECSE staff
Golan (EDIDR); Knight (EDIEM); King (EDIST)
Pfeffermann, Weigel (CEIDR)
Gustafson, Berney (CEMDR)
Levy (EAS)
Renaud (INURD)
Knudsen, Brooks (AGRAP)
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DATE: 04-Apr-1991 03:18pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: JSSE

Item #2 on the attached E-Mail to Larry Summers is relevant to
our meeting on the USSR which, I believe, is set for 11:00 am

tomorrow. I have not heard from L.S. since sending this E-Mail

on Monday.

I will be going to the Soviet Embassy later this afternoon to
meet with the Economic Minister. But, I have been told that what
he wants is a personal explanation of some of the policy
recommendations in the Joint Study (rather than any discussion of
"next steps" by any of the parties involved).

CC: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB

CC: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS
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DATE: 01-Apr-1991 02:30pm EST

TO: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: #1 SAL Lecture at AU #2 JSSE Follow-Up

#1: You asked, as we passed in the lobby, if I had any comments

on your lecture at the American University conference on

"Structural Adjustment." I really have only one -- and it is

a point brought up by one of the participants during the question

period. I suspect that it is more a matter of tone than of
disagreement, but the issue is sufficiently important to mention

it again. As I listened to you, you seemed to be saying that (i)
these are the lessons we have learned about policy reform during
the adjustment process and (ii) having learned the lessons, we ca
now attach the appropriate conditionality to our loans and thus
ensure their effectiveness. My problem is not with the lessons,
but with the workings of "conditionality."

As a general rule, one never gets a country to do something it
really doesn't want to do, or gets a country to refrain from
doing something it really wants to do. Attempts to "buy

performance" generally fail. We have to convince "the

authorities" -- or an effective majority of them -- that our

advice makes good sense. (In addition, our money can broaden the

set of feasible options and thus make possible additional and
better policy choices.)

It is an unfortunate fact of life that Finance Ministers, in

their desire for a quick injection of foreign exchange, will
sometimes sign agreements including conditions with which they do

not agree. But, in such cases, we usually find that the

conditions are not effectively implemented or that their
implementation is not sustained. (I have found one exception:
something that can be implemented with a stroke of a pen, and

the effectiveness of which is quickly apparent, may be sustained
even though the authorities were originally doubtful. This has

sometimes happened with nominal devaluations -- especially where
there is a quick export "supply response," perhaps because
exports are shifted from illegal t24HK24H;lmKNew ALL-IN-1 mail for PAU

In the RAL I report we outlined three prerequisites for

effective adjustment lending. They were (i) that the government
have a serious program with both short run macro and longer run
structural components, (ii) that the government really "own" the
program, i.e., understand it and fully support it, and (iii) that



the program be realistic (tight enough to be consistent with the

financing available and not so tight as to make it politically
and socially unsustainable). It is hard to overemphasize the

second prerequisite, the importance of "owning" the program.
This means not only that we must "sell" the program to the
authorities, but also that we adapt our own initial
proposals in the light of the situation in the particular
country. Sometimes, unfortunately, both the Bank and the
national authorities are in too big a hurry to do these things.

#2: Regarding the JSSE follow-up, I understand Mr. Conable has

approved the idea of several of us going to the USSR to discuss
the recommendations of the report. I had originally thought of

this as (i) the principal authors of the "background papers" (now

chapters in the Main Report) drafted by the Bank, to discuss them
with concerned Soviet specialist in the particular areas, plus
(ii) discussing the overall approach (the "comprehensive
program") at the policy level. According to what Wilfried told

me, Mr. Conable said that "Holsen and one or two others" might
go. (However, there was some doubt about Mr. Stern's view; in
the interest of consensus in the PC, Wilfried told me you would
talk to Mr. Stern.) The proposed follow-up mission is
substantially smaller group than what I originally had in mind.
With a reduced team, the appropriate "others" would be Fred Levy
and Alan Gelb. But, compared to the original plan, we would do
less with the detailed background papers and focus more on the
need for a "modified big bang" comprehensive program. Also, we
should meet with a reasonable number of the Republics as well as
with the Union authorities. Given the present circumstances,
both points seem appropriate.

I have three questions to discuss with you. What can you tell me
about your discussions with Mr. Stern? Do you think that my
proposal -- economic reform policy discussions with the Union and
some Republics -- makes sense? Would you care to join us? (I
assume we will go in May -- but I must be back by the 26th when
one of my daughters gets married.)

[I am certainly not optimistic about what is likely to take place
in the short-term. But we should be talking at all possible
levels. Instead, the relation between the Bank and the USSR
seems to be that each is waiting for the other to speak first.
Maybe this will change after the Interim Committee's meeting.
But there is no reason to wait for the Interim Committee to talk
about the normal follow-up on the Joint Study!]
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DATE: 04-Mar-1991 02:23pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: USSR Technical Assistance

I thought it might be useful to get together to take stock

and discuss next steps (really!). My sense is that we will be in
a holding pattern for a while yet, but some contacts will
continue. Also, we could see a rapid reversal depending on what
really happened during the Gulf War and how the referendum on a

Union Treaty comes out.

Could we meet on Wednesday (March 6) at 4:30.PM in
Conference Room All-061 to discuss next steps. Please confirm
your attendance with Mercy (extension 82856).
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DATE: 01-Apr-1991 05:55pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: Next Steps by IMF re USSR Technical Assistance

I understand that the Fund staff have asked for the

Managing Director's approval to send a small mission to a

conference in Moscow at the end of this month. This mission will

also make contact with government officials and seek to update
Fund knowledge of current macroeconomic conditions in the Soviet

Union. Also, Fund staff have drafted a paper for their Board on

-the Associate Status issue. This paper discusses such subjects
as attendance by Soviet representatives at Fund Board meetings,
distribution of Fund documents to the Soviet authorities,

privileges and immunities, termination of Special Associate

status, areas of potential technical assistance, cooperation with

the World Bank and budgetary implications. Many of these are

covered in our own memorandum. However, it strikes me that we

have not gone into "secretary" type issues as much as the Fund

has.

There are no plans at present to send this memorandum to

the Board. This will await some stronger signal from the

shareholder(s) that they wish to proceed with Special Associate

status for the USSR.
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involved. It was implicit rather than explicit that we ought to

try to help -- when things are going well for reform and when

they are going poorly, perhaps especially when they are going
poorly.
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DATE: 01-Apr-1991 02:40pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: JSSE and Other Things

Part #2 is on the JSSE follow-up.

Part #1 is a reaction to LS's presentation at American

University. (He said to me afterwards, "Tell me what is wrong

with what I said," and silence might be misunderstood.) Larry's

presentation was in sharp contrast to Stan's the night before.

Stan had insisted that there were no such things as a "Bank/Fund

program," that it had to be the country's program, etc.
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O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 01-Apr-1991 02:30pm EST

TO: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: #1 SAL Lecture at AU #2 JSSE Follow-Up

#1: You asked, as we passed in the lobby, if I had any comments

on your lecture at the American University conference on

"Structural Adjustment." I really have only one -- and it is

a point brought up by one of the participants during the question

period. I suspect that it is more a matter of tone than of

disagreement, but the issue is sufficiently important to mention

it again. As I listened to you, you seemed to be saying that (i)
these are the lessons we have learned about policy reform during

the adjustment process and (ii) having learned the lessons, we ca

now attach the appropriate conditionality to our loans and thus

ensure their effectiveness. My problem is not with the lessons,
but with the workings of "conditionality."

As a general rule, one never gets a country to do something it

really doesn't want to do, or gets a country to refrain from

doing something it really wants to do. Attempts to "buy

performance" generally fail. We have to convince "the

authorities" -- or an effective majority of them -- that our

advice makes good sense. (In addition, our money can broaden the

set of feasible options and thus make possible additional and

better policy choices.)

It is an unfortunate fact of life that Finance Ministers, in

their desire for a quick injection of foreign exchange, will
sometimes sign agreements including conditions with which they do
not agree. But, in such cases, we usually find that the

conditions are not effectively implemented or that their

implementation is not sustained. (I have found one exception:

something that can be implemented with a stroke of a pen, and

the effectiveness of which is quickly apparent, may be sustained

even though the authorities were originally doubtful. This has

sometimes happened with nominal devaluations -- especially where

there is a quick export "supply response," perhaps because

exports are shifted from illegal to official channels.)

In the RAL I report we outlined three prerequisites for

effective adjustment lending. They were (i) that the government

have a serious program with both short run macro and longer run

structural components, (ii) that the government really "own" the

program, i.e., understand it and fully support it, and (iii) that



the program be realistic (tight enough 
to be consistent with the

financing available and not so tight as to make 
it politically

and socially unsustainable). It is hard to overemphasize the

second prerequisite, the importance of "owning" the program.

This means not only that we must "sell" the 
program to the

authorities, but also that we adapt our own 
initial

proposals in the light of the situation 
in the particular

country. Sometimes, unfortunately, both the Bank and the

national authorities are in too big a hurry to do these 
things.

#2: Regarding the JSSE follow-up, I understand Mr. Conable has

approved the idea of several of us going 
to the USSR to discuss

the recommendations of the report. I had originally thought of

this as (i) the principal authors of the "background papers" (now

chapters in the Main Report) drafted by the Bank, 
to discuss them

with concerned Soviet specialist in the particular areas, 
plus

(ii) discussing the overall approach (the 
"comprehensive

program") at the policy level. According to what Wilfried told

me, Mr. Conable said that "Holsen and one or two others" might

go. (However, there was some doubt about Mr. Stern's view; in

the interest of consensus in the PC, Wilfried 
told me you would

talk to Mr. Stern.) The proposed follow-up mission is

substantially smaller group than what I originally 
had in mind.

With a reduced team, the appropriate "others" would be Fred 
Levy

and Alan Gelb. But, compared to the original plan, we would 
do

less with the detailed background papers and focus 
more on the

need for a "modified big bang" comprehensive program. Also, we

should meet with a reasonable number of the Republics 
as well as

with the Union authorities. Given the present circumstances,

both points seem appropriate.

I have three questions to discuss with you. What can you tell me

about your discussions with Mr. Stern? Do you think that my

proposal -- economic reform policy discussions with 
the Union and

some Republics -- makes sense? Would you care to join us? (I

assume we will go in May -- but I must be back by the 26th when

one of my daughters gets married.)

[I am certainly not optimistic about what is likely to take place

in the short-term. But we should be talking at all possible

levels. Instead, the relation between the Bank and the USSR

seems to be that each is waiting for the other to speak 
first.

Maybe this will change after the Interim Committee's 
meeting.

But there is no reason to wait for the Interim Committee 
to talk

about the normal follow-up on the Joint Study!]
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DATE: 28-Mar-1991 05:36pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN

FROM: Costas Michalopoulos, PRDDR ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS )

EXT.: 32738

SUBJECT: USSR

I attended one of David's "update" meetings with the usual group
which included Geoff, John, Peter and Wafik. There was a mood of
impatience developing, as nothing had been heard from the
Russians about going to the USSR to discuss the JSEE. It was
thought that an Alphonse and Gaston situation existed. In the
meantime Conable made some kind of statement which was
interpreted by outsiders as a signal to move, but Wilfried
talking to Conable denies this ( I got this second hand from
John). Moreover, the EC apparently is moving ahead with a 400
million technical asssistance program for which David thought
that it would be a good idea for the Bank to become an executing
agency(?). John said that he sent a note to Wifried making a
number of proposals of how to move forward (which he did not show

-~--)to me) and Larry is talking to Ernie, about what I do not know.
Several said it would be useful for the Bank to engage more
actively providing TA- David thought we should do it on a small
scale. I was mostly quiet, except that I observed that our
providing TA would be used by the Gorbachev group which is more
conservative and less willing to reform, in its power struggle
against the Yeltsin group which is in my mind and according to
what I hear from couple of recent visitors, more liberal on the
economic front. I also understand that Conable met with Brady,
Snowcroft and Preston recently. Could they avoid tallking about
the USSR? All in all, I think, it might be useful to touch base
with Wilfried, find out what John has proposed, if I have not
found out until then, and let us confer.
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DATE: 01-Apr-1991 02:40pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: JSSE and Other Things

Part #2 is on the JSSE follow-up.

Part #1 is a reaction to LS's presentation at American
University. (He said to me afterwards, "Tell me what is wrong
with what I said," and silence might be misunderstood.) Larry's
presentation was in sharp contrast to Stan's the night before.
Stan had insisted that there were no such things as a "Bank/Fund
program," that it had to be the country's program, etc.
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DATE: 01-Apr-1991 02:30pm EST

TO: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: #1 SAL Lecture at AU #2 JSSE Follow-Up

#1: You asked, as we passed in the lobby, if I had any comments
on your lecture at the American University conference on
"Structural Adjustment." I really have only one -- and it is
a point brought up by one of the participants during the question
period. I suspect that it is more a matter of tone than of
disagreement, but the issue is sufficiently important to mention
it again. As I listened to you, you seemed to be saying that (i)
these are the lessons we have learned about policy reform during
the adjustment process and (ii) having learned the lessons, we ca
now attach the appropriate conditionality to our loans and thus
ensure their effectiveness. My problem is not with the lessons,
but with the workings of "conditionality."

As a general rule, one never gets a country to do something it
really doesn't want to do, or gets a country to refrain from
doing something it really wants to do. Attempts to "buy
performance" generally fail. We have to convince "the
authorities" -- or an effective majority of them -- that our
advice makes good sense. (In addition, our money can broaden the
set of feasible options and thus make possible additional and
better policy choices.)

It is an unfortunate fact of life that Finance Ministers, in
their desire for a quick injection of foreign exchange, will
sometimes sign agreements including conditions with which they do
not agree. But, in such cases, we usually find that the
conditions are not effectively implemented or that their
implementation is not sustained. (I have found one exception:
something that can be implemented with a stroke of a pen, and
the effectiveness of which is quickly apparent, may be sustained
even though the authorities were originally doubtful. This has
sometimes happened with nominal devaluations -- especially where
there is a quick export "supply response," perhaps because
exports are shifted from illegal to official channels.)

In the RAL I report we outlined three prerequisites for
effective adjustment lending. They were (i) that the government
have a serious program with both short run macro and longer run
structural components, (ii) that the government really "own" the
program, i.e., understand it and fully support it, and (iii) that



the program be realistic (tight enough to be consistent with the
financing available and not so tight as to make it politically
and socially unsustainable). It is hard to overemphasize the
second prerequisite, the importance of "owning" the program.
This means not only that we must "sell" the program to the
authorities, but also that we adapt our own initial
proposals in the light of the situation in the particular
country. Sometimes, unfortunately, both the Bank and the
national authorities are in too big a hurry to do these things.

#2: Regarding the JSSE follow-up, I understand Mr. Conable has
approved the idea of several of us going to the USSR to discuss
the recommendations of the report. I had originally thought of
this as (i) the principal authors of the "background papers" (now
chapters in the Main Report) drafted by the Bank, to discuss them
with concerned Soviet specialist in the particular areas, plus
(ii) discussing the overall approach (the "comprehensive
program") at the policy level. According to what Wilfried told
me, Mr. Conable said that "Holsen and one or two others" might
go. (However, there was some doubt about Mr. Stern's view; in
the interest of consensus in the PC, Wilfried told me you would
talk to Mr. Stern.) The proposed follow-up mission is
substantially smaller group than what I originally had in mind.
With a reduced team, the appropriate "others" would be Fred Levy
and Alan Gelb. But, compared to the original plan, we would do
less with the detailed background papers and focus more on the
need for a "modified big bang" comprehensive program. Also, we
should meet with a reasonable number of the Republics as well as
with the Union authorities. Given the present circumstances,
both points seem appropriate.

I have three questions to discuss with you. What can you tell me
about your discussions with Mr. Stern? Do you think that my
proposal -- economic reform policy discussions with the Union and
some Republics -- makes sense? Would you care to join us? (I
assume we will go in May -- but I must be back by the 26th when
one of my daughters gets married.)

[I am certainly not optimistic about what is likely to take place
in the short-term. But we should be talking at all possible
levels. Instead, the relation between the Bank and the USSR
seems to be that each is waiting for the other to speak first.
Maybe this will change after the Interim Committee's meeting.
But there is no reason to wait for the Interim Committee to talk
about the normal follow-up on the Joint Study!]
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DATE: 27-Mar-1991 11:13pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: Council of Foreign Relations Meeting on the USSR

1. Yesterday I participated in a "workshop" on "Market Reform
in the Soviet Union" that was organized by the Council on Foreign
Relations. In addition to Fred Levy from the Bank and Tom Wolf
from the Fund, participants included Barbara Griffiths from the
USSR country desk in the U.S. State Department and Jorge de
Macedo from the European Commission. Richard Cooper chaired the
workshop. In addition to several affiliated with the Council,
participants included John Williamson for the IIE, John Hardt of
the Congressional Research Service, and a number of university
and think-tank Sovietologists. Background materials distributed
for the workshop consisted of the JSSE "Summary and
Recommendations," the shorter IIASA/Yale report, and parts of the
EC report dealing with republican and devolution issues.

2. A few of us had specific assignments -- John Hardt opened
with an analysis of the current situation and I provided a
summary of the economic reform program recommended by JSSE. Jeff
Sachs had been scheduled to talk on the "role of the West," but
at the last minute he had to drop out (because, we were told, he
was needed to rescue Yugoslavia); there was no one else there
really prepared to defend the specifics of Sachs' thesis that the
West should encourage and underwrite Soviet economic reform by
offering, right now, a carrot of $30 - $35 billion annually.
(Sachs has previously said that JSSE failed badly by taking such
a cautious approach in its recommendations on economic
assistance.)

3. Most of the day was discussion, and most of it went over
familiar territory, but it may be interesting to summarize some
of the questions asked and answers suggested. There was no
real dissent from the view that the present problems of the
Soviet economy resulted in large measure from the inconsistencies
introduced by partial reform. (I explained that this was one
reason why JSSE stressed the need for comprehensive reform
involving both improved macroeconomic management and the nearly
simultaneous initiation of systemic changes in a number of
areas.) Richard Cooper and a number of others around the table
noted that they had started out as "gradualists," but that
circumstances had convinced them that a more radical approach was
required. Many kind words were said about JSSE, both in public



and privately.

4. Jack Synder (Columbia University) outlined three possible
courses of action to overcome the current economic difficulties
-- all of which looked unworkable. One was gradual reform, but
the internal contradictions of partial reform seemed to make this
course impossible. Another was the "big bang" or shock approach,
but this was not viable because it would lead to sharp output
declines and the pauperization of the population. The third was
to restore centralized administrative management of the economy,
but the center no longer had the necessary political legitimacy.
(It was argued that neither the army nor the party were reliable
supporters of the center; the army has its own ethnic tensions
and the party was full of "local communists;" some even had
doubts about the KGB.)

5. A few argued for a fourth alternative based upon
independent republics. I had earlier noted my concern that the
republics were far more interested in political change than in
economic reform; that they wanted a devolution of economic power
from Moscow to republican level authorities, but not to
enterprise managers guided by the market; that there was a real
danger of autarkic policies; and that failure to maintain an "all
Union market" or "common economic space" would be costly. But
some clearly felt that, relatively speaking, this should not be a
serious worry. What might come apart now could be put together
again later on. It was pointed out that the Republics had shown
their willingness to negotiate bilateral trade agreement with one
another (but this is far from integration and, I think,
reinforces my concerns). There did seem to be agreement,
however, that Yeltsin was an opportunist with strong political
ambitions rather than a democratic or economic reformer. Another
republican leader was characterized as a "feudal lord."

6. Richard Cooper argued that the Soviet Union, unlike Eastern
Europe, did not know where it wanted to go. The country could
easily slip into chaos. Then one of two things could happen --
(i) the public would be relieved at the arrival of a strong man
who, with selective use of brutal force, would restore order (the
Chile solution) or (ii) the public would be so fed up with chaos
that they would be willing to gamble on real economic reform
(the Polish solution).

7. I argued that the JSSE policy package did not really fit
into Snyder's three way classification. It was "comprehensive,"
but it was a very much "modified big bang" rather than pure shock
therapy. Cushions and safety nets for enterprises and households
could make it socially and politically feasible while still
avoiding the problems of gradual/partial reform.

8. I had no good answer, however, to the doubts raised by
others regarding whether or not the center had the political
strength and legitimacy to implement a JSSE-type economic reform
program (or, for that matter implement anything else). It seems



unlikely that anything serious can be done without some kind of
understanding between the Union and the Republics on the
interrelated economic and political issues. (Someone commented
that it was a mistake to have glasnost before peristroika.)

9. The State Department desk officer said there was a.standoff
between the republics and the center; neither was able to advance
their concept of political and economic reform. She added that
the outlook for the winter wheat crop (which is the main one)
was poor and warned that serious BOP problems could be in the
offering.

10. Jorge de Macedo, speaking for the EC, strongly endorsed the
analysis of JSSE but said a third dimension must be added to the
macro management and systemic reform stressed by the four IOs.
This was devolution or decentralization, an area where the EC had
much to offer. He also reported on the recent discussions in
Moscow of the ECU 400 million TA program which he expects to be
formally approved. (Privately he repeated what Tom Wolf and I
were told in Paris; the funds must be committed within a year and
the EC would like the Bank and Fund to help them spend the
money.) There was general agreement on the need for TA. Barbara
Griffiths said the U.S. recognized the desirability of TA at all
levels; it should be done -- but there were "political realities"
and that one could not ignore events in the Baltics.

11. There were some words of relative optimism towards the end
of the discussion. There was wide agreement that a move to a
market oriented economy was desirable; the debate was over just
what kind of market economy and how best to get there. John
Williamson asked if we were confident that the present reform
efforts would not succeed. De Macedo said perhaps one could get
Union and Republican support for a rudimentary market economy;
the USSR had changed radically in the last few years. Padma
Desai (Ms. Bagwati) said all was not bleak, that the promised
price increases next week were an important stabilization
measure, one which the government did not dare to take last
spring. Regarding the Baltics, she noted that it had taken India
a long time to get rid of colonial domination. Gorbachev was,
she emphasized, a progressive force.

12. One political scientists present spoke up late in the day.
He felt that the economists' remedies were "disembodied" from the
real world of politics. "The West must confront the political
issue and make a political choice. The choice is stark. One
goes with Gorbachev and the Union (including the Baltics) or one
goes with the Republics." Another non-economist argued (somewhat
Sachslike) that what was needed was a bold and dramatic gesture
such as a new Marshall Plan.

13. Among the economists there was broad consensus on the
diagnosis and also on the medicines that would be most helpful.
There was also a lot of uncertainty about what would happen in
the short run because of the complex political factors also



involved. It was implicit rather than explicit that we ought to
try to help -- when things are going well for reform and when
they are going poorly, perhaps especially when they are going
poorly.
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DATE: 04-Mar-1991 02:23pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: USSR Technical Assistance

I thought it might be useful to get together to take stock

and discuss next steps (really!). My sense is that we will be in

a holding pattern for a while yet, but some contacts will
continue. Also, we could see a rapid reversal depending on what
really happened during the Gulf War and how the referendum on a

Union Treaty comes out.

Could we meet on Wednesday (March 6) at 4:30 PM in
Conference Room All-061 to discuss next steps. Please confirm

your attendance with Mercy (extension 82856).
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DATE: 02-Apr-1991 12:02pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Olivier Lafourcade, EXTEU ( OLIVIER LAFOURCADE AT Al AT PAR

EXT.: 3010

SUBJECT: NATO Conference in Brussels

1. On March 20. 21 and 22, I attended a conference at NATO

headquarters in Brussels on the theme: "The Soviet Economy under

Gorbatchev's Conduct". The conference was organized by the
Economics Directorate of NATO. It is part of a system whereby a
seminar ("Colloquium") is organized on an annual basis in

Brussels, and touches alternatively issues of economic

development in the Soviet Union and in other Eastern European
countries. This year's Conference was attended by about 250

people. The participants came from a wide variety of origins; a
strong minority (perhaps a fourth of total attendance) were from

academic and research institutions, mostly from western Europe

(and a few from the US). The rest was unevenly divided among

representatives of private companies, national administrations

(including a few from the military/ministry of defense
establishment), private sector, bankers, parliamentarians,
international organizations (OECD, EEC), the NATO parliamentary
assembly, diplomats, journalists and others. For the first time

ever in the history of this conference and of NATO, a few

representatives of the Soviet Union also participated in the

conference. Most of these were members of the Academy of Science

of the USSR, and several addressed the conference. A number of

participants had attended the Conference on the USSR organized by

the French Association of Financial Economy and the daily Le
Monde in Paris the previous friday (this included Mr. Thomas

Wolf, Division Chief at the IMF in charge of the USSR).

2. The General Secretary of NATO, Dr. Manfred Worner gave the

opening address to the conference which was chaired by Mr. Daniel

George, Director of the Economic Directorate. The Conference was

organized in 6 sessions, each session being addressed by two or

three keynote speakers, followed by a period of questions and

answers. The themes of the sessions were:

a. Recent Economic Developments and Reforms in the USSR
b. Soviet Sectoral Issues

c. Regionalization of Soviet Economic Policies
d. Developments in Selected Regions
e. USSR External Economic Relations

f. Central and East European Economic Reforms in a Wider

Perspective: Prospects and Constraints



3. Because of time constraints, I could not attend the last

session. I did gather most of the papers which were tabled for

discussion, and these are being sent to John Holsen separately,

along with a list of those who attended the meeting.

4. As could be expected, the quality of the papers and

presentations was somewhat uneven. Antonio Costa of the EEC

Commission in Brussels made a very good presentation on the

topic: "Status of Soviet Economic Reforms: Western assessment".

The presentation of Mr. Gerard Wild of the CEPII in Paris on the

topic "Regional Issues: a Western Viewpoint" was also interesting
and led to a lively debate. The session on the USSR External

Economic Relations was particularly interesting with the

viewpoint of a private banker (from Dresdner bank on the subject

of Soviet Financial Policies towards the West) and a very good
contribution by a Dr. Vladimir Zouev, a young Director for

Studies at the Institute of World Economy and International
Relations in Moscow, on the subject of the Soviet Economic

Policies and Attitudes towards International Organizations.
Several other contributions were very disappointing, e.g. on the

regional and sectoral issues. By and large, the presentations,
the discussion and the debate were all somewhat academic, and

lacked in operational relevance.

5. Recurrent themes in the discussion were: (a) the lost

opportunities of perestroika over the last months, with the

recognition that the democratization process has led to a

deterioration of the economy, contrary to popular expectations;

(b) is the Soviet Union on the verge of economic disintegration?;
(c) is the separation of parts of the Union (e.g. the Baltic

Republics) a feasable or desirable proposition from an economic

and political standpoint? (some were asking the question
differently: "can it be prevented?"). The general tone of the

discussion was a largely pessimistic one, most participants
agreeing on the high degree of uncertainty and unpredictability
of the present situation. I particularly enjoyed Antonio Costa's

contribution to the debate on whether Gorbachev was turning out

to be more a new Jaruzelski or a new Kerenski. Costa's view is

that Gorbatchev is more like Christopher Columbus: " He did not
know where he wanted to go, he did not know where he was, his

adventure was all financed by foreigners, and it did not make a

difference since America was always there and would have been

discovered anyway".

6. An interesting feature of the conference was the great

diversity of background and interests of the participants. There

was a decided bias on the academic/intellectual side because of

the presence of large numbers of university scholars, but the

presence of politicians, private bankers, businessmen, members of

national and international bureaucracies, and others made it

possible to have interesting exchanges among participants who

were looking at problems of the USSR from very different angles.
In fact, another notable feature was the degree of direct



personal involvement and connection with the USSR which most

participants seemed to have. In addition, it was interesting to
note that the information which participants had (especially the
statistical information) did not seem either very recent nor very
reliable (i.e. many participants complained about the lack of

reliable data). In this connection, most participants knew of the

recently completed study of the Soviet Economy, but only a

handful had had access to part of the information (e.g. Mr. Peter

Schwanse of OECD who had participated in the study).

7. I deliberately kept a fairly low profile during the
conference, largely because of my ignorance of the specifics of

the economic situation of the USSR. I intervened only during the
discussion of the issue of the relationships of the USSR with

international organizations, to remind the participants that the

Study on the USSR has just been issued in full. I also made the

point that if and when the USSR joins the Bank, it will be very

important to initiate a campaign of information and education
about the Bank within the Soviet Union, in order to minimize the

risks of excessive expectations, and those of basic
misunderstandings on the role and function of the Bank, which may

have considerable detrimental effects in the medium term (witness

some cases elsewhere in the world). I did have ample opportunity
to discuss with many participants, most of whom were less than

familiar with the Bank in general, and with its involvement in

Eastern and Central Europe in particular.

8. In conclusion, I believe that it was useful for me to

attend this conference where I met a number of people from
circles where the Bank has not had too many contacts in the past.

In fact, in discussing with Mr. George, the Director of NATO's

Directorate of Economics, we agreed that we could try to develop
some further contacts, since it is clear that his department is

not terribly knowledgeable about the Bank, and we could usefully
trade some information and share in some of our respective

analyses. For instance, NATO does have access to some information

on defense expenditures of ex-Warsaw Pact countries which,
although it could not be publicized, could be made available to

us, in a confidential manner. In addition, through NATO, we could

have access with, and maintain/develop contacts with a variety of

potentially interesting interlocutors. Finally, it is clear that

Central and Eastern European countries are trying their best to

develop their own links with NATO countries, and with the
Alliance itself (President Vaclav Havel of Czechoslovaquia was

making a formal visit to NATO headquarters during the Conference

-- a historic first which received considerable media attention

in the western european press). We could certainly benefit from

maintaining contacts with representatives of these countries in

the fora which the NATO secretariat occasionally invites us to

participate in.

9. In the course of one of my forthcoming visits to Brussels,
I will be following on some of the initial contacts made in this

conference, particularly with Mr. George. I can already suggest



that we could offer to participate in next year's colloqium
whose subject matter will focus on Eastern and Central European
countries. I believe that the new recruit for the position of
International Relations Adviser for European Institutions could
usefully spend some (limited) amount of time in maintaining the
liaison with NATO's secretariat. This can easily be done at
little extra cost, given the location in Brussels.
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March 14, 1991

Ms. Kathleen Walsh
Executive Director
World Trade Association
Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce
37 N. High Street
P.O. Box 1527

Columbus, OH 43216

Dear Kathy:

Many thanks for agreeing to schedule a luncheon for Thursday, June 6, to hear
John A. Holsen of the World Bank speak on economic reform in the Soviet Union.
The June 6 luncheon dovetails quite nicely with the seminar Mr. Holsen will be
addressing at Ohio State University that same afternoon at 3:30 p.m.

Mr. Holsen is an effective and dynamic speaker who has a great deal of
interesting information to pass along to your audience. A copy of his
biographical data is attached.

If Carol Garner can mobilize her World Affairs Council group to join the
Chamber people for the luncheon, this would be a plus both for Mr. Holsen and
the Bank and for business leaders and internationality-oriented people in the
Columbus area.

One of the things I'd like to coordinate with you is press coverage of Mr.
Holsen's speaking engagement. I'm certain we can do something with WOSU radio
and the Columbus Dispatch. I'd appreciate your suggestions and ideas along
this line. Of course, there's still a great deal of time before the June 6
luncheon, but, please, let's keep in touch on this, and as the date draws
near, we can dovetail our efforts.

Again, Kathy, many thanks for your outstanding cooperation.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Alan Dtattell

Senior Publication Information Officer
Information and Public Affairs

attachment
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Biographical Data for John A. Holsen

Present position (1990 to date) at the World Bank, Washington, DC:
Special Adviser, Office of the Senior Vice President--Policy,
Research & External Affairs
Team Leader, World Bank team for Joint [IMF/Bank/OECD/EBRD]

Study of Soviet Economy

Other professional activities include:
Professorial Lecturer, School of Advanced International

Studies of the Johns Hopkins University
Scientific Advisory Council, Center for World Food Studies,

Free University, Amsterdam
Editorial Board, World Bank Economic Review

Previous positions at World Bank include (1966-1990):

Principal Adviser, Office of Vice President--Development
Economics

Director, Country Economics Department

Chief Economist, South Asia Regional Office
Chief Economist, Latin America and Caribbean Regional Office

Senior Economist, Latin America and Caribbean Regional Office
Country Economist, Brazil

Previous positions with U.S. Government include:
ECA/MSA/ICA ("Marshall Plan") International Trade and

Development Economist (1951-53)

USAID Assistant Program Officer, Madrid, Spain (1958-1964)
USAID Economic Adviser, Santiago, Chile (1964-66)

Education: Undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University
of Chicago.

Publications: Articles in American Economic Review, Finance and

Development, World Development. Contributions to World Bank

publications.
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DATE: 17-Mar-1991 12:42pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: JSSE Follow-Up, Etc.

On David Bock's comment on the Fund having received a request for
follow-up discussion, I double checked with Tom Wolf (who was
with me in Paris) and Tom assures me that the Fund has not
received any such proposal other than that made during the
Obminsky visit for a TV spectacular.

The Soviets, by the way, look at this proposal as still awaiting
our reply; neither the Bank or the Fund have formally responded.
I have informally suggested to Krivorotov and Verzhbitskiy
(respectively, counselor and third secretary at the USSR Embassy
in Washington) that (i) the TV spectacular might best be done by
academics rather than by international civil servants, (ii) the
latter could write somewhat "popularized" versions of parts of
JSSE for publication in newspapers and magazines, and (iii) after
the Soviets have had time to read the "Main Report," we would
still like some techical level discussions of this material.
(Leontief chaired the session at which I spoke last Friday. He
remains very active. And a Russian speaking, Nobel Prize winner
would be ideal. From his comments in Paris, he seems broadly to
share the JSSE position.)

Shouldn't we raise with Wilfried the need to formally reply to
the Obminsky suggestion?

In addition to the Obminsky proposal, both Tom Wolf and I are
expecting an invitation from Boris Milner of the Institute of
Economics, Academy of Science, that a few of us soon vist the
academy for a week for some follow-up discussions that would be
organized by Abalkin and Milner. But this would not really
substitute for the technical level discussions with participation
by a larger number of the principal contributors to the report
and involving Soviet officials concerned with the various
specific topics taken up in the report as well as with senior
policy makers concerned with "reform" in general. I have told
Milner that the Academy should also invite Alan Gelb, but the
invitation probably would not extend beyond the two of us plus
one or two from the Fund, and the meetings would be basically
with people associated with the Academy.

Attali was in Moscow last week. I will fax my EBRD counterpart,



Fitoussi (who accompanied Attali), on Monday to see if anything
relevant to follow-up discussions took place in their meetings --
but my suspicious is that Attali is inclined to go it alone, and
does not want to be too closely associated with the Fund and the
Bank (because of our reputations regarding conditionality).

CC: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS
CC: Keith Jay ( KEITH JAY )
CC: Prisce Daniel ( PRISCE DANIEL )
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DATE: 17-Mar-1991 03:12pm

TO: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR ( PAUL ISENMAN

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: RE: JSSE Follow-Up, Etc.

Shouldn't I forward your em to DAvid Bock and to Wilfried (o/r)?
What you say sounds reasonable to me. It would be nice if the
JSSE results could get broad circulation, without necessarily
passing through an "official" condensation or popularization.

Have you read the Social Economies paper (to be discussed by the
PREC at 11 on Monday. If you are back and have read it, you
should come.) It's very cautious view -- that we're not sure
about a lot and that this militates for faster rather than slower
action -- seems inconsistent not only with what Operations is
doing now in some countries but with the JSSE. (While the reform
situation is more desperate in the USSR, the same general points
seem to me to apply.)

CC: Prisce Daniel ( PRISCE DANIEL )
CC: Keith Jay ( KEITH JAY )
CC: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS
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FROM:WB-EXCOP 2024771305 TO: 202 477 1775 MAR 11, 1991 12:33PM #487 P.01

Thc World Bank / IFC / MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: 8 March 1991

To: Mr. Suk Hong Choi, SEC

From: Paul Is 9 , Acting Senior Vice President, PRE

Subject:Distribution of "A Study oQfthe Soviet Economy"

1. You will recall that the "Summary and Recommendations"
report of the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy was distributed
last December. The background papers that were prepared as part
of that study have now been edited, collected and published in
three volumes under the title A Study of the Soviet Economy.

2. This 3-volume report is approved for distribution to the
Board and Senior Managoment. We have arranged for 700 copies to
be sent to the Printshop; they are awaiting your instructions
regarding distribution.

3. The study will be made available to the public through the
bookstores of the Bank, Fund and OECD. The price will be $100.

cc: Mr. W. Thalwitz (o/r), SVPRE
Mr. I. Radan, GSDPR

BiO3osos.nciC
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DATE: 01-Mar-1991 08:37am

TO: Paul Isenman UL

FROM: Johannes Linn, CECDR ( J LINN

EXT.: 37458

SUBJECT: International congress in Leningrad

The International Institute of Public Finance is organizing its

annual Congress in Leningrad this summer. I have been invited to

attend and feel strongly inclinded to attend. I also discovered

from the program that other Bank staff will be attending

(including one CEC staff member). The Bank papers do not appear
to relate in any way specifically to the USSR.

Query: do we need to seek formal clearance for this from

Wilfried/Ernie or other powers that be?

Thanks.

CC: Penny Chokechaitanasin ( PENNY CHOKECHAITANASIN )
CC: Alexander Shakow ( ALEXANDER SHAKOW
CC: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 20, 1991

TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, FINSV

FROM: Johanne Linn, Acting DECVP

EXTENSION: 37458

SUBJECT: DEC Activities Involving USSR Officials and Institutions

Mr. Thalwitz asked me to send you the attached memorandum. He
endorses the three proposals highlighted on page 2. Please let me know
if you see any problems.

Thank you very much.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Thalwitz (PRESV); Summers (o/r)(DECVP);
Ingram, Isenman (o/r)(PRDDR).

JFLinn:pc



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 18, 1991

TO: Mr. Wilfried Thalwitz

FROM: Lawrence H. Summers

EXTENSION: 33774

SUBJECT: DEC Activities Involvinz USSR Officials and Institutions

1. With the growing interest in and evolving relations with

the USSR, I thought it might be useful to compile an inventory

of DEC activities involving USSR officials or institutions, and

to seek your clearance for those activities which have not yet

been formally approved. DEC managers and staff are fully aware

of the Bank's policy that interaction with the USSR cannot (at

least for now) involve any direct use of Bank resources for the

benefit of the USSR; this list reflects our understanding of

that policy.

A. Activities Reauirinz SVP Clearance

DECVP

2. DECVP's Statistical Adviser (Ramesh Chander) plans to

attend the meeting of the Statistical Commission, to be held in

New York in early February. If approved, he will meet with the

USSR delegation and discuss possible future exchanges.

IEC

3. IECSE has a research project on measuring growth and

inflation in historically planned economies (HPEs), and is

collaborating with CECSE on a Factbook on Economies in

Transition. Statistical offices in all HPEs have been invited

to participate; the USSR has not as yet been invited. While we

do not envisage financing any activities undertaken by national

statistical offices, we do expect to commission small studies

by experts who are nationals of some of the HPEs. IECSE is now

seeking approval to invite the USSR to participate in this

activity for two main reasons. First, the Soviets are aware of

this work, and could well misinterpret the absence of a formal

communication that has been sent to all other concerned

countries. Second, our knowledge of the "model" that several

Bank borrowers have been following is very limited, and we

would stand to learn a great deal from the Soviets.
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CEC

4. CECMG is seeking Research Committee funding for a

research project on the effect of national policies on long-run
growth, and plans to include the USSR as one of its case

studies. This is likely to involve interviews with Soviet

officials and institutions, but will not involve any

contractual arrangements. Your approval for the inclusion of

the USSR case study is requested.

EDI

5. EDICD would like approval to invite participants/

observers from the USSR to a seminar on "Enterprise in

Transition: Enterprise Decision-Making in Eastern Europe", to

be held in Warsaw in late February.

6. EDIEM is planning a course on Market Economics to be

held in Prague in May/June 1991, and would like approval to

invite five or six Soviet participants: two from the Academy of

National Economy and the rest from central government economic

agencies. Funding for the Soviet participation would be

provided by UNDP.

B. Other Activities Involving the USSR

IEC

7. The USSR joined the UN's International Comparison

Program (ICP) in 1990, which means that, since the Bank

supports this program, the USSR is now an indirect beneficiary

of Bank support. In October 1990, John O'Connor, of IECSE,
attended the first meeting between the Austrians and the

Soviets to discuss the ICP's Group II exercise, which links the

countries of Eastern Europe to the world via Austria. The Bank

will continue to participate in all such meetings, which will

include Soviet participation.

CEC

8. Following the completion of the Joint Study of the

Soviet Economy (JSSE), CECSE has developed a program aimed at

increasing its understanding of the USSR and widening contacts

between Bank staff and Soviet researchers. The program

comprises four elements:

(a) Take advantage of the presence of visiting Soviet

academics to hold informal seminars on topics of

interest to the Bank.

(b) Update some background materials collected for the

JSSE which were found to be useful.
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(c) Use information gained on the USSR (the dominant

partner of the CMEA) to enhance ongoing work on

CMEA reform.

(d) Commission a small study by a Soviet consultant on

"The Privatization Processes Under Way in the -
USSR", a topic of central importance to the

understanding of socialist transformation. The

study will be undertaken by Dr. Serghei Shatalov,
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, who will be paid
$2,000 for his work. The study will build on

experiences gained in advising city governments and

businesses, and is of interest also to CECPS and

IFC. This activity, and the Soviet participation,
has already been cleared by Mr. Conable.

EDI

9. EDIEM is planning a Senior Policy Seminar on

"Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations and Macroeconomic

Management" in Delhi at the end of February. EDI has requested

and received authorization to invite five Soviet participants,

and may also invite Denise Kiselyov to represent the Academy of

National Economy, if non-Bank funding can be found.

10. Depending on how events evolve in the Bank and in

Moscow, EDIEM may plan an adaptation of the New Delhi Senior

Policy Seminar described in paragraph 9, above to be held in

Moscow, either in March or May.

11. EDIFI plans to hold another seminar for Eastern Europe

in May, jointly with OECD. We are expecting that OECD will

invite Soviet representatives.

12. EDIFI held a joint seminar with the International Center

for Public Enterprise (ICPE) and UNDP last November on

Privatization. Four Soviet officials invited by ICPE attended.

cc: DEC Senior Managers
Mr. Isenman



February 22, 1991

Mr. Thalwitz

Wilfried:

I just received the attached note from Ernie,
and have not yet had a chance to fully absorb it. There
are clearly some items which we will need to reconsider.
I will brief you next week after I have had a chance to
discuss this with the relevant managers.

J annes Linn
:45 p.m.)

cc: Messrs. Lamb, Isenman (o/r)
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ERNEST STERN
Senior Vice President
Finance

February 22, 1991

Mr. Linn

Johannes -

DEC Activities Involving USSR Officials and Institutions

I am surprised at the scope of the activities -- not just those on page 2.

They do not seem to me terribly consistent with the gradual approach we agreed

was appropriate under current circumstances, even though we are avoiding Bank

financing. It is not difficult to foresee this burgeoning quickly, contrary

to our objectives.

Item 3

While, it is desirable to have information on the USSR included in such a

study, it would not be a calamity if it were not in the first round. Nor, do

I understand how the USSR could misinterpret not being invited; it is more

likely they would get the correct message. Certainly, I do not believe that

delaying an invitation for 2-3 months will do any substantive damage to the

work schedule.

Item 4

My reaction is much the same. Surely, if the project is as broad as

described, much work can get started without the USSR case study. If the

situation changes, the USSR can always be added. I, certainly, would not

favor its inclusion now nor a series of interviews in the Soviet Union.

Moreover, such interviews on a topic of this scale are unlikely to be one-

shot affairs. In addition, my impression is that there is a good deal of

material available at Institutes of Soviet Studies, which is likely to be more

systematically compiled than anything a set of interviews could yield.

Item 5

No objection.

Item 6

No objection. Would the host government be willing to extend the invitation?

Item 7

No problem.
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Item 8

(a) No problem.

(b) I would favor this at present if it involves follow-up visits to

the USSR.

(c) This would not seem to involve any further work in the USSR. The

CMEA reform can be reviewed from the perspective of the other

members and, in any event, I would not think it desirable to be

providing much public advise on this sensitive subject which would

put us in the middle of very political negotiations.

(d) Since Mr. Conable has cleared this, there is nothing further to be

said about its propriety. However, let me note my skepticism that

the current privatization processes in the USSR have even any

remote relevance to privatization efforts elsewhere, or to the

eventual framework which may emerge in the USSR.

Item 9

Previously discussed. No objection.

Item 10

Clearly, March is not a suitable time for an EDI seminar in Moscow. Nor, if

advance planning is needed, does May look likely.
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members and, in any event, I would not think it desirable to be

providing much public advise on this sensitive subject which would

put us in the middle of very political negotiations.

(d) Since Mr. Conable has cleared this, there is nothing further to be

said about its propriety. However, let me note my skepticism that

the current privatization processes in the USSR have even any

remote relevance to privatization efforts elsewhere, or to the

eventual framework which may emerge in the USSR.

Item 9

Previously discussed. No objection.

Item 10

Clearly, March is not a suitable time for an EDI seminar in Moscow. Nor, if

advance planning is needed, does May look likely.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 20, 1991

Mr. Isenman
TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, FINSV Mr. Jay

Mr. Lamb

FROM: Johanne s Linn, Acting DECVP Mr. Liebenthal
Mr. Michalopoulos

EXTENSION: 37458 Mr. Woodford

SUBJECT: DEC Activities Involving USSR Officials and Institutions

Mr. Thalwitz asked me to send you the attached memorandum. He
endorses the three proposals highlighted on page 2. Please let me know
if you see any problems.

Thank you very much.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Thalwitz (PRESV); Summers (o/r)(DECVP);
Ingram, Isenman (o/r)(PRDDR).

JFLinn:pc



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 18, 1991

TO: Mr. Wilfried Thalwitz

FROM: Lawrence H. Summers

EXTENSION: 33774

SUBJECT: DEC Activities Involving USSR Officials and Institutions

1. With the growing interest in and evolving relations with

the USSR, I thought it might be useful to compile an inventory

of DEC activities involving USSR officials or institutions, and

to seek your clearance for those activities which have not yet

been formally approved. DEC managers and staff are fully aware

of the Bank's policy that interaction with the USSR cannot (at

least for now) involve any direct use of Bank resources for the

benefit of the USSR; this list reflects our understanding of

that policy.

A. Activities Recuirinz SV? Clearance

DECVP

2. DECVP's Statistical Adviser (Ramesh Chander) plans to

attend the meeting of the Statistical Commission, to be held in

New York in early February. If approved, he will meet with the

USSR delegation and discuss possible future exchanges.

IEC

3. IECSE has a research project on measuring growth and

inflation in historically planned economies (HPEs), and is

collaborating with CECSE on a Factbook on Economies in

Transition. Statistical offices in all HPEs have been invited

to participate; the USSR has not as yet been invited. While we

do not envisage financing any activities undertaken by national

statistical offices, we do expect to commission small studies

by experts who are nationals of some of the HPEs. IECSE is now

seeking approval to invite the USSR to participate in this

activity for two main reasons. First, the Soviets are aware of

this work, and could well misinterpret the absence of a formal

communication that has been sent to all other concerned

countries. Second, our knowledge of the "model" that several

Bank borrowers have been following is very limited, and we

would stand to learn a great deal from the Soviets.
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CEj

4. CECMC is seeking Research Committee funding for a

research project on the effect of national policies on long-run

growth, and plans to include the USSR as one of its case

studies. This is likely to involve interviews with Soviet

officials and institutions, but will not involve any

contractual arrangements. Your approval for the inclusion of

the USSR case study is requested.

EDI

5. EDICD would like approval to invite participants/

observers from the USSR to a seminar on "Enterprise in

Transition: Enterprise Decision-Making in Eastern Europe", to

be held in Warsaw in late February.

6. EDIEM is planning a course on Market Economics to be

held in Prague in May/June 1991, and would like approval to

invite five or six Soviet participants: two from the Academy of

National Economy and the rest from central government economic

agencies. Funding for the Soviet participation would be

provided by UNDP.

B. Other Activities Involving the USSR

IEC

7. The USSR joined the UN's International Comparison

Program (ICP) in 1990, which means that, since the Bank

supports this program, the USSR is now an indirect beneficiary

of Bank support. In October 1990, John O'Connor, of IECSE,

attended the first meeting between the Austrians and the

Soviets to discuss the ICP's Group II exercise, which links the

countries of Eastern Europe to the world via Austria. The Bank

will continue to participate in all such meetings, which will

include Soviet participation.

CEC

8. Following the completion of the Joint Study of the

Soviet Economy (JSSE), CECSE has developed a program aimed at

increasing its understanding of the USSR and widening contacts

between Bank staff and Soviet researchers. Tne program

comprises four elements:

(a) Take advantage of the presence of visiting Soviet

academics to hold informal seminars on topics of

interest to the Bank.

(b) Update some background materials collected for the

JSSE which were found to be useful.
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(c) Use information gained on the USSR (the dominant

partner of the CMEA) to enhance ongoing wo-rk on

CHEA reform.

(d) Commission a small study by a Soviet consultant on

"The Privatization Processes Under Way in the

USSR", a topic of central importance to the

understanding of socialist transformation. The

study will be undertaken by Dr. Serghei Shatalov,

of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, who will be paid

$2,000 for his work. The study will build on

experiences gained in advising city governments and

businesses, and is of interest also to CECPS and

IFC. This activity, and the Soviet participation,

has already been cleared by Mr. Conable.

EDI

9. EDIEM is planning a Senior Policy Seminar on

"Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations and Macroeconomic

Management" in Delhi at the end of February. EDI has requested

and received authorization to invite five Soviet participants,

and may also invite Denise Kiselyov to represent the Academy of

National Economy, if non-Bank funding can be found.

10. Depending on how events evolve in the Bank and in

Moscow, EDIEM may plan an adaptation of the New Delhi Senior

Policy Seminar described in paragraph 9, above to be held in

Moscow, either in March or May.

11. EDIFI plans to hold another seminar for Eastern Europe

in May, jointly with OECD. We are expecting that OECD will

invite Soviet representatives.

12. EDIFI held a joint seminar with the International Center

for Public Enterprise (ICPE) and UNDP last November on

Privatization. Four Soviet officials invited by ICPE attended.

cc: DEC Senior Managers

Mr. Isenman



-------------- i--l------- ------------ Facsimile Transmittal from--------------------- -- -

THE WORLD BANK
Office of the Senior Vice President -- Policy, Research & External Affairs

------------------------------------------- Telefax 1 (202) 477-0959---------------------5-9-- -----

Date: 15 February 1991

To: Ms. T. Ter-Minassian, IMF
International Monetary Fund [Faxphone 623-6211]

Mr. J.P. Tuveri, OECD
OECD, Paris [Faxphone 011-331-4524-9177]

Mr. J-P. Fitoussi, EBRD
OFCE, Paris [Faxphone 011-331-4556-0615]

From: John A. Holsen, World Bank

Subject: Discussion of the JSSE Report in the Soviet Union

1. You may be interested in the attached memorandum. We

would be interested in knowing about any similar discussions you
may have had.

2. I would also be interested in your views on the

desirability and feasibility of the mentioned "technical level

discussions of the analysis and conclusions" that are about to be

published. Assuming the 3-volume report is distributed in

February, it might be read in the USSR in March, and some follow-

up discussions might be appropriate in April. (I would see such
discussions as the completion of the Joint Study, not the

initiation of a new activity.)

3. I would also be interested to hear about what

distribution has been made by the EBRD of the Russian language

translation of the "Summary and Recommendations" volume. Should
not some effort be made to get copies to people who were helpful

to our various missions? Are copies available which the other
participating organizations could distribute?

4. Please note that my office affiliation and fax number
have changed. My phone number, however, is unchanged (202-473-

3719); my office has changed from S 9-039 to S 12-055. Warm

regards!

cc: P. Isenman
This transmission consists of 3 pages including this page.

[S1021502.DOC]



The World Bank / IFC / MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: 15 February 1991

To: Wilfried P. Thalwitz

From: John A. Holsen, DECVFV~

Subject: Discussions with Soviet Official on JSSE/Economic Reform

1. Today I had lunch with Viktor F. Krivorotov, who is an

official ("Counselor" rank) at the Soviet Embassy in Washington.

I believe he is an economist by profession, and is particularly

interested in issues of economic reform and the possibilities for

technical assistance from the World Bank.

2. As you know, I had an inquiry this morning from U.S. News

and World Report asking my reaction to a Soviet statement that, I

was told, had been very critical of the JSSE report. I responded

that I could not comment because I knew of no such statement --

but, at lunch today, I did ask Krivorotov whether he was aware of

any recent comments on the report from the Soviet Union. He told

me that he was not. Indeed, as far as he had seen, there had

been no mention of the report in the Soviet press or by senior

government officials. Krivorotov told me he thought that the

JSSE report was being ignored because it didn't support the

position of any senior officials and also because the economic

reformers had been leaving the government. He said he would let

me know if he encountered anything about the report in the Soviet

press or in the speeches of government officials.

3. More generally, he emphasized the present concern with

political rather than economic issues, and said that -- despite

what was a widespread general commitment to the idea of going to

a market economy -- nothing much could be done until some

progress had been made in resolving the political issues.

4. He stressed the limited understanding of economic reform

issues in the Soviet Union, the need for a program of public

education, and the desirability of participation by staff from

the international organizations in efforts such as the proposed

television program. I told him that I thought it would be

difficult for international civil servants to participate in such

a TV program. He then said that an alternative might be to get

private individuals like Jeffrey Sachs and Stanley Fischer to go

to Moscow to discuss the JSSE report on the TV show (and that he

would make this proposal to the Soros Foundation people). We

agreed that discussion of the report in the USSR should be



encouraged as part of the necessary public education campaign.
He did not know the extent to which the EBRD's Russian
translation of the report had been circulated in the Soviet
Union.

5. He believed that the movement from "left" to "right" of the

last few months might be reversed at any time; one should not
take any particular set of events as "final" in such a fluid
situation. Krivorotov expressed his hope that the Bank (and
other Ios) would understand the complex situation in the USSR and
would be willing to stay involved in the process -- particularly
with respect to technical assistance. (I explained the need for
Board agreement to any new initiative involving assistance of any
sort to the USSR and, therefore, of the necessity of support from
members of the Board.) Some technical level discussions of the
analysis and conclusions of the soon-to-be-published "Main
Report" seemed to him like a good way of at least "keeping the
door open" pending further developments.

cc: Messrs. W. Thalwitz, L. Summers, D. Bock, Paul Isenman,
A. Shakow, P. Hasan, F. Levy, A. Gelb, W. McCulloch

Mr. S. Fischer (MIT)
Mr. Fitoussi (EBRD/OFCE)
Ms. Ter-Minassian (IMF)
Mr. Tuveri, OECD

(S1021501.DOC]


